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A

dis“I would not speak unkindly or
the
respectfully of the President ofwhich
United States, but the omy things
had
evor
have
admirers
his Massachusetts
to say In his praise are the things with
relations to which he neither represents
of the men
nor agrees with the majority
who have elected him.
‘•I see that some of our friends, on both
sides are disposed to thrust into this campaign some matter which does not seem
to me to belong to it, or to be a profitable
subject for party or political disoussion.
little
One side takes as its emblem the
red school house of our grandfathers’ day.
for
candidate
The Democratic
governor
for
not to be behind hand, says he goes
the little soljool house. But he wants a
muoh
white one now. Now I am not
disposed to agree with either.
But I think I can suggest a compromise
I do not care
which will satisfy both.
about taking for my emblem an empty
I do not want to put on my
building.
banner a thing made np of shingles
and
clapboards and pine timbers and spruce
lumber. I propose, to both sides to take
as our emblem, and I will stand by them,
the little red cheeked school inarm.
Let
her take her shingle in her hand,
and
where she brings up the boys there will
be no bigotry and very little Democraoy.

BIG NOON MEETING IN BOSTON
YESTERDAY.

One

In

Application of
X

cura
Speedy Curb Treatment.—Warm baths
with Cuticuba Soap, gentle applications of
Cuticura (ointment), and mild doses of Ccticura Resolvent (the new blood purifier).
Sold throughout the world. British depot: F. New*
Pottk*
bury A Soss, 1, King Edward-et., London.
DiiCO amd Ciisa. Co2F., Sole Props., Boston, U. S. A.

Big Vote Expected
Parties Claim

in

Kentucky—Botii

They Will Carry Ohio-

Democratic Estimate

in

New

York—

Republicans MakeNoPredictions There
—Today Will Tell the Story.
November
4.—Republican
rallies were held in Faneuil and Music
halls this noon. The principal speaker at

Boston,

both was Senator George F.
as follows:

who

Hoar,

spoke

“We have a single praotical question to
That is whether
be settled tomorrow.
to
the people of Massachusetts propose
and
continue Greenhalge and Wolcott
their associates in administration, and
propose to continue the legislative policies
that have prevailed in Massachusetts for
I do not hear anybody, or
thirty years.
read of anybody who seems to me to want
Democratic
very earnestly to have the

White Stoa*e.

IN

candidate for governor elected, except the
candidate himself.
“Of course the Demooratio candidate is

1 3 DAYS' SALE.
and Children’s

Ladies’

the throat.

I will not say,
just, that all
Democrats are found opposing them. But
that
all
the
men
who are found
I will say
opposing them are Democrats. I should
or
like to let loose two
three
of
our
Massachusetts Democratic reformers in a

T)t’*IU'Pr«
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/'ll,

true

How it Looks iu New
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NOTICES.

STEAM

CARPET BEATING

Empire Gown,Marguerite

of

Chemise

Drawers and Corset Cover, material
cambric, trimmed with deep ruffle of

Carpets cleansed at all

sons

18,000

York

City.

-mw

11U1.

gUIVJ

wnvv.v

***

of
represented
by the
good government,
Tamfusion ticket and the followers of
county ticket
many Hall. Tho fusion
contains the names of the
Republicans
and leaders of the New York State Demotioket has
Democratic
state
The
cracy.
been endorsed by the state
democracy,
and it is believed will receive the support
of the different factions.
this city closed toTho campaign in
night without any extraordinary demonstrations.
Tammany Hall’s leaders
predict its county ticket will be elected
The majority
from
40,300 to 60,000.
by
fusion tioket managers are confident that
Tammany will not return to power. Both
sides declare that they will elect the state
ticket by comfortable majorities. Betting
on the res uit tonight is very light.

that we had before the war.

Patented.

Oli

UAWJVUJUU

this city will be

Machines of Most approved patterns.

Ladies’ Underwear Set, consisting

is

the

sea-

of the year, at

POSTER’S DY^HOUSE

between

THE BUCKEYE

the

forces

OUTLOOK.

Republicans Claim They Will Have the
Usual Majority—Democrats Boastful—A
Opp. Preble House
The most powerful Machines and largest Floor
Big Fight on Legislature.
space in N. E. Woolen Carpets, Mats, Druggets
Columbus, Ohio. November 4.—The
&c., Steam Scoured, a process where no beating
Ladies’ Drawers, with deep hem, 2 clus- is
concede that the
plurality
required and colors restored to original Republicans
ters of tucks with feather stitching brilliancy.
tomorrow for the state ticket will
drop
Telephone Connection.
back to its normal figure of from 15,000
between, (not feather stitching
The Democrats claim it will
to 30,000.
braid) new, and very attractive.
be wiped out and that ex-Gov. Campboil
29c pair.
will be elected by 10,000. The committees
With Windsor Hotel Annex,
Our line of Corset Covers at 25c never
make no estimates. The Democrats base
MANCHESTER, N. H.,
was so varied—or consisted of as deMakes it the largest and best equipped bote their hopes of success upon opposition in
north of Boston.
sirablo stylos as at the present time.
whose faotion
his own part to Foraker,
A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
the convention
Fine Muslin and Cambric—new embroidat
secured control of
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.
and dictated the nomination
eries and perfect fittings.
Zanesville,
feb21
TuThtfW&lp
of Gen. Bushnell. Both parties are claimCorsets Covers—square neck front, high
back* trimmed with dainty hamburg
ing the legislature.

cluny
ue

lace and insertion.

Actual val-

Special Price,

$4.50.

$0.50

13 Preble St.

HEW MANCHESTER HOUSE,

%

37 l-iic.

Corset Covers at 50c, Giic, 75c and

$1.00.
Special—Ladies’ Long Skirt, deep
burg ruffle

ham-

LARGEST
It Is

r—»II7-JI9MIDDLE

Cksoo Paper Box Co.

IN

HISTORY.

Thought Kentucky Will Break the
Record for

a

Big Vote Today,

Louisville, Ky., November 4.—At Gen.
Harding’s headquarters, confidence prevails that Kentucky will roll up a large
majority tomorrow, for the enti re Demo-

75c cacli.

Prominent Republicans
cratic tioket.
say tiiat Bradley will carry the state by
It is agreed by all
from 5000 to 10,000
parties, that the largest vote ever polled
in the state will be given tomorrow.

Another lot of those Long Skirts, with
deep ruffle trimmed with heavy Torchon

Lace,'
73c each.

A full line of Umbrella Skirts.
FROM

Empire Gowns and Marguerite Chemises.
Ladies’ Short Skirts—Special—with deep
cambric ruffle,
37 l-iic.

Indications of

a

IOWA.

Light

Vote—Democrats

Concede the Election of the Republican
Ticket.
lies Moines, November 4.—Indications
that the vote will be light tomorrow.

are

claim
The Republican state coirynitteo
of the
entire ticket
the election
hy
It is
pluralities of from 40,000 to 50,000.

acknowledged

that a

vigorous

attaok will
be made upon Drake’s railroad building
record, that will cause him to run from
7000 to 8000 behind the rest of the ticket.
The Democrats concede the election of
most of the ticket.
The Prohibitionists

5 96

Congress

Street.

claim that their ticket will receive 30,000
votes this year against loss than 8000 last

ii ■■ ■■i—E—HtaMagg—

year.
THE WEATHER

Apollinaris

Fair.

foreoast
4—Local
Boston,
For Tuesday: Fair; warmer; east to south
winds.
November 4.—Forecast for
November

Washington,
L'uesday for New England: Continued
become
ail-during Tu sday, and may
the southeast
■loudy and threatening on
winds.
:oa3t in the evening, east to south

“THE QUEEN OF TABLE WATERS.”

Local

NOW

SUPPLIED

Weather Report.

local
4.—The
to the
veatlier bureau office records as
weather aro the following:
8 a m—Barometer, 30,639; thermome27; humidity, 79;
er 32.0; dew point,

IN

Portland,

“SPLITS.”

November

rind, northwest;
(

_

Velooity, 6;

for

“Splits”

at

Restaurants and Bars.

the

Barometer, 30.600;
^"p^m.—
42.0; dew point, 40; humidity,

find, southwest; velooity, 0;

: lear.

i

<

weather,

therraome-

er

Ask

business biddeford

THE STRIKE ON.

1895.

__PRICE

FRYE’S

ELOQUENCE.

Meets Again to Talk Over the Hotel

Question.

And It Starts With Acts Of Violence
Too.

Mr.

Roberts’ Reply to the Board of Trade
Is Received—The Committee to Try and

Find

Somebody

to Tease

and Open the

Senior Maine Senator Guest of the
Portland Club.

Hotel,
[SPECIAL TO THE PKESS.3
Biddeford, November 4.—William A. HE SPEAKS ENTERTAININGLY FOR
Roberts’ communication to the Board of
OVER AN HOUR.
OF THE FIRST OUTBREAK.
Trade, in answer to inquiry as to why
Hotel Thacher’s doors aro closed, did not
provoke the exciting discussion that had
A Scathing Arraignment of the Foreign
Great Northern Kailway Cars Are Ditched been predicted for tonight’s special meeting of the hoard.
and Engines “Killed”—Strikers Met by
An
Policy of the
Administration
The attendancee was the largest
the
Earnest Plfii for the Nicaragua Canal—
Police Who Arrest the Leaders.
board has seen in a whole year.
There
A Speech of Eloquence and Sarcasm.
Kalispel, Mont., November 4.—After a was a suspicion that some of those usualSenator
William P.
Frye is a guest
session, lasting until 3 o’clock this morn- ly seen at Board of Trade meetings, had

KALISPEL, MONTANA, THE SCENE

—

Neither did any other man iu that day
dream of it. I say that we are a mighty
wo should put
power in this world, and
ourselves in a position where that power
shall bo recognized by every known nation of this world.
So I call your attention to the foreign
as it has been
policy of Mr. Cleveland
In order to do that I wish
illustrated.
to go back (o his first oloction. I think
he knew just as much then as he knows
(Laughter.) Now
just exactly.
now,
you take this

MATTER OF THE NICARAGUA
CANAL.
In my
men.
achievement would be possible in this century equal to that of contho Nicaragua canal. In my
structing
it would give the greatest imI

branch

of

the Railway

iluse Mass of Granite Was

a

Torn Assunder.

THE BIGGEST BLAST EVER FIRED
IN MAINE.

to its shipbuilding, to its sliipowning,
than anything else that has taken place
in the last fifty years. And'wliy? Why,
take this simple matter of distance. You
build the Nicaragua caual, and you put
yourselves immediately ten thousand
miles nearer San Francisco by sea than
today; you put yourselves eight
you are
miles nearer
thousand
Alaska; four
miles nearer Hong Kong; six
thousand
Yokohama-nearer
miles
nearer
thousand
to all the
ports of the Mediterranean;
from five to six thousand miles nearer to
five hundred millions of people who have
Take the matter of
wants to be supplied
time.
Everybody knows that you can
the water for one-third of
carry upon
what you can carry upon the laud in (he
of
matter
ireight. The question of freight
tho utmost importance uow;
is one of
almost
everything depends upon tho
it takes
Today
question of freight.
from 12 to 13|days.to bring a load of lum
her from
Washington from the mouth
Columbia river, if you please, to
of the
NewIYork. The freight perhaps will be
it
say $1L By steamer, though Magellan
takes from
forty to fifty days with the
You cannot bring it by rail,
same thing.
knows
as
my friend here, Mr. Brown,
be to conperfectly'well. To do so,atwould
Now
the
once.
her
lum
the
fiscate
in the Northstumpage in Washington,
country, was reckoned
western Pacific
Department to be

..

Entirely Successful—150,000

It Was

judgment
petus and boom to tho business Of this
republic, to its commerce, to its trade,

o

...

j

And

no

the Republicans of Portland alremained away for fear of being called on whom
for an expression of
opinion on the ways delight to honor, and the announcea resolution to oall out
question of whether there should or ment that he had accepted the invitation
men on the
Mountain Division of the should
not he a bar room attachment to of the Portland Club to bo its guest last
evening served to nil the spacious rooms
Great Northern Railway. Under the lead- a Biddeford hotel.
no
But there was
The
liquor of the club to overflowing. It was a
ership of Roy Goodwin, a director of the occasion for such fear.
question was hardly mentioned in the splendid assembly of representative men.
Union, six or eight men took possession
Senator Fryo arrived from Boston at
board’s discussion of the hotel matter.
of the round house, ditched and “killed”
W. W. McIntyre,
the five o’clock and was met at tho depot by
chairman ot
who escorted him
several engines, and ran several cars into special committee, reported the result of Col. Fred N. Dow,
the reeept ion rooms of the
read directly to
Roberts,
the turn table. Goodwin and the men the Interview with Mr.
his long
and supple- club, where the Senator was introduced
communication
soon got into collision with the police.
mented it with the statement that there to the members of the club and visitors.
Goodwin and five others were arrested.
Promptly at half past six the guest of
are several
responsible and energetic
They will be given a hearing tomorrow. parties who are desirious of taking a lease tho evening was esoorted to the dining
The road succeeded in getting trains go- of Hotel Thaoher, if it can he purchased room, where Robinson, with an effioient
at a reasonable
One of these parties corps of assistants, had a bountiful repast
ing late in the aftenoon. Men not in the is Mr. Hatch of price,
End
the West
hotel, in waiting.
Senator Fryo sat the head
took
and
and
remained
at
their
Union
Portland,
another, L. E. Bowd of of the table, and
posts
upon his left sat Henry
Boston, formerly of Rockland.
out trains this evening.
The committee’s report was acceptod P. Cox, Esq., president of the club; Mayiu or Baxter, Mr. J. S. Ricker,
and the same committee continued
Clarence
CALLED HIM AN A. P. A.
office, with interaction to answer all Hale,Esq., and Col. Albert G. Rollins;
from
communications
prospective
his right sat Mr. W. W. Brown,
purchasers and endeavor to bring about a upon
And Johnson Retaliated By Drawing sale of the property, so that the hotel may Col. Fred N. Dow, Mr. H. A. Clay, John
be speedily reopened.
H. Fogg, Esq., and Levi Turner, Esq.
by tbeJAgricultural
a Pistol
Hr. S. J. Bassford took occasion to reAt the conclusion of the supper, Presi- FOUR
HUNDRED BILLIONS OE
citizens
mark that he was one of those
who believe in prohibition and were not dent Cox introduced Senator Frye, the
FEET.
Shot Frank Dowd In the Hack—Crowd very
doors guest of the evening. As Senator F’rye
sorry to see the Thacher’s
It runs from seventy-five to a dollar and
Threatened to Mob Him—Intense Ex- dosed under the conditions referred to in rose he was greeted with hearty applause,
its manager.
the communication from
fifty cents a thousand today. It cannot
cuviuom,
spoke as follows:
Deputy Sheriff Goldthwaite ventured the and
be
---.in., .'nn. Xlf™
ATti Uimoiflanf. uti/i Llanflaitian nP fLn
gotten to the markets of the world
i,1^11
Boston, November 4.—In a Charlestown of the
IJWJl
MIUIV Ul
land Club:
question of law violation.^ was
saloon tonight, Frank Dowd, aged 23, foreign to the subject which the
build the Nicaragboard
I cannot make a speech tonight,becauso for freight.. '.You
I am not prepared for any such effort as
and a medical student called George E. had met to discuss.
ua canal and immediately it reduces the
Several other local matters were briefly that; I can only
give you a little desulA. P. A.
an
Johnson ol
of the Columbia
Medford,
for the last six time from the mouth
discussed in the meeting.
talk,
my
occupation
tory
Johnson drew a pistol and shot Dowd in
to New York, trombone hundred
months having been that of a woodsman river
rather than mat of a stump orator. Al- and twenty
the back. Johnson was arrested. A large
Iff MARYLAND.
or one hundred and thirty
low me first to congratulate jou upon the
mob
crowd gathered and threatened to
to from fifty to sixty days; through
X see here of the life and vigor days
evidence
taken.
the straits of Magellan it reduces it from
the prisoner, but no action was
the energy of this.club, and also alGorman Has the Fight of His Life on and
days.Jto from twenty to
Dowd was taken to the hospital.
low me to congratulate you upon the fact forty ;or fifty
Now everybody can
days.
twenty-five
of
one
that
Hand.
your distinguishedjmembers see at fence that it will cut down the
BATH HAPPENINGS.
is quite likely to be nominated by the
at least one-third.
Suppose you
Republicans, as candidate foi the Presi- freight
out down the freight ouo-third and bring
Allow me
(Great applause.)
Bossism,” Has Been the dency.
A Fire There Yesterday—Hose Reel Cap- “Down With
of the
markets
the
into
lumber
that
all
further to congratulate you upon the fact
add just oue-balf of the savSlogan—Cleveland Democrats Helping that,
sized—Reception to a Clergyman,
whether Maine shall present the world, you
ing of the froight to that stumpage and
Republicans—Both Sides Claims the candidate of our party, or Iowa, or Illi- it
makes six hundred millions of dollars]
nois or New York, or Ohio, you are cerState.
added value to your country. The same
[SPECIAI- TO THE PRESS.]
crowned
efforts
with
tain to.flnd
your
is true of grain. Now can anybody fail
Bath, Novvember 4.—An alarm of fire
Baltimore, November 4.—The hottest victory in the next great political con- to see that in that great country around
in my opinion,
flict.
And,
(Applause.)
this afternoon called out the department,
Sound—the most magnificent body
campaign in Jtbe history of politics
American citizen of average intel- Puget
of water in tho whole world—iu twentywhioh discovered a fire in progress at thi closed tonight. Many leading Democrats every
regardless of party affiliation, five years wc would have a mighty comligence,
Ira Mason house, situated on Bigh near of the State have endorsed the Republi- has deliberately arrived at the conclusion
merce? It is a part cf our country, and
Winthrop, street and occupied by a man can gubernatorial candidate. Hon. Lloyd that the Democratic party is incapable we are just as much
this republic. And haven’t
of
jgoverning
shed
and
ell
The
Morse.
named
barn,
Lowndes, who has stumped the State in they reason to arrive at that conclusion?
INTERESTED.IN IT HERE IN MAINE
While on the way to the
were destroyed.
opposition to the millionaiie-morchant, We tried an experiment two yoars ago,
fire, a hand hose reel being hauled by the J. E. Hurst, who, they claim, was foist- and t..o result has been as disastrous as as they are in Washington and Oregon.
The Suez canal
Take another thing.
house of Hose 3, was oapsized near the ered upon the Democratic convention by the mind of man can ..conceive. For the
the days of James Buohwas constructed; wo were as near tho Med
The Senator Gorman. “Down with Bossism. first time,.since
corner of Middle and Centre streets.
anau we "deliberately, as a people, gave
East Indies and
reel was being use in place of the regular has been the slogan throughout the can- the Democratic party full power to exer- iterraneau ports and tho
We gave China and Japan as England was, but
hose wagon, whioh was badly smashed by vass and the anti-Gorman party in Dem- cise their will in the republic.
canal was conthem the Presidency, the Senate and the
that that
two
weeks ocratic
a collision with a lamp post
ranks, has worked for the Repub- House of Representatives, and their op- tho .moment
it brought England from twenlicans. It is claimed the Cleveland Dem- portunity
ago.
What was structed,
was before them.
thousand miles
The people of Wesley church gave a re- ocracy of this city and the State will vote the result?
Every man here who is in ty-five hundred to three
knows what the result, lias been. nearer to those livo hundred millions of
cept ion to their pastor, Kev. S. T. West- for Lowndes to a Jinan, and many will business
Now if you will
Every intelligent man in this country, people than we were.
hafer, who soon leaves for Chattanooga, cast the entire Republican tiokot.
whether Democrat or Republican, knows
Tenn., where he ha3 accepted a call to
notice, you will find that the trade
Legislature chosen tomorrow will chose what the result, has been, and knows that just
and commerce of Great Britain and our
preach.
that result has come from incapacity,
a successor of United States Senator Gibcommeroe with those countrade and
Thirteen of the Senators will parA. SPLIT IN THE A. P- A.
AND INCAPACITY ALONE,
son.
tries, showed that at once, in the twinkof
a
that
the
Democratic
Great, Britain has had
successor to for nobody charges
ticipate in the election
ling of an eye.
enormous advantage of that reduction
The Ohio State President Deposed for Pat- Senator Gorman two years hence.
party desires to ruin this country. No- tho
of distance, and- we were being pushed
ting the Order Into Politics.
Democratic managers olaim the election body charges that it is entirely wanting
twenty-seven hundred miles farthor from
is
What
we
do
of Hurst by 1,000 plurality.
in
Republican
oharge
patriotism.
all those ports from that day. But this
4.—There
November
Ohio,
out
of
business
for
the
Columbus,
Democratic leaders place Lownde’s plu- that,,having been
Nicaragua canal will bring us twelve
at 10,000.
Plenty of Lowndes’ thirty years, they do not today know how hundred miles nearer overy northern port
is a serious split in the state organizatoin rality
of China than Great Britain i6. It will
is offered tonight at $100 to $00.
A. P. A.,
of the
resulting in the money
to do the business, and wo say tliey.liave
but few bets are made.
bring us two thousand miles nearer every
Charles
the
State
of
It
has
do
not.
president,
that
deposition
they
notjbeen port of Japan than Great Britain is. It
proved
nearer
D. T. Ramsey
Wildasin of Springfield.
shown in legislation alone. It has been will bring us a thousand miles
GOOD FOR MR. WHITTEN.
the port of Australia than Great Britain
of this oity, a member of the state legisshown in administration as well.
is, three thousand miles nearer every
President
lative committee, says that
Now I would not willingly do an injusHe Receives a lucrative Appointment In
port of Western South America than
tice to a political opponent. I think that Great Britain Is.
It will bring us all the
Wildasin was deposed by the unanimous
An Investment Company.
Mr.
Clevelandjis an honest man. I be- way from one thousand to four thousand
vote of the committee, for an attempt to
lie
and
that
to
he
him
lieve
patriotic,
miles nearer this five hundred millions
He states it
use the order in politics.
Augusta, November 4.—Hon. Charles desiresjto do that which is for the good of of people that I am talking about, than
attended the
his
of
this
was found that Wildasin
;but
knowledge
public
republic
Britain is.
Now, is not that worth
bank
has
Great
R. Whitten, ex-State
examiner,
_Li__j
ue-i
is exceedingly limited, and his
affairs
That canal would have been
oiww
xvepuuiiuon
accepted the position of New Engand rep- self-conceit is without any limitation something?
and wo would have been
constructed,
the support of the order to several candi- reselltauve 01 tne I3ermttu--tt.imjru3a.u ill- Wllutovcii
uu uc*ui wu,,oinr,
it nml
havina the entire benefit
^uaugntui. /
dates.
vestment Company, 52 Wall street, New suits any of tho leading men of his party from it, liad it not beun for President
made a
to any measure which he proposes. Tho Cleveland.
Arthur
President
York. city. Mr. Whitten’s vauable experi- as
consequence is that the great leaders of treaty with Costa Kiea and Nicaragua,
FOR TRIAL.
ence as a bank official, together with the his
aro
his
enemies
in
the
ceded
to
of
which, they
party today
under the terms
ability and knowledge he displayed in Senate. He makes the members of his us everything that wo wished. tVe agreed
to
Rev. Hyatt Smith Pleads ‘‘Not Guilty”
bank examiner, cabinet nothing but tho men on a chess to huild that oanal, as a government.
the position of State
board, to be moved as he wishes. 1 am That treaty oanie before the Senate at
Charges.
and his high integrity, assured him flattook
Cleveland
aware that it is said that Mr. Olney has the session before Mr.
tering offers.
distinct views in relation to the Monroe his seat on the 4th of March. It had a
United
and that Mr. Olney proposes clear two-thirds majority for its ratificaHe will enter the employ of tho compa- doctine,
Boston, November 4.—In the
It
tho Monroe doctrine shall be sus- tion, when it came into that body.
Nelson
that
States oourt this morning Judge
ny immedlatey. Mr. and Mrs. Whitten tained in this
republic. When Mr. Olney soon got noised about that Mr. Bayard,
H.
F.
of
Rev.
demurrer
the
overruled
will continue to make their home in Au- was Attorney
General, tho President, then a Senator, was to be Mr. Cleveland’s
Smith and ordered the ease to trial. gusta.
knowing no law, had nothing to uo with Secretary of State. The position of SecMr. Olney. knowing no politics, retary
of Statu is one conferring enorSmith was then arraigned and pleaded
The term of office of Hon. Charles E. him.
to do with the;,President, mous
power. That officer is supposed to
Oak, land agent and forest commissioners had nothing
not guilty.
consequently they got along, Yet, he the confidential counsellor of the
expires February 18th. As no candidate and
have any views on the President. Therefore this gave him a
has appeared against him, ho will doubt- let Mr. Olney
Rockland.
at
other great quesAccident
bad before
Bad
power which he never had
less be given a reappointment. The dutiet Monroe question,or any
State
iu
tlie
Department, and under- witli Ms party. And
tion
immediately Mr.
of forest commissioner are such as to re4.—A.
J.
November
Me.,
Rockland,
take to carry^those views out, if the Pres- Bayard took ground against that treaty.
quire large study and experienoo, if the ident does
not agree with hm, Mr. Olney
He shook that spook, that Clayton BulBurroughs, while at work this afternoon best results are obtained.
goes oil and the President lias his way wer treaty, which had been
in a lime quarry, was struck and possibly
had
it
from
has
the
as
he
his
and
will,
rook
A Child Burned at Oakland.
fatally injured by a large piece of
AS DEAD AS JULIUS CEASAR
first time he was elected President down
a
the present time.
which fell from the bank above,
to
half
4.—At
past
November
Oakland,
for
thirty years, in the face of the Domin
this
sustained
Now
He
distance of
fifty feet.
o’clock Monday morning the little
in the Senate. He frightshoulder eight
OF FOREIGN RELATIONS. ocartic party
fractures of his left arm and
MATTER
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bugby
thenTout of their consistency, and
ened
internal
besides
and
injuries.
blade
ribs,
It is exceedingly important that a great
of Oakland, was burned so badly that it
the rosult was, when we took the vote
He was forty years old and has a family.
is not expeoted to live. Mrs. Bugby, who country like this, of seventy odd millions
upon that treaty we lacked two or f liree
resources
as
rich
as
with
any,
oonneeted with the of people,
of two-thirds of the Senate; and immeSpanish Successful in a Cuban Engage- lives in the tenement
u
grist mill, left the three small children greater than any other country, with
diately after taking his seat Mr. Clevement,
in the house a moment while she stepped recognized power amongst the nations land took that
treaty and carried It off
in
as
was
illustrated
our
the
4.—
of
earth,
November
errand,
out to the store near by on an
Puerto Principe, Cuba,
and it has never J been sent back to the
it
is
imof
the
utmost
While taking a oonvoy to Guayimaro and and while
civil
war,
out, the children tipped over a great
Senate since. Tee President did not want
Cascorro garrison, the Spanish column,
Mr. Bayard
the youngest child's clothing portance that this republic shall have a that canal built, and in use.
commanded by Gen. Serrano Altamirat, lamp, and
and adhere to it, and that ,,is English, you know” (Laughter) and
was attacked
by about two hundred caught fire. The bed and other articles foreign policy
between also took fire
should be recognized among the na- that canal has not been built, and today
Dei Salade,
rebels at Loma
and but for the timely it
Why should we sit by the proposition is before the Congress
Guayimaro and Casoorro. The rebels fired arrival of assistance the building would tions of the earth.
to aid
who at once
in idleness and allow three or four na- of the United States government
two volleys at the troops,
The child was one tions of Europe to settle all the great in tho building of it.
responded. The rebels retreated, leaving have been destroyed.
Now you may take every good thing—
in which we have
eleven year old. Mr. Bugby works in the Amerifive killed and
field
on the
questions of tho world,
and I admit that Mr. Cleveland has ilone
as they? Why should we
as much interest
wounded. The government loss was three can Axe and Tool oompany’s shop.
some
good things: he has stood like a
sit quietly by and permit them to diswounded, including one officer, whose inof all the islands in the Pacific, to bulwark against a depreciated currency,
pose
juries are serious.
Field
Bead.
Eugeue
he was patriotic in his treatment of the
Spain, Germany, France and England,
until away they go? Chicago rioters—but you may put togeththe
other,
November
Field,
after
4.—Eugene
one
Chicago,
From Santiago.
lie has done and
have as much interes iu the Pacific er every good thing that
poet and humorist, died at 5 o’clock this We
that Washington, when he cannot off-set the injury and the evil
Santiago De Cuba, November 4.—OoL morning of heart disease at his residence as they. I know
this republic by that sina, in Buena Park. Although Mr. Field had we were but three or four millions of he has done to
rejedo’s column, Thursday,
gle thing alone,
rebel oanap on the SltoBO ana Ysabelite, been ill for the past three days his death poolpo, talked about entangling alliances.
another
Take
thing. Canada is so small.
They may have been entangling then,
Farms, along a district. The rebels Bed was totally unexpected.
before Mr.CleveThe Press Club will hold a meeting and they may be entangling now; but It is going to be larger
leaving three dead. The troops captured
that this
action Washington never dreamed
t quantity of effects belonging tocaoiu.. this afternoon to take appronriate
on Second I*asa.
Continued
to be wi'.at it is today.
was
on his death.
country
s
mrgents and destroyed the oainn.

ing, the local
Union, passed

0
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talking to business
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judgment,

CENT S.

THREE

of

Granite

Powder
ness

Tons

Tons

and Six

of

Used— Dynamite Added LiveliConcoction—Residents of St.

to the

George

Shaken

Rest

Easy Again.

[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]

Rookland, November 4.—At exaotly 1.58
this afternoon James Smith, son
of thej foreman at the Long Cove Granite
an eloctrio
quarry, at St. ^George, pressed
button and one thousand feet distant, a
the
huge mass of granite, estimated on
aggregate about 150,000 tons, was torn
assunder. So perfectly did the blast work
in
harmony with what its projectors
wanted, that objects fifty feet distant
and the anxious inwere not disturbed,
habitants of the village turned happily
to their homes, in no wise affected by
o’clock

which

shock

the
slight
caused.;

explosion

the

This blast was
planned about a year
number of the Booth Bros..of
ago by a
the Hurricane Island Granite Company,
the quarry, and its object
whicli owns

being to produce more ready granite.
A T shaped tunnel was dug in the sido
of the quarry, the main trunk being 58
l'eetjin length and'the arms 36 andSO feet,

Tlie.other

respectively.

dimensions

were

the laborers.who exca*
such as to admit
vated it to
comparatively free passage.
At the end of each arm the powder was
about equal quantities. Over
stored in
six tons was used in all. A large amount
o! powerful dynamite was added to insure
the success of the blast, The latter end
of the work was under the oversight of
an

expert from Missouri. He figured that
would be done, hut
or no damage

little

matter] of precaution every house
the village was vacated and no one
was allowed witliin.half a mile, except at
their own risk. From start to finish the
blast oost the owenrs over S2,800 and is

as a

in

successful beyond all expectations.
MONROE

THAT

DOCTRINE.

Bayard Waiting for Salisbury’s More
Definite Reply.
Leading lu
Lawyers Before Replying to

The Latter Wished to Consult
[ernational

Memorada—They

Olney’s

Been Heard From

as

Have

Not

Yet.

4.—Ambassador
London, November
Bayard still awaits a more definite reply
to the memorandum of Secretary Olny,
defining the United States interpretation
of the Munroe doctrine, as applicable to
the Venezuelan situation.
of the
In acknowledging the receipt
document, Lord Salisbury informed Mr.
the
Bayard, that ho desired to consult
the
leading international lawyers on

points advanced.

Those international jurists have not yet
a report to Lord Salisbury.

made

BECAME DESPONDENT.
Miss

Jenuie Murphy Takes Laudauum and
Trys

Jump Overboard,

to

Eastport, Maine, November 4.—Miss
Jennie Murphy of Roxburv, Mass., who
has been visiting in Mill Town, came
down to the river today to take the boat
for Boston. While here she evidently became

depressed

over

some

news

she read

ComiDg up town
she purchased laudanum, returned to the
boat and swallowed t he poison and then
She was
attempted to jump overboard.
in the Boston papers.

hv J.

inch
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R
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A full line of Umbrella Drawers.

fli

,

---

_

people

SPECIAL

of

New York, November 4.—The election
tomorrow will be for state officers, with

stop the increase of the National debt- and
I thinfc
to begin paying it off again.
they are anxious to stop this talk of gocurrency
ing back to the old ‘Wild Cat’

37 1 *2c Each.

Children’s Drawers, tine quality muslin,
trimmed with pretty styles of Ham29c pair.
burg Edge, all sizes,

estimate

committee
Democratic state
for the state tickeet.

Eobes and t-»_....—
&c. Children’s Night
urkw
Drawers, Ladies’ plain Corset Covers, these gentlemen go to New York and help
Theodore Roosevelt?
low square neck—also high neck,
the steady old fashioned
“I
think
Oc Each.
of Massachusetts are anxious
to
Children’s plain Drawers, hem and tucks
Chilabove, 2Ic a pair, all sizes.
dren’s Night Eobes, trimmed with
fancy stitched cambric ruffle,

The

plurality

or

~

Make No Boasts.

eleven counties placed in the Democratic
The
column
73.000.
aggregate
counties
majorities in the Republican

they overthrow Tweeds, they take Tam- aggregate 52,000.

by

They Will Carry the

Albany, N. Y., November 4.—A conheld
ference of Democratic leaders was
hore
today. Estimated majorities of

a reformer.
“The Republican reformers mean busisolicitors
ness, and do not talk about
general. When Republicans undertake

many Hall

YORK.

State—Republicans

always

large invoice of Muslin Un- for it would not be

derwear—just opened for your inLadies’
Night Robes,
spection.

NEW

The Democrats Claim

reforms they abolish slavery, they resume
specie payment, they put down rebellions,

UNDERWEAR.

WHITE MUSLIN
Another

a

F,“I think they are anxious
President iu office who does not owe his
which
power to the election practices
I think they are
prevailed in Alabama.
a
large
anxious to see a party in power,
majority of whom are in favor of sound
not of
and
money,
honest
and
currency
chief
free silver or flat money, and the
merit of whoso leader is not that he has
and
lash
a
frighten
to hold thorn in with
them with a whip,or to tempt them with
a
as
of an
office,
a sop, in the way
controls his
Southern
negro catcher

BEFORE THE FIGHT.

For Skin Tortured

see

MAINE, TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBERS

PRESS._

92;
weather,

maxiMean daily thermometer, 38.0;
rium thermometer, 47.0; minimum thermaximum
velocity of
uometer, 30.0;
rind, ll, southwest; total precipitation,

_

surprised

of Boston, who Happened to be near, who
brought her back to her stateroom, when
she told about the laudanum. Physicians
were called and administered an antidote.
She will doubtless recover. She is twenty
tho
years old and will tell nothing as to
cause of the suicidal attempt.
»

--

H, Robinsnn Read.
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
T.

East Maohlas, November 4.—Ivory H.
Robinson, principal of. the Washington
Academy, died today of typhoid fever.
of Bowdoin, class
He was a graduate
of ’87. He loaves a widow and two children.
_

is felt in regard to the
Some anxiety
schooner Hattie Barbour which is owned
in Bangor and Brewer. She left Rockland
on
September 18th With a .cargo of ice
for St. Thomas and has not been heard
of since. The run to St. Thomas is from
eighteen to twenty days. Tho schooner
is commanded by Capt. George Eiskine
of Bucksport and war loaded by Carleton,
Norwood & Co. of Rockport.

A cream

Highest
—Latest

of

of all

baking powder
leavening strengt.

tartar
in

United

States

Governnien

Food lieport.

Royal Baking Powder Co.
100 W all

St., N. V.

SLEEP-

ABOUT

—

Continued

AVHAT IT IS A SIGX 01.
One of ilie Most Common Sympof Kidney
toms
Dise-.tse,
Sometimes of Brain Trouble.
How It Can Be Cured Without

Drugs

and

Opi-

From

First

Page.

laud retires; she is going to get a part of
Alaska. But Canada is so small that she
is like
one
of these black flies in the
woods.
She can annoy a heap, and that
has been her object upon every possible
occasion. To gin back in memory a little
bit.
You recall that hundreds of Ashing
vessels were seized without any authority
of law.
They insulted us in every possible way
They even

HAULED

DOWN

ates.

THE

AMERICAN

FLAG
the peak of American ships. This
course was pursued, day after day, and
month after month, and these fishermen
sent in their claims to the President of
from

is

Sleeplessnoss

than it

common

more

should be.
It is a sign of
dangerous siokness,
which may turn out badly.
Sleeplessness means either one or both
of two things
First, kidney trouble;
second, brain trouble.
But if there is brain trouble.it is probably a complication of the kidney trouble.
Bright's disease, the most dangerous
ackidney trouble there is, is generally

companied by sleeplessnoss.

Nine times out of ten the sufferer from

out that he
Bright's disease doesn’t find
has it until it is almost^ too late to be
cured.
The symptoms are so like unimportant
sicknesses that you don’t think vou need
until the
on
a doctor, and so things go
doctor can’t help you.
Even then Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney
Pills would probably he able to cure you.
But that is another matter.
To return to sleeplessness.
No one can do without sleep

for more

a few days.
Sleeplessness is a drain on your brain
and your vitality. It must be stopped or
something will give way.
Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills will

than

cure

sleeplossness

They do it by curing the kidneys, by
taking awuy the cause of the whole
trouble, by purifying the blood.
Asparagus has a special effcet on the
kidneys, as every one who has eaten it
knows.
This effect is

powerful

more

strengthened and made
Dr. Hobb’s^Sparagus

in

ia

kidnovs

which

cause vour

sleeplessnesss, Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney'Pills will cure it by toning them up
and giving them fresh life, and strength.
If it is your brain, by cleansing and
renewing the blood through the improved
aotion of the kidneys, Dr. Hobb’s Sparabrain by
gus Kidney Pills will cure tne
giving it fresh nourishment and now life.
To be healthy and to do your best work
you must have enough sleep.
When you ara losing it, a few doses of
Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus "Kidney Pills will
and bring rest to your tired
cure you

body and mind.
Besides sleeplessness, the symptomns of
kidney trouble are headache, nervousness,
shortness of breath, evil forebodings, loss
of flesh, swelling of the feet and ankles,
pain in the back.
Ail these symptoms are caused by sick
kidneys. All of them can be cured by
Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills.
When no other drugs or medicine will
give you relief Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills will. The preparation of Asparagus from which they are made (and
which is made by a special piocess for
these pills) has never been known to fail.
Dr. Hobo’s Sparagus Kidney Pills are
for sale at all druggists for 30 cents a box
to any address
or will be sent postpaid
on receipt of price.
A few doses will relieve. A few boxes
will cure.
Please write for free pamphlet containing full particulars about the kidneys,
Hobb’s Medicine Co.,
Chioago or San
Francisco.
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What’s Best

©
C

(h
©

"digestion

(g

I
(§

for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was fornierly used ? What’s best
for health?
for
Thousands of women answer:

g

9

cf
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THE FIELD OF SPOUT.
n

Fryeburj;.

vs

ueiearea

ouuuiuay

rryeuurg

doing superior work in every way.
Fryebuu’s sis points should be placed to
the credit of Giles who ran the length of
the field for a touch down. Bridgton has
easi 1;

is
three successive victories and
looking for more teams to down. The
score was a2 to (5.
won

Westbrook

The

eleveniwilliplay

a

High school football
return

with the

game

Freeport High school team
Wednesday afternoon.

Freeport

at

an » Child.
November
3 —Ida
a
eleven year old girl, was
Gaskin,
and
last
assaulted
murdered
criminally
night, and her corpse was found in a
vacant house at 1.45 t his morning. Martin
Booker was at once arrested on suspicion
of having committted tho crime.
The girl disappeared from home
early
last evening. Booker, a boarder at ;the
his
taken
Gaskin house, had
supper and
had been left alone with the child by her
mother. When Mrs. Gaskin turned both
return
did not
were gone, and as she
officers were placed on the search.
circumfound under
Her body was
stances that led to the apprehension of
Booker, but later on George Morgan, a
concollar maker, was also arrested in
nection with the murder.

Fiendish Assault

Omaha,

Neb.,

On the

Store beets in
roothouse

or

Country Road.

dry

sand iu the

cellar,

pit.

Shredded corn fodder is baled like hay
and shipped to the city market*.
Aroostook county, Me., reports an immense
ever

potato

crop,

probably

the

largest

harvested.

In the restoration of soils humus,

vegetable mold, plays
part.

a

most

or

important

Bank1 up clear to the top all the celery
to be used before Christmas or blanch it
by boarding up. The plants intended
for late winter or spring can be put into
the root cellar or trench later on without
much previous earthing up.

Bayard

the
conferees.
They conferred
about three
months on some method of
preserving the autonomy of the Samoan
Islands
They did not come to any conclusion, but took a recess. Tho moment
they took that recess Germany sent two
ships of war to the Samoan Islands.
Mind you.
while this
conference was
actually in progress. Germany sent two
ships of war and took possession of the
Samoan Islands, dethroned Mantua, our
friend, and deported him irom the country. Great Britain didn’t sav anything.
Supposing Great Britain had not agreed
to that, how long would it liavejbeen before there would have been
were

A DECLARATION OP WAR

&

COTTOLENE1
Eridgton

ter,

Germany f It wouldn’t have
taken an hour. Seven years ago we would
have declared
war
against Germany if
she ha.l insulted us that way.
Nothing
against

done, and not

word said. I do not
think anything would have been done
if Harold Sewall bad not come home at
about that time, and boing something of
I am, we talked
a fillibuster, as they say
it over in the Senate. An investigation
was

..j.

a

ordered.
Mr. Bavard started Harold
off to bamua, but a resolution
Bewail
was put through the Senate instructing
He was
Mr. Bayard to bring him back.
recalled and brotight before the committee on foreign affairs to give his testimouy. It is proper to say that, having given
his testimony, Mr. Bayard immediately
ilischaiged him for giving the testimony
was
that lie
compelled to give. The
testimony came out to tho country and
there was intense excitement in the Unitover the conduct of Germany.
ed States
Gormany saw it just as well as we did,
and immediately she made tho propositMr. Cleveion to renew the conference.
land and Mr. Bayard'consented, but they
went out before anything was done. Con
forces were appointed and sent to Samoa
Mr. Harold Sewall went as seoietary of
if I remember rightly,
the conference,
and President Harrison came in and a
treaty was made, tipartile, the United
Statos. Great Britain and Germany agreeing to preserve the autonomy of those
islands. Now, if absolute good faith had
been had, there would have been no difficulty in those Islands. But Great Britain
was
willing that Germany should have
those Islands, and
was

GERMANY

1

UND

TO

HAVE

11 EM

it means
something
nothing. If it means anything, it is the
of the United
duty of the President
States to see to it that it is enforced.
It either

means

or

Now I do not know what is going on
in Venezuela today, beoause what inforwe
mation
get is through the public
that is not authoritive. I
and
press,
counsuppose the English keep their own
sel very
largely, and Mr. Cleveland has
kept his. too.huttlio intimations in the
that Great Britian is willing
press aro
to arbitrate at the demand of the United
request
States government, or at the
should say of the United Start? governshe
not
whether
one
question;
ment,
hold what islands she has stolen
shall
but
whether
from Venezuela heretofore,
she shall keep what islands she now proas I understand
poses to steal. That is,
from th 'press, about the position of the
a shadow of a
I haven’t
thing. Now
Cleveland will
that Mr
donbe but that
Mr
Bayard will advise
agree to that.

Nephritis

20

Neuralgia
Nervousness
Inflammation of the kidneys, acute intermittent pains seated in the nerves, and weak
and diseased nervous systems, soothed, healed
and cured by this wonderful vital and muscle
nervine. Nothing on earth will cure colds,
coughs, catarrh, as quickly. Its electric energy
or inflammation.
goes wherever there is pain
For Internal as much as External use. Trust
what time has endorsed. It is used and recommended by physicians everywhere. It is used
and endorsed by all athletes. It is unlike any
other. It is superior to any other. For bruises,
burns, chaps, crack*!, strains sprains, soreness, stiffness, swellings, sideacbe, backache
and lameness anywhere. It is the sovereign
remedy for asthma, bronchitis, bleeding lungs,
colic, croup, cramps, chills, cholera morbus.
All who use it are amazed at its power.

Johnson’s °;;rr
.^liniment

station.
Now in this very last Congress, twice
Mr. Cleveland ;sent us a message instructing us, in fact if not in words, to retire
from that treaty and surrender our rights.
We didn’t retire. (Applause.) The SenMr. Morate paid no attention to him.
gan of Alabama is chairman of the comI have the
mittee on foreign relations.
honor to be a member of that committee
or
been
for
twelve
have
fourteen
and
years.
MR. MORGAN IS AN AMERICAN.

nearly a century it is marvellous how
many different complaints and diseases it has
cured. It is not merely a Liniment, it is the
Universal Household Remedy from infancy to
old age. You can safely trust what time has
endorsed. For 83 years the demand for it has
steadily increased. It has probably saved
more lives and relieved more suffering than
any other remedy, its special province being
the treatment of inflammation, both internally
and externally. Every Mother should have
it in the house, dropped on sugar suffering
children love it. Every athlete should rub
down with it. It produces an increase of vital
activity in the system, and excites the parts to
more vigorous exertion, thus giving them the
power to throw off and prevent disease.
In the fall of 1856 I was attacked with a
violent pain through my back and kidneys. I
consulted the best physicians in the country.
After being under tneir treatment six or eight
months and receiving no benefit, I was advised
to trv your Liniment, and by continuing to
use it for three months I was entirely cured.
H. D. E. Hutchins, Fryeburg, Me.

He is

The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle.

Pango-Pangoiand

I

don’t

care

if

established

a

he was a rebel.

coaling

thoroughly American, bright,.intelligent,

[SPECIAL TO

THE

frs.

more

ing

strategetic points.
[Surveying parties

have beon in tho field
somo
for the Canadian government for
time and have been doing hard work.
the
of
tho
condition
The party reports
miners in a deplorable state.
Five deaths from scurvy had occurred
before tho ship sailed.
The British vessels flit from one point
to another continually, in striking contrast to the small Unitod States revenue
cutters, which remain in one place until
they leave for the South.

THANKSGIVING

Washington, D. C., November A—lhe
Thanksgiving proclamation
by the President today as

follows:
A PROCLAMATION.

ness

firm

will

purchase

this

and

business
throughout the entire
town better than it has been since those
mills have "been idle.
Miss W. K. Dana of the Dana Warp Mills
of Westbrook and Mr. W. H. Milliken of
make

Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. m. 1 ami 6.15 p. m.; close at
m. 12.00 m„ 4.15 anci 9.15 p. m.

and flatulency.
teething troubles,, cures constipation
the stomach
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates
natural
and
sleep. Casand bowels, giving healthy
Friend.
Mother’s
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the

Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.
•'
Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending

them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. KrNCHELOE,
Conway, Ark.
77

Company,

1 p. m.: close at 12.25 p.

Castoria so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
211 So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
•«

physicians in the children's departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
to

look with

favor upon it.”

United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.
Aixen C.

Smith, Pres.,

Murray Street,

New York

City.

~

FOR YOUR GROCERIES.

US

TRY

p.

5 lbs. Good Raisins,
12 lbs. Rest Sweet Potatos,
ver Skin Onions,
16 lbs
5 lbs
i’rlines,
lied Currants,
5 lbs.
3 lbs. Seedless Raisins
40 cts. Molasses,

s

A-

-

35 & 37

W

3kJ: ADDO XI

m

Middle, 54to 60 India Sts.octl dtf9

BREAD.

PURITY MALTINE

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
Label attached to every Loaf. Presentaall the Land.
tion of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

K.E1VT,

GrOXJ33‘^ir dfc?

Corner Pearl & Milk
SOLE

MANUFACTURERS

Streets,

PURITY BRAND MALTINE BREAD.

TOLD.

President Cleveland has received a
from the International Industria

letter

.1 n h an nshurar. South Africa.

halted and captured.
a
Frick,
He proved to be Adolph
from
notorious character who escaped
whore
last
on
Friday
Klamath Falls jail
he was awaiting sentence for horse steal*

inviting Americans to make cxlii bits, ing.
and stating that the occasion offers an
Ameropportunity to introduce advanced
ican products. The exhibition will bo held
at Johannsburg during May and Juno.

_

Jobbers and

pieceworkers

Ex-Sheriff Isaiah Webb is qu.te ill at
his home in Bridgtou.
Scott Gerrish of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Columbus, Ohio,
Mr. Gerrish is

an

are

visiting Portland.

old Portland

boy.

HOOD’S PILLS curs Liver i;i8)
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
\ pleasant laxative. All Druggists,

our

This Famous Remedy cures quickly,permanent
ly all nervous diseases, Weak Memory,Loss of Brain
Power, Headache, Wakefulness, Lost Vitality,
nightly emissions, evil dreams, impotency and wasting diseases caused by youthful errors or excesses. Contains no opiates. Is a nerve tonic and
blood builder. Makes the pale and puny strong and
Easily carried In vest pocket. SI per box;
for $5. By mail prepaid with a written guarantee
to cure or money refunded. Write us, free medical
book, seaied plain wrapper, with testimonials and
financial references. No charge for consultaadvertised agents, or address NERVE SEER £©„

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female PILL

_

PENNYROYAL PILLS. *.F,rs”"“SS:

A Sure Remedy

<

every case and every $
kind of Hemorrhoids or
\
Piles is

<

Salva-cea

Ask for DS.

( in

j

j

MOTT’S PENNYROYAL PILLS and talke

no

other.

Ipgr Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box* tt boxes for $5.00.
Cleveland, Ohio,
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3d Class. Books, circulars, periodicals and
wholly ill print (not included in
second-class matter), proof-sheets, corrected
otlier matter

ng the

manuscript

and

proof-sheets

copy accompany-

same.

"Printed matter” is defined by statute to be
"the reproduction upon paper, by any process
except that of handwriting, of any words,
letters, characters, figures or images, or of any

thereof,

having

not

the

aufl does not lose

its

character

as

such by writing therein the date, name of the
addressee or of Hie sender, or the correction of
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sold in Portland by E. L. FOSS, 639 Congress St., and by L. C. FOWLER, 107 Congress St.
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in the mould-

for an increase of 15 per cent in
ioned
were granted Monday an
wages, and
advance of ten per cent.
have been several incendiary
There
Ward 8, Malden, Mass, within
tires in
The police. Monday
few
days.
the past
found three boys who confessed to setting
They said they did it to see
the fires.
the apparatus come out. Tiicir names
are James Mahoney, aged 13; George Lee.
13.
a'»od 11, and John Sullivan, aged
Thov will be summoned into court as
for
the
prevention of
soon as the society
children, of Boston has
cruelty to
been notified.
brilliant audience filled Carneige
A
Hall at New York Monday evening on
the occasion of Paderewski’s reappearthe United States. The celebraance in
ted pianist was greeted with great enthusiasm.
Mrs. Kaohael Cantor, the oldest actress
in America, died at Worcester last night,
Sho retired from
after a short sickness.
the stage thirty years ago._

Sold by
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numbered consecutively,
office of publication,
are issued irom
are formed of printd paper sheets, without board.
substantial binding.
other
or
cl th, leather
a
of
information
of
To be
public
the sciences,
devoted
to
literature,
or
character,
art, or some special indt stry, and must have a
legitimate list of subscribers, and must not
be designed primarily for advertising purposes,
or for free circulation or circulation at nominal
a

A“clrcular” is defined by statute to be a
printed letter, wuicli,according to internal eviis heine sent in identical terms to sever

Chicago.

Masonic

buiidiDg.
ing department of the Smith & Anthony
at Wakefield, have petitstove foundry

of imitations.

tions

four times

as

date of issue, and

dence

Slump.

A
dispatch from i Shanghai says that
live leaders in the mussacru of Christians
at Kucheng, were executed at Foo Chow
It is calculated a hundred
Monday.
men
implicated in the massacre escaped
Official report made to the
scot free.
Porte states that there were twenty Armenians.
$250,000 worth of property was
O ver
lost at Decatur, 111., last night in a lire
10 p. m. destroyed the
which
up to
dry goods
opera house, Lynn & Seuggs
store, and Millikcn’s seven story bank

frequently

character of anlactual and personal correspondence.”
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is divided into
classes,
Written matter, namely, letters,
1st Class.
postal cards, and ail matter wholly or partly in
writing, whether sealed or unsealed (except
manuscript copy accompanying ,proof sheets or
corrected proof sheets of the same.) All matter seaied or otherwise closed against inspection
is also of the first class.
2d clasg. Periodical publications, namely all
newspapers and other periodical publications
which are issued at stated intervals and as

combination

sep7_eodtt

Held

v:j.

m.

m.
25 cts.Tamarinds, per lb.
8 cts. p.
25 cts.Best Round Steak,
12 cts
Classification oj Domestic Mail Mat
25 cts.Salt Pork, by the strip,
7 cts*
is
50 cts. bushel.' ter.—Domestic mail matter,-—that
25 cts.Best Potatos,
mail matter sent in die mails from soma
25 cts.Best St. Louis Flour,
$4.00.
office within the United States to
25 cts.Good Canned Salmon,
10 cts. post other
some
post office within the same,
50 cts. peck
25 cts Pea and Y. E. Beans,
as follows:
four

A Stage
Up.
Cargoes, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators on B. & ML R. R.
Asland, Oregon, Nov. 4.—The Agerhas Wharf. The best qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals careheld
been
Genuine LYKENS VALEEV
Klamath Falls stage which has
fully screened for family use.
times in as many months, was
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,
Short up eightnear
the firm of Milliken, Cousens &
morning,
Kenoa,
yesterday
stopped
CUMBERLAND.
a
of Portland were in town Saturday.
by a lone highwayman, who presented
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
comdriver and
storm of the season dummy revolver at the
first snow
The
Wood
to elevators connecting with all railroads.
him to throw but the^mail pouches COAL. Tracks
pelled
and
afternoon
evening and move on.
Saturday
came
of all kinds cut to order.
and Sunday morning found about one
After tho stage had proceeded a short
Klamath
half inches of snow on the distance, Newton Gordon, a
and one
to
and Mon- county attorney, alighted^and returned
a warm Sunday
but
ground,
Ho found the
of tho robbery.
the sceneFI:mail
of
most
lmmnivrl
ntlOTllii'l
the
it, leaving UUUU1V
day that melted
,,
The secgnd shot struck the
edti
most disagreeable travelling.
tire on him.
mar9
TEXjBI’HON'E 334-2.
was
and he
on the arm
highwayman
»

8.40 a. m. and 12.15 p. m.; close at 8 a. ni,
1.00 and 4.30 p. m.
Su anton. Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 8.30 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. II.—
Arrive at 9.C0 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.
Duck Pond, Pride's Corner. Windham, No.
Windham. Raymond and South Casco—Arrive
at 12.00 m.; close at 1.45 p. rc.
Rochester, N. H.. intermediate offices and connections, via Portland &Rocliester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 ana 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
11.45 a. m.
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m.. 1.45
6.00 and 8.30 p. m.; close at 6 30 a. m., 11.45
a. m., ana 6.30 p. m.
Westbrook (Saccarappa)—Arrive at 8*40 a.
ni. 1.40 aim u uu p. u..; Close o.uu ana J.J..4D a.
m. and 5.30 p. m.
Cape Elizabeth and Kniffhtville—Arrive at
8.00 a. m. and 6 p. nn; close at 6 a. m. and 1.45

Bowery Beach—Arrive at 0 p. m.; ciose

Worse.

Washington, November 4.—The final
Katliadin’s trial
official report of the
still
shows the calculations made, will
the
further reduce her speed, bringing
of
knots
16.11
instead
figures down to
the
as
by
seventeen
imperatively required
coutract. The Katahdin did wonderfully,
power development,
however, in horse
was
making two hundred more than
estimated.

Gorham, N. H., Intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at

Our

won us

m.

p. m.

ment have

Castoria has

a.

offices

Island Pond, Vt., intermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway—Arrive at 12.15 p. m.; close at 8 a. m. and 1.00

is

merits of

6.00

and connections, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
1 and 6.15 p.
m.; close at 7.45 a. m., and
12.25 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections
via Knox and Lincoln
railroad—Arrive 1
and 6 p. in.; close at 6.00 a. m. ana 12.25 p.m.
Skouhcgan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at

Castoria.

Castoria.
*l

The Centaur

Farmington, intermediate

fctuuu.

ujl

Still

plant

AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, intermediate
offices and connections via Boston & Maine
railroad. (Eastern division)—Arrive at 12.30,
б, and 11.30 p. m.; close 8 a. m. and 12 in,
5.15 and 9.15 p. m.; Sunday, arrive 1,25 p. m.;
clos3.30 and 9.15 p. m.
Boston, Southern and Western, and inter*
mediate offices and connections, via Boston and
Maine railroad (Western division)—Arrive at
12.30. 5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close 6.83 a. m.t
and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern. via Maine Centra! Railroad—Arrive
2 a. m. and 1 p.m.; close 12.00 m. and 9.15
p. m.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
harmless substitute
other Narcotic substance. It is a
and Castor Oil.
Syrups,
Soothing
for Paregoric, Drops,
is
years’ use by
thirty
Its
is
Pleasant.
guarantee
It
and allays
Worrns
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys
Sour
Curd,
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting
Castoria relieves
Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.
cures

Thankful.

customary
was issued

Ui

ARRIVAL

Boston,

NOVEMBER 28.

We Should Be

Kejistry

Conners' DsHveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and India streets at 7.00 and 9.15 a. m. 12.45 p m, 1.30
and 5.15 p. *u.; in other sections at 8 00 a. m.,
l. 30
,-n.
Collection from
Atlantic to
p.
Grove on Congress. 6. a. in. Sunday delivery at
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. in. Collections
from street boxes at
11.00 a. ni., 4.00
and &00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.

Forth the Reasons Why

The Presideut Sets

PRESS.]

auction on the premises tomorrow, Tuesday, November oth, at 11 o’clock. It is
to be hoped that some wide awake busi-

а.

and are still constructbreastworks and barracks on all

the commanding bluffs.
The Americans in Alaska do not seem
to realize or worry over tho anxiety and
eagerness of tho British to soizo such

HOURS.

Cashier’s Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30 a
7.00 p. m.; Money order department, 9 a
5.00 }). ni.
department, 9.00
to 6.00 p. m.
General Delivery, (Sundays excepted) 7.30
m. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to 10.00 a. m.

m. to
m. to
a. m.

report
have constructed

louver

South Berwick, November 4.—The entire plant of tlie Portsmouth Manufacturing Company is to be sold at public

What is

Tacoma, Wash., November A—A largo
miners bring accountsjof
party of Alaskan
tho manoeuvring of the Canadian government’s forces in that country. They
that tho Canadian government

as sure as

BRIEFLY

For

if she can get
iliem, and the result is
they have beeu contriving every manner
of means from thatjday to this to dive
Under it we got
out of that
treaty.
Pango-Pango Harbor ceded to us, the seoond best harbor in the Pacific ooean, and
it we bought land
ail around
under

'

PORTLAND POST-OFFICE.

OFFICE

Were Waking Up to It
Time Americans
Con—Canadian Government Busy
structing Fortifications.

cvcij
fata. This X}110
gift, for tho bounteous returns that have
of
the
conduct
of
is but a brief specimen
rewarded our labors in the fields and in
of trade, for the
peace
foreign affairs by Mr. Cleveland. He has the busy marts have
prevailed throughout
He doesn’t ask any- ami order that
dene this himself.
from
for
our protection
tho
land,
the
and
body to help him. I do not wonder at pestilence
blessings that
from
us
has
had
who
the
showered
man
A
been
upon
have
his concoit.
our
with
And
hand.
open
he has had has reason to an
carreer that
thansgiving, let us humbly beseech the
think that he'is>omething more than an Lord to so incline the hearts of our people
average man. A man that will go inch unto that lie will not leave us nor forsake
a national Democratic convention, with a
us as a nation, but will continue to us
two-thirds majority, of his own State— his mercy and protecting care, guiding us
the largest State in the Union—against in the
path of national prosperity and
him, and carry off the nomination and happiness, enduring us with rectitude
no
is
wonder
wonder.
It
be elected—is a
and virtue,and keeping alive within us a
that lie may think that he is yet going
patriotic lovo for the freo institutions
to get the nomination for the third time.
us
as
our
which have been given to
Senator Frye then proceeded to arraign national heritage.
the Jast Congress for its remarkable exof
our
And let us also, on the
day
hibition of incapacity and stupidity in
thanskgivinu, especially remember the
caustic and vigorous manner, calling
poor and needy, and by deeds cf charity
forth
frequent applause. He discussed let us show the sincerity ot our gratitude.
the tariff briefly, and declared that while In witness whereof I have hereunto set
there might be some things about the
my hand and caused the seal, of the
McKinley bill that are wrong, yet, in his United States to be affixed.
opinion, it was the best tariff law ever
GROVER CLEVELAND.
(Signed)
enacted in the United States.
Done at the city of
Washington this
At the conclusion of Senator Frye’s 4th day of November in the year of Sfour
eight hundred and
speech, on motion of E. C. Reynolds, Lord, one thousand
ninety-hive, and in tho one hundred and
Esq., a vote of thanks was extended to twentieth year of tho independenc of the
the Senator for his address.
States.
By the President,
United
Richard Olnoy, Secretary of State.
Notes From South Berwick.

it inst

MISCELLANEOUS.

Hie British Eyes Are Turned Toward
Alaska.

By the President of the United States
The constant goodness and forbearance
have beon
God which
of Almighty
vouchsafed, to tho American people
during the year which is just past, call
and
for their sincere acknowledgment
devout gratitude.
may
To the end, therefore, that we
with thankful hearts unite in extolling
care
of
our Heavenly Fathei,
the loving
the
President of
I, Grover Cloveland,
United States, do hereby appoint and set
apart Thursday, the twenty-eighth day of
the present month of November, as a day
kept
of thanksgiving and prayer, to be
and observed by all our people.
usual
our
tin that day let us forego
If they will hurry up—they occupations and in our accustomed places
for Canada.
to
in
thanks
of
rendering
worship join
have two years more-if they hurry tyj
auu.

.mill <rat.

j

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE AVARICIOUS LION.

Mr Bayard is a
delightful
agreeable gentleman as ever
face of the earth; hut I never

so.

mau, an
lived on the
saw a man

the committee ou foreign
TOADY TO GREAT BRITAIN
relations since Mr. Cleveland has been
does, and always has.
man
It
President this last time. Mr. Cleveland as that
said that two years ago tho embassanever has consulted Mr. Morgan
about a was
borne to Wilmington to
was going
dor
single act of his foreign policy, from the
the Democrats of Wilmington to
time he became President down to now. help
If hej had, he would have behaved differ- carry that State. He was going to make
ently from what he has about many a speech, and for some reason, I don’t
things. As I gay, wo paid no attention
the Wilmington Republicans
to this message.
The committee on fore- know wliat-,
ign relations was against any such propo- sent up to me to go down and reply to
sition.
Wo believe if we have Pango- bis
speech. I went down there. There
Pango Harbor, as has been coded to us, was a grand meeting there, and Mr.
it is our duty
to keep it, and to surrenbut there was absoluteder nothiug which we once have taken, Bayard appeared; to
reply to, not a thing.
and believe in taking a great deal more ly not anything
was nothing but tho most fulsomo
that
we never have got hold of.
(Ap- It
Britain,
the beginpraise of Great Let mo from
plause).
tell you what I
to the end.
Now, to tako another thing. For sev- ning him say.
Said he:
are
heard
"They
enty-live years the Hawaiian tslands have
I never have heard
been
ripening to fall into the lap of the gentlemen,gentlemen;
them any profane language, or
United States.
That is whore they be- from
stories.” (Laughter), That is,
long. The Islands are owned by Ameri- vulgar
of Great Britain never swear
Che
nobility
can
citizens. They are, politically and
commercially, of the utmost importance and
to the United States.
You build the
NEVER TELL BAD STORIES
Nicaragua canal—and of course it will |
That was about the style of the speech
bo
built—and those Islands, standing
right out in front of it, as they do, in that he made. Nothing is good that is not
mid-ocean, are an absolute necessity for British, and whatever Great Britain
the protection and saftey of the Nlcara
she ought to have. He is our
gua canal.; You let it bo in the hands of desires,
Great Britain, and, in the case of a war, embassador. Will he euforce the Monroe
I wouldn’t give a dollar for the Nicaragua doctrine?
'Cleveland enforce
Will Mr.
canal with Great Britain on tho HawaiiThe papers say
Monroe doctiin)?
the
an
Islands, where she could have coal,
will. I say Gluey wun’t, if the
ammunition and all that sort of thing. Olncy
I will give the PresiThe fathers of this country, fiom way President won’t.
the present time, have all dent credit for this. He will havo’his way
back down to
held and maintained the opinion that
and there is no Democrat who
the Huwaiian Islands must bo ours. They anyhow,
dare stand in front of him when lie doare an absolute neoessity to this republio.
There is no one big enough in
the plum ripen and fall into our mauds it.
Let
Washington. Now I don’t know whether
lap, and I didn’t suppose there was a it was a violation of the Monroe doctrine
man iu America who wouldn’t pick it up
seize the port of
or not, to Jgo down and
and jmt it in his pocket. Mr. Cleveland
of those little States and hold it unimmediately rejected any such proposit- one
Britain asked for an
He sent a til whatever Great
ion ; but consulted no one.
to one of her consuls, was paid,
insult
eommissioc from
as
if, if she could hold
hut it looks to me
ALABAMA TOJTHK HAWAIIAN IS- this little port six months or a year, she
might make any demand that she pleasLANDS
And yet,
es and hold it for ten years.
He consulted only if you remember, the entire English press
to take testimony.
Mr.
Cleveland
on his
the dusky Queon, was complimenting
with the friends of
conduct of;the affair when Great Britain
and took hardly any testimony from the seized a
port down there in Nicaragua.
friends of good Republican government
Now I tell you to lock out for the Greeks
When you find
The coramisssioner made, his report. Mr. when they bring gifts.
Britain complimenting the PresiCleveland took from the Senate the treaty Great
dent of the United States, andjthe Secrewhich had been sent there, and never rehave done
sure they
tary of State, be
turned it. The United States investigated something they ought to be ashamed of.
IH.v they
the very questions whioh Mr. Blount was
to investigate, the committee on foreign
DEMAND A PART OF ALASKA

the.
United States, and Mr. Bayard Aied
with the
hundreds
of those
claims
British
authorities. Strong and valid
reasons
were given why they were substantial
claims and must be-paid. .We
had a splendid minister at the Court of
I
St. James
at that time, Mr. Phelps.
think he was the only man in the Democratic party at that tiino who understood
thoroughly the fishery question. Mr.
Phelps presented it to the State Department of Great Britain in an address, or
letter, of great power and with perfect
I have no doubt but that, if
clearness.
fingers had lawn kept off, we would have
had
our rights
and our privileges in
those waters, and that we would have
enjoyed from that time to this, everything that we were entitled to enjoy under treaties and under usuage. But Mr.
Cleveland and Mr. Bayard wanted to negotiate a treaty.
They did negotiate a
in that treaty they surrentreaty, and
dered
every single right and privilege
that we ever had claimed, every one of
them. The
bottom dropped out in the
twinkl'ng of an eye from under every
single cl urn Mr. Bayard had filed with
the British
department, and they have
not been hoard from, not one 'of them,
from that day to this.
There is not a
man here tonight
who has iieard from
one
of them- The President sent that
treaty to the Senate with a great flourish
of trumpets, and a special message, in
which
ho called the
attention of the
Senate to the magnificent treaty wliioh
had been made ami which was to settle
all difficulties between Canada and the
Unitod States, and called upon that body
to ratify it.
The Senate;promptly rejected it, and the rejection was not confined relaitons, and we found overwhelming
proposil ion
the
to
Republicans alone, let me tell testimony refuting every
which Mr. Blount had made and which
you.
A
n
F-irooE
PviF.uin nrnc nnvimio
fnr
the President had maintained. It did
1.. „g(
* l—
an extradition treaty and so were we. We
He sent a
He knew. (Laughter)
wanted to catch our agents and cashiers No.
who ran to Canada, and Mr. Cleveland minister to the Hawaiian Islands and he
so
far us one
negotiated an extradition treaty with instructed that minister,
Gr at Britain. He sent that treaty to the could be instructed, to restore to power
that dethroned Queen, to lift up from its
Senate. It was such
fallen
position that monarchy, and to
A COMPLETE SURRENDER
drive out the republic, so far as it had
He
been formed upon those Islands.
of the rights of naturalized American violated humanity, he violated civilizacitizens
that it was
rejected in the tion, he violated almost common decency
How
in his instructions to Mr. Willis.
twinkling of an eye, as many Democrats far he would have gone I do not know,
voting for its rejection as Republicans. but he could not lift up the fallen
Later on Blaine made a treaty that was Queen. He could not declare war. Tne
do that r<sts in Congress, and
accepted and ratified, without an^ trouble power to
the President was obliged to send a comabout it at all.
munication to the Congress of the United
To tako another thing.
There was States, and Congress was dead against
trouble about tho Samoan Islands. There Mr. Cleveland in all those propositions.
is a fine harbor in those Islands. The The Senate was against him in all those
United States needs harbors in the Pa- propositions, and "it passed a resolution
cific ocean. It has one in Hawaii and declaring that there should be no interferone in the Samcan Islands.
Mantua, the ence with the government of Hawaii, and
King of Samoa, was the fast friend of at the same time added to it, nor should
the United States.
Germany wanted any other nation interfere with the Hatbo Samoan
Islands and England was waiian Islands.
(Applause). I am not
she
should
have them, provided giving you the words, hut the substance,
willing
was again ingloriousshould
about
her
Cleveland
Sir.
Germany
and
say nothing
taking the Hawaiian Islands whenever ly defeated in that policy, which it seems
she got ready
That was the agreement to me, in the light of the civilization of
between the two countries beyond any today,
was as outrageous as man can
manner
of doubt. But
we have had conceive.
something to say about it, and in WashNow there is a good deal of doctrine
ington they had a conference. Mr. Cleve- about
land was President.
The British minisTHE MONROE DOCTRINE.
the German minister and Mr.

a

—
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do
sagacious him to

and a
lover of this Republio and a believer in its future destiny. He has been

—
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Kidney Pills.
Tf it

skillful

chairman of

LESSNESS.

Dangerous

!

FRYE’S ELOOEEYCE.
*

comprehensive,

tu,th&Slne

mere

typographical

errors.

Merchandise, namely all matter
second or third

4th (.'lass

not embraced in the first,
class which is not in its form

or

nature liable to

destroy, deface or otherwise damage the contents of the mail bag. or harm the person of
andnot
any one engaged in tne postal service,
above the weight provided by law
Limit of Weight of Mail Matter.So package
ue ie
weighing more than tour pounds snail single
beiveu for conveyance by mail, except
and
amount,
of
that
cooks weighing in excess
or
except books and documents published
official
or
circulated by order of Congress,
of
the
from
any
emanating
matter
of

Departments

the

Government

or

from

the Smithsonian Institution.
30. Second-class matter mailed in packages
™

at the

rate is not

pound

subject

to

the

it

ur-

pound limitation. limit of
weight does not ap31. The above
by
ply to matter in foreign mails regulated
conventions.
postals
Rates of Postage.

On

First

postage

on

Class Matter—The rate o
matter of the first class is as

follows:
On letters and other written matter
1
at
except that specially authorized to orpass
matter
third-class rates and on scaled matter
otherwise closed against inspection, two cents
p#r ounce or fraction thereof.
On postel cards one cent each, the price
foi which they are sold.
On “drop letters” two cents per ounce or
3.
fraction thereof when mailed at letter carrier
ounce or
post offices, and one cent for each
fraction thereof at offices where free delivery
esiaci.sneu.
not
is
carrier
by
of
rate
Iho
Matter.
On Second-Class
sent
postage on second-class matter w.ien office by
of
the
from
the publisher thereof, and
or when
publication, including samples copies,
subscribers
sent from a news agency to actual
news agents, *3 one cent per
other
to
or
thereto,
pound or fraction thereof.
postage on newspaper* and
The rate of
the second-class
periodical publications ot
or news
when sent by other than tne puoiisher
four ounces or
each
agent is one cent for
fractional part thereof.
The rate Of postage on newspapers(excepdng
and on periodicals not exceeding two
the same aredeposited in
ounces in weight,when
at one cent each; on periodicals
unhorm
is
ounces, two cents
two
weighing more than

weeklies)

/

j

(trade-mark).

s
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This statement can’t be S
made too strong or too

j emphatic.

<

_

It is

a

^

simple,

certain,^

speedy cure for
j
Eczema,
Rheumatism,
Chilblains, \
Convulsions,

j

I

Sums,
Cuts,

Sore Muscles,

Toothache,

Sprains,

Faceache,

Soils,

Neuralgia,

5

<
S The

Two sizes, 25 and 50

druggists,

or

j

Uieers,

Sore Throat,
At

j

cents.

by mail.

NAT.
BKANDfiEtH Co., 27, Canal Sv,

S
?

|
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r

!
j

stop

That
Cold

i
|

1
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E I NA FURNACE I
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when
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and periodicals
the publishers or news agent in a

Fetter-carrier

general

or box
office for
at the rate ol one
are subject m pay postage
when
by other than
cent ner pound;
tor general or box
nublishers or news agents,
for
four
one
cent
ounces or
is
rate
the

delivery

deposited

delivery,

i

in your house.

The best cold preventknown, is the Improved
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^Newspapers
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I

fractional part thereof. when
deposited by the
Weekly newspapers
Diiblislier or news agents in a letter-carrier
or otherwise, are
carriers,
delivery
by
office for
to the rate ol one cent a pound or
subject only eof.
fraction the'
\ II second-class publications, when sent by
the publisher or a news-agent by mail, to a letter-carrier office located either in the county
or elsewhere, are subject to
of publication
postage at the rate of one cent a pound, which
them
to
delivery by Hie carriers.
entitles
i
On Third-Class Mutter.—The rate of postage
matter
is one cent for each two
on third-cass
ounces or fractional part thereof.
rate of postag
Matter.—The
Fourth-Class
On
is one cent an ounce o
on fourth-class matter
thereof.
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JMt. GEORG V. WIERE \9
Teacher

of

the

German

For references
dress Chadwick Hfuse,
lileratur.

language
and terms

and
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THE VIALS OF SCORN
Profusely Poured

On Prohibition and

Enforcement
EX-HOTEL PROPRIETOR

BIT

W3I.

A. ROBERTS.

He

Tells the Board
Closed

Hotel

Terms He

Struck

ment

a

good thing-”
that’s what everybody says when they
Pond’s Extract to

use

relieve

throat,

sore

neuralgia, toothache,
rheumatism,

etc.

for the buff wrapper and yellow
labelt none genuine without them..

Look

suits Chewers.

Tobacco is

Always kept

up

the Standard

to

“Best”
“

Cheapest,”

Tliaclier

Why

and On

He

What

Enforce-

Will Sell It—The

Eeague Handled Without Gloves.

the Biddeford Hotel Company
Dear Sir—At a meeting of the Biddeford Board of Trade, held last evening,
we, the undersigned, were appointed a
committee to ascertain, if possible, the
reasons that led to the closing of Hotel
Thatcher, and to learn, if wo may, what
prospoct thore is of reopening the house,
and report at an adjourned meeting to
be held on Monday evening, Nov. 4.
Wo would therefore ask you to give us
whatever information you can on the
following questions: (1) Why did you
close Hotel Thatcher? (2) Is the leaso,
and are the furnishings of the hotel for
sale? (3) If they are for sale, what is
the price, and what are the terms?
A reply that will enable us to report at
tho meeting next Monday evening will

greatly oblige.

Very respectfully yours,
W. W. MC1NTIRE,
J. F. GOLDTII WAITE,
DR. E. D. O’NEIL,
Committee of Board of Trade.

Years of

combination that

Trade

Biddeford, Mo., Nov. 2, 1835.
Mr. William A.
Roberts, Treasurer of

POND’S EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Ave., New York.

experience have
taught us the

of

purposes,
I think I have answered your second
question in replying to the first.state that
To your third question I will
the terms are cash. The price is i5 per
cent of the aotual cost of the stock, with
this additional guarantee, that if the
hotel is sold through your committee for
make the
tlie price named, wo will
Board of Trade a present of $500, And,
further, if the purchaser will give me a
bond for SoOOl), with acceptable sureties,
binding himself and assigns to keop the
house open till April, 1890,and not to allow
be kept on
any intoxioatiug liquors to
tho premises, I will give him personally
of the
the
to
payment
flOOO, to be applied
purchase of the stock. Bet it be distinoty
umlerstood that the foregoing offer is
bona fide, and tho time of acceptance expires at noon, November 10.
Now if the merchants and businessmen
all it is ncecessary
generally want a hotel, to
do Is to solicit
for the hoard of trade
of the Biddothe
stock
for
subscriptions
ford Hotel Company, and wo will deliver
the stock and the keys of the hotel on
demand, any time before November 10,
at noon.

_

I would add that Hotol Thatcher is a
splendid investment for any ono who may
have the privilege of supplying guests
Otherwith spirituous and malt liquors.
there is a grand opportunity to lose

wise,

money.
I trust you will pardon me if I avail
myself of this opportunity to express my
contempt for the prohibitory law, and to
state emphatically that Ido not believe
in its enforcement, and do not blame the
authorities for not enforcing It, as they
no doubt understand full well that public
sentiment is opposed to the strict enforcement of the law. And such enforcement
for
can only be sectional and spasmodic,
there is not a city in the state of Maine
but what liquors are sold openly and in
most all the towns the initiated can get
Ob ! Mothinks I
all they want to drink.
hear some of the temperance fanatics say
“It’s
a
law, nevertheless, andjshould
ing,
“All laws should be enbo enforced.
forced, be they good or bad,” so say some

line ttou

xiuujnuiiu

iifcjniil-

fled that he never bought the liquor of
me; he could not tell the name of tho
man he bought it of; all he claimed was
that he bought it at Hotel Thatcher.
Now the most surprising thing in connection with the affair is that Recorder
Weymouth, one of the most earnest advocates ot the hotel at the time the question was under discussion, and a member
of the Hoard of Trade, accepted tho statement of this spottor, notwithstanding
all the record evidence that was introduced, showing that I was not the manager of the hotel. And he adjudged me
guilty. What a damnable farce ! What an
outrage to perpetrate upon a respectable
citizen !

ing

They
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’3S3VE
Classes that w ill fit you.
Itt gold frames,

silver frames,
steel frames,
“
fact the finest line of
glasses you will find in
fit
we
aaid
Portland

must go.

them

1,300
workers,

matter
trouble.
no

what

opia

or

the

world,

and must realize

Astigmatism.

They Must

E. So PEIDEXTER,
561 Congress St.
Maine.

Portland,

aug22__iltf

Blankets

Horse

must remove
on

the

as

soon

as

possible,

largest stock, greatest

assortment of
ever seen.

be Sold or

Pianos and

Must

be Rented,
We court comparison. You
prices and terms to buy or ren
Look around, but bo sure and

No better made.

will find

our

unequalled.

GOOD STOCK
and
LOW PRICES.

James

G.

Harness Maker,
O'-: 1241

200 Tremont St., Boston.

EVicGlaufiin, NEW
61 Preble St.
<12 W

James L. Carter of Scarboro first meeting of creditors John Howard Hill ap-

pointed assignee.

Daniel Carter of Scarboro first meeting
of creditors William F.Dresser appointed
assignee.
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

JUDGE

ROBINSON.

IntoxicaSkinner.
tion ; finod *3 and costs.
James Wahlin. Intoxication; fined S3
and costs.
Intoxication; fined S3
Charles Page.
and costs.
Rose Brooks. Intoxication ; fined *3 and
,.

....

C<Kdwin

Intoxication; thirty
Oliver.
tho county jail.
days
finod So
John T. Silador. Intoxication;
and costs.
Intoxication;
J. Minnough.
John
thirty days in the county jail.
John.!'. Minnough. Obscene language;
fined $r> and costs.
Catherine Cronnan, keeping opon shop
fined *10 and costs.
on the Lord’s day;
and
Soavch
Catherine C. Cronnan.
seizure; fined *100 and costs. Appealed.
...

Keal Estate Transfers.

visit Piano Headquarters.

ENGLAND PIANO GO.
octleodtf

Centre has re-

Memorial ohurch, Sunday evening last,
in tho absence of.the pastor.
Mrs. Martha H. Bray of Stevens Plains
is
representing the Deering
Shakespeare club, as its delegate to the

avenue

ONE

B0TTlB

•

RE-

|

LIEVES

Hannah B. Strout of Poland, Maine, and
Isaac Choate of Boston.
Lisbon Falls
Mi ssss Lucy Goddard of

Deering
at
has been vislsting friends
Centre.
The Boston Transcript of Ootober 31st,

cure von,

cash the check.

\

“About a year ago I
became run down, had
P^Pitation of the heart,
It troubled me so badly
(!«T‘
that I coord not sleep
nights, and could hard- TLES
*y keep about my work CURE
days. About this time,
I got a pamphlet telling
about

|
I
!

\

publishes

THE

\

|and

j

I
I
1

tried

a

taken
I was
much better, and could
Afwell.
sleep and eat
ter
two bottles, I

CURES
n.

PALPI-

welj as ever and
could sleep as I did
when I was a child. I
cannot sav too much for

OF

I

I

will furnish any who examine them.

we

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
We make

j SPARKLE

|
{

\
BANK

specialty of heating by

a

And

heating

proven as

Water,

Hot

Air,

or

Combination.

St. Nicholas Parlors.
No

Hot

Also by STEAM.

stoves over introduced have

fully

invariably satisfactory.

mado without

cheei*-

Estimates

charge.

j

WITH

EVERY
THE
valuable medi- B0TTLj,;
HEART y?ur
cine.”
Chas. A. Eveleth,
Farmington, Me.

§

which

The

was as

_

reasons

COST

:

j\

taking

TATinv
TATION

for convincing

WE

<

bottle at

once.
I had not
one bottle before

goods

IN

:

>

Blood Tonic j

and I

DIFFERENCE

:

Is iu favor of our

| Dr. Swan’s Nerve !

Scates Hedical Co., Westbrook, He.

Woman’s Literary Union this year.
At last week’s meeting of the Authors’
Club, poems were read from Mr. Charles
A. Metcalf of Washington, D. C., Mrs.

\
\
\
»

«

|

WESTBROOK.
The

Meeting of

the City

Government

Last Evening.
The Bridge

Street

School House—Dr.

a

most that an investigation had been maiio into
electric railway to one of the
the cause, loss, eto., of the recent fire on
beautiful parts of Deering.
their Methodist street and the report was in
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Cole, with
twin daughters, Marian and Ruth have the hands of the city clerk.
Mrs. R. B. Smith’s,
Alderman Verrill for the committee on
been visiting at
Whist street, Morrill’s corner.
sewers reported that the committee had
Mrs. O. A. Hill, who has been quite held a meeting to discuss the matter of

Repairs for

our

goods

sold at moderate

prices and without express charges necessary

on

goods cf

other mattes

-X-7-

Retail store at

the

works, Kennebec St., foot of Chestnut St.

FOUNDRY

STOVE

PORTLAND

R. S. DAYIS &

as improving.
unpaid sower assessments, but that the
were
Mr. and Mrs. W. Jackson who
report would be withhold until next
married last week by Rev. C. E. Andrews meeting; also reported that the plans and
and
of the Free Church, have gone to Strong, bills of assessments for the Main
street
Maine.
Tolman street and the Pleasant
avenue
Miss Carrie Dingley of Forest
sewers, were now completed.

our

CO.

LOCAL AGENTS.

CO., Exchange St.,

sick, is reported

has been quite ill.
Mr. Samuel Brown of West street fias
been visiting at Webb's Mills.
Miss Mattie Hawes is reported better.
It, is said that Howard Merrill &
store formerly
the
& Co., are to take
occupied by Mr. Levi Cram, at Morrill’s
Corner.
The concert at the Free Church

was

a

success.

Portland Camera Club.

There
will be

petition

snuff in Iceland may be of interest. I am
told that the snuff is made into bars, after
the manner of plug tobaooo, and sold to
the natives in that shape, nearly all of
whom are addicted to its use and prefer it
The Icelander allows the
thus prepared.
noil

on

f-lin

hon/I t-hnmK

lnflff

for the purpose, and when using the snuff
scratches it off the bar with his nail on to
the back of the left hand and applies it to
the nose.—United States Consular Reports.

woman never

really

knows the meaning
of happiness and
content until she
is the mother ofj
a

healthy, happy
never

oPgrateful

of
eover^SsT Pierce’s
Js.S^ri^Mefe
Common Sense Medical

m
copv of Dr.

World's

AAA
WWW

~EEiLCiiSEl^

introduced by W. W.
Lamb and others asking that the council
accept that portion of Forest street beRetween Park and Rochester streets.
A

was

V

and Pleasant street sewers.
A petition signed by Arthur W. Ricker,
read
C. E. Cobb and W. W. Pool was
asking that the oouncil appropriate the
an
sum of $400 for the establishment of

-AT

an

AID TO THE PROSPERITY
OF MAINE

Genuine Home Company.
f rom first to
its insurance

last,
contracts occasion

THANKFULNESS
AND PROFIT.
Just

mumm+i*

m»iii

as

Satisfactory
Beginning.

As the

UNION MUTUAL POLICIES

are

WHEN SHALL OUR A8ENT CALL P

gave it as his opinion that their illness
was due to defeotive ventilation and poor

sanitary equipment.
President Haskell asked the Dootor if

three children in the school, stated that
he believes the sore throats and colds are
due to the carelessness of the children,
rather than to defective sanitary arrangethe
ment. Ho was of the opinion that
be
could
ventilation
improved, but
were
that no dangerous odors
coming into the building, as proper traps
were connected with the sewers and as
remain in
no old refuse was allowed to
He
or about the
suggested
building.
some changes, but wanted to go on record
as of the opinion that tho school building
Comwas not. in a dangerous condition.
mittee arose. On motion of Alderman
the
Haskell
aud
President
Woodman,
committee on public grounds and buildings are instructed to confer with the
committee from the school committee, in
a
of proposing
the matter
plan for
tho
exiting unsanitary
remedying
arrangements at the Bridge street school
building,and report at the next meeting.
Adjourned to meet in one week.

thought

Mr. Warren C. Jeffords returned Monday from a short visit with friends at

Skowhegan.

CO.

Free St.

24
octisuti

&

;

\

CO., Buffalo, N.Y.

FLORIDA
ATLANTA FAIR.
—AND THE—

vnc

I INC

Call

penses.

or

CHEAPEST
and
BEST
KOUTE. including all exaiul
for
send
family ilprices

lustrated advertising.
,T. A. Flanders, E. Agt.. T. G. Kger, T. M.,
201 Wash’n 8t„ Boston. 5 Bowling Green, B. V.
TS&T4mo
octS

FIRST CLASS
x

jp

mm-

Hygienic Underwear as offering the
best protection against the cold of any

ERIE MEDICAL

l(LlUt_Ul]iC

AND

CONDUCTORS.

in a day.
and Foreign
Men testify
Countries. Send for Descriptive Book, explanation and proofs, mailed (sealed) free.

PI

MOTORMEN

Body. Absolutely unfailing Home Treatment.

J —Benefits
from 60 States

an

suggestions.

KILBORN

T.

---—-----

Weakness of Body and
Mind, Effects, of Errors
Old or
or Excesses in
Young. Robust, Noble
Manhood fully Restored.
How to Enlarge and
Strengthen Weak, Un■ developed Portions of

and

that the children were up to the average
in healthfulness, aud that what defects
there were, could bo readily remedied.
The mayor stated that he thought Dr.
Young's report was remarkable for what
it did not contain aud said bo thought
most any person oould have made similar
President Haskell, who has

W.

^

the
from

earth closet at the rear of the
as
school and make the flues as tight
the
of
Some
committee,
possible.
evidently from their questions, believed

Goods will surprise you.

---^-'

General and Nervous Debility.

building

Darker colorings

larger variety in magnificent rich designs
are special to us for Portland.
a

A fine line of ORIENTAL CARPETS anfl RUGS have just
been opened.
-Nearly|all are ;ANTIQUE pieces and some exceptional bargains are among the lot.
Our assortment of floor coverings and drapery materials has
never been more complete than at the present time,

••

Worrying Expense,
a
Always Comforting Investment.
Never a

FUG MANHOOD

present condition of the cjty’s finances
would not permit this, he would propose

in

THE END of the policy is

The

He rehe had any proposition to make.
sponded that a radical change was
necessary, in his opinion, but that as the

more

The prices on these

vitation of the iooal board of health
report stated that the children of

suffered considerably
and colds,
throats

demand,
has been procured and

factor is so important
the investments made by this

the
in-

sore

will be found the most attractive and desirable.

being

no one
as

and

Wilton Velvets

F@rtkro<i H\mt
As

Alderman Verrill was oalled
as
Barrett appeared
Dr

had

Axminsters,

Moquettes

the
has

school

OUR

Life Ijfunmet i

report from Dr. Young, secretary of
State Board of Health, who as it
been previously reported investigated
building's sanitary arrangement, by

headaohes,

Cost

Moderate

Pni@n Fjcitml

remittee was present and the council
the
solved itself into a committee of
whole, to hearjtheir reportjon the sanitary
street school
condidtion of the Bridge

to the chair.

FOR RICH FURNISHINGS

your family when
your life is insured for
substantial amount
with the

/(in
r
*

CO.,

24 Free St.

THMKSSlflHS

ferred to the committee on new streets
received and
A communication was
the complaced on file announcing
pletion of the Main and Tolman streets,

building.

W. T. KILBORN &

FOR

The Portland Camera club will give an
Reexhibition of lantern slides at the Society evening school the owning wintor.
of Art rooms, Deering Place, on Tuesday ferred to committee on finance.
An order was introduced by Alderman
evening next to which the public are
cordially invited. They have just received Verrill instructing the city clerk to give
at
a set of views from the Imperial Photo- notice that a hearing would be given
graphic Society of Japan, all highly the next meeting to all interested in the
colored, an art in which the Japanese ex- assessment of abuttors of the Pleasant
street
and Tolman
cell. Net only do they show scenes illus- street, and Main
trating the home life and customs of sewers. Passed.
The ordinance relating to the assessthose people,
together with many landthe ment of sidewalk abuttors that was introidea of
scapes, giving us a good
read
nature of that strange country, but also duced at a previous meeting, was
studies of the, but little known, and now and referred baok to the committee on
conalmost, extinct, aborigines of Japan, the rules and ordinances, for further
The slides are probably as sideration.
hairy Ainu.
The county commissioners gave notice
artistic and instructive as any that have
They will be that they would hold a meeting at the
ever been seen in this city.
shown promptly at 8 p. m.
High school building, Thursday, Novemreber 21, to consider the subject of the
establishment of the lines and grades ef
How They Take Snuff In Iceland.
Stroudwater street.
A peculiarity concerning the use of
comThe committee from the school

Adviser_loot* pages, profusely illustrated.
Dispensary Medical AssociaAddress,
Suflhln, N. Y.
tioa, No. 663 Main Street,

INSOLVENCY COURT.

in

They

Deering

Bridgton—George W. -McGee to Clara
McGee and Huldah McGee.
Edward AV. Staples of Biddeford to
Porter M. Glincs of Waterford.

bow low the bid.

BEFORE

lease of the largest piano
Having
warerooms in the world to the New Hotel
Syndicate, we the Largest Piano Manufacturers

1

!

turned home.
Rev. Mr. Chandler of Leland street,
Clark
at the
conducted the meeting

The following transfers of real estate
in this county have been recorded in
tho Registry ot Deeds:

ter

has

sold our

the Holy Land.
Mr. Dougluss of

She
child.
reaches the full degree of womanly development until she
has felt the pleasing
responsibilities of
maternity. All this
happiness may be
marred or may he
turned into misery
if the child is not a
healthy child. The
health
health of the child depends on the
birth.
of the mother, both before and after
s
woman
is every
Heredity is strong, and it the
best
possible
children
duty to give her
chance in life. Nothing that she could posas health.
sibly give them can be as valuable
Wealth cannot be enjoyed without health.
health.
Nothing can be enjoyed without
Health is life. People who are not healthy
starts
who
The child
are only half alive.
virile
out with a robust body and vigorous,
for
health, has everything to be thankful
and nothing to be afraid of. You cannot
weak
a
from
expect such a child to spring
and sickly mother. Most all of woman’s
weakness and particularly the weakness
that most strongly influences the health of
children, comes from some derangement or
disease of the distinctly feminine organs.
All such trouble is as unnecessary as it is
Favorite
terribly distressing. Dr. Pierce’s of this
Prescription will cure all troubles
There Is no guess-work about this
nature.
statement, and there is no qualification.
The “Favorite Prescription” should be
used promptly and persistently until the
In every
symptoms entirely disappear.
and strength
case, it restores perfect health
and
regular perand assists in the healthful
The
formances of all the natural functions.
“Favorite Prescription” should be taken
entire
the
regularly by every woman during
to
period of gestation. It gives strength
the pains
all the organs involved, lessons
the
insures
and danger of childbirth and
health of both mother and child.
Favorite
the
If vou care to know all about
of hunPrescription," ana to read theattestimony
one-cent
stamps
women, send
dreds

Monday—Charles

your variety and grandest
Organs the world has

Myopia, Hy-promotropia. Presbyopia, Asthen-

world

o

work under the auspices of the (Society
last
Friends, had a gathering at lior home
week of the Little Helpers’ Mission Band,
and the children were made happy by reof
ceiving pretty and curious mementoes

suitable for grocery, teaming,

No postponement
hack and lumbering.
Terms cash, or
weather.
on account of
satisfactory paper. Sale absolute no mat-

oppor-

known.

ever

n

FREE OF CHARGE

the

unity

“

We must

Greatest

move.

<3-0T

ORGANS.

*»

Miss Alioe Elizabeth Jones of Deering
the clavier
Centre is taking lessons on
in Portland.
re
The primary school of Deering Con
t ie
is closed on account of the illness of
teacher, Miss'Rose Leland.
Mrs. Hr.ldah Leighton of Woodfords,
who has recently returned from Palestine
where she has been engaged in missionary

If it don't

\

tongue.

at public auction
their horses, will sell
at St. John street
a.
10
at
m,
today
stables, one hundred desirable driving
and work horses, weight from 1,000 to
each. These are good horses, fine

BEFORE JUDGE PEABODY.

PIANOS

|
The Doering Shakespeare Class
hart a
secured new grammars, and are
French pro
work trying to
conquer
0
o
r.ounciation and other mysteries

bright Hallowe’en poem by
Young Thinks It Unhealthy—The Board
Miss Mary Woodbury Leighton of OakDo Not Exactly Agree With Him,
dale, Deering.
The reuglar monthly meeting of the
Mr. L. E. Goodridge has moved from
Portland to No. 4 Maple street, DeeriDg.
people.
oity council was called to order in the
Now suppose the authorities '/should act
as council chamber
The sight of the Italian laborers,
Monday night with
enforeo all laws
on that assertion, and
Windham President Haskell in the chair. Absent,
took their march up the
do
they
officers
how
you
.many
impartially,
to road, one morning last week, was a very Aldermen Turgion and Wescott.
Z
suppose wo would have out of jail
How many minis- weloome one, as it meant an extension of
servo the warrants?
The mayor was present and
reported
usual

Biddeford, Me., Nov.4, 1895.
To W. W. Molntire, J. F. Goldthwaite
and Dr. E. D. O’Neil, committee of
Board of Trade:
Gentlemen—I beg to acknowledge the
receipt of your esteemed favor of the 2nd
inst, and willingly concede, in view of
tho fact that tho closing of Hotel Thatchters would be able to preach their
a public
er is
more or less of
oalamity,
“who is there
sermons? lor
the right of the Board of Trade through Sunday
who
among us, the true and the tried,
your committee, to ascertain the reason has stood so close to Josus and those on
why we have taken such action.
ue
wouiu
that
ne
exempt,
the horn's side”
in the nrso place, allow me to state mat
from arrest? Did you ever sell a newsat the earnest solicitation of the Board of
Are you in any way
on a Sunday?
Trade, I became interested in the hotel paper
connected with the street railway who
question. You will remember that it was run the oars on the Sabbath? Did you
an accepted fact, brought out through an
ever ride out with your family on the
open discussion at a Board of Trade meetSabbath? Do you know of any one who
a
hotel
in
run
no
one
could
that
ing,
uses
languago in your neighborBiddeford, successfully, without a bar; hood?profane
Did you over use p.ofune language
and if my memory selves me right, there
Have
you ever been guilt/ of
wus no exception taken to that satement; yourself.
If so, you
of the above named acts?
thus the Biddeford Board of Trade placed any
are
just as much guilty of violation of
itself on record as being injsympathy with
law as the man who sells liquor
the declaration.
that if the authorities
Thus you see
Having the welfare of the oity at heart, should enforce all laws strictly there is
Frederick Yates and X seoured the prophardly anv one who would not come in
erty, and at a great expense, equipped contact with the law as a violator of it.
it from cellar to garrot with everything
Why don’t they enforce all these laws?
to make it a thoroughly modern and first
because public sentiment would
class hotel; and I think that no one will Simply
not indorse the act, and for that reason
a hotel on the
as
what
but
question
only I believe the local officers are right
American plan it stood second to none in in not
enforcing the prohibitory law in
New England.
the strictest manner possible. Oh, perassociated
toI
were
and
Yates
Mr.
haps some one is saying: “Mr Koberts,
gether as equal partners, he acting as do you believe in freo rum?” My answer
manager from the time the house opened is “No, I believe in a high license local
till January 9, 1895, on which day I purlaw.” “Well, that might be all
chased of him his interest, paying him option but it is
impossible under the conright,
cash, and on the second (lay following, stitution
of Maine to enact a license law,
January 11, I sold out to the Biddeford for a great; many years to come, at least,”
Hotel Company, a corporation duly orNow what are we going to do in the
ganized under the laws of Maine; and meantime? Are we going to have free
since that time have simply acted as
rum? No. All that is necessary to do in
treasurer of the corporation, having noth- order to
bring about practically the samo
ing whatever to do with the management results as a high license and local option
the
of the house,
manager being appoint- law is
simply for the next Legislature to
ed by the board of directors.
all penalties for the violation of
For some reason, to me unknown, the repeal
the present prohibitory farce; then pass
so-called Law and Enforcement League, an aot
authorizing the state to issue revewhich should be styled—judging by thei
nue licenses, the same as the United
methods—the “Violators of Law end States revenue tax, to any one known to
Liars’ League,” have singled me out as
be engaged in the sale of intoxicating
the one of all others responsible for the
make the revenue fee not less
sale ot intoxicating liquors, while as a liquors;
than $50, nor more than $1000, discretionsold
a
I
never
of
inof
matter
fact,
drop
with the local authorities, one-half
toxicating liquor in my life, and never ary
to go to tho state and one-half to the
was behind a bar where liquor was being
Also pass a
town or city where located.
sold. But notwithstanding this fact, they
local option act giving the towns and
at
the
last
session
indicted
of
had me
cities the right to decide by a majority
court for maintaining a nuisance and
vote whether a revenue license shall be
selling liquor, “some time between Jan- issued therein or not. Then make the
uary 1st and September,” to which compenalties for keeping or exposing for sale
plaint I plead “nolo contendere” and paid without first taking out a state revenue
the regulation fine, for the reason that I
nor more
than
license, not less than $500
did not have timeto stay and have the
$1000,hno and imprisonment not less than
case tried, as I had business of great imthan
three
more
nor
years.
six months
portance in Boston.
\fter tho passago of such an act, we
Not being satisfied with that, later on would have no more trouble in running a
the man Benjamin, one of the members hotel and the liquor business would be
thus
of their executive commitee, and a self- conducted on business principles,
confessed spotter, swore out a warrant placing the tiaffio in responsible hands
against me, alleging that he bought a and affording a revenue to town, city and
half-pint ol intoxicating liquor of me on state.
July 16. However, he evidently discovVery respectfully yours,
WM. A. ROBERTS.
ered, after swearing to the complaint,
that I was not in Biddeford on the 16th
he
went
into
court and the
of July, so
Tim Hnrsfi Auction.
prosecuting attorney stated that they did
not propose to show that I sold the liquor
Railroad Company, havPortland
The
personally, but that I was responsible
no further use for a large number of
1UA

DEEItING.

MISCELLANEOUS._^

MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.
On hearing of the second move, 1 called
and on their
a meeting of the directors,
authority the hotel was closed, November 1 ; and unless purchased on or before
November 10, it will not be sold for hotel

a
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We call your attention to tlie Jnros

underwear on the market.
The No: 22 weight is especially adapted
to men whose occupation keeps them
Ulll UJ.

uuuioi

Short men* tall men, stout men, all
shapes, can be perfectly fitted. Call and

get a catalogue and inform yourselves in
regard to the merits of the Jaros
Made for
Hygienic Underwear.
Men, Women and Children.

HASKELU JONES
Sole Agents for Portland.
MONUMENT SQUARE.
octSleodtf

Plain at

MO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
-AT—

W. P. HASTINGS.’
('util EAiYISOJV,
Violinist,
from tlie

Koyal High School of Music, Berlin,

Germany.

Studio, 5 Temple St.

»ep24oodti

«A HAND SAW IS A GOOD THING, BUT NOT TO
SHAVE WITH.”

SAPOLIO

IS THE PROPER THING f'0« HOOSE-CUSANINC.

PRESS

—AND—

STATE PRESS.

MAINE

Subscription Rates.
Daily fin advance) *6 per year: $3 for six
months; $J .no a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily a delivered every morning by
carrier au> where within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at the
rate of

$7

a

year.
mate

Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
;'..j cents a quarter; 25 ceuts tor trial subscripMain:

tion of six weeks.

Persons wishing to leave town for long
short periods may have tile addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Hates.
first
In Daily Dress $1.50 per square,
week, 75 ceuts per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, oue third less than these
pates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per w’eek
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-tlurd additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
or less,
square each week. Three insertions
$1.50 per square.
type and
Heading Notices in nonpanel
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
line each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adverfor
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
Displayed adveido words or less, no display.
tisements under these headlines, and all advernot paid! lin advance, twill be
isements

regular

at

rates.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and fifty ceuts per square for
eacb subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
In
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A

o in

sale of intoxicating liquors. It is perfectly evident that no penalty at all—as Mr.

MISCELLANEOUS.

“suitable
a
Roberts suggests,
is not
penalty,” and therefore the repeal of the
present penalties without the substitution
of others would be a violation of the constitution which the Supreme Court would
reThe
be bound to take notice
of.
mainder of Mr. Roberts’s scheme calls for

attention, for it hinges entirely upon
the repeal of the penalties. There is only

NOVEMBER.
Pnhiirfa’o

niKniAi<

Ln

the question of the Biddeford Board of
Trade is full and frank at least. He says
in very plain English that he closed his

way to get rid of tho prohibitory law
and that is by a change of tho constitution. The prohibitory amendment must
first be repealed or very materially modione

fied before high license or low license or
any other form of restriction of the liquor
Roberts’s
Mr.
tried.
traffic can be
scheme is entirely impracticable.
JN
SUFFRAGE
CHUSETTS.

WOMAN

“Is it

to

expedient

suffrage to women?”

questions»whioh

the

MASSA-

grant municipal

That is one of tho
of Massachuto
are called upon

people

of

voting age
Both males and females
answer today.
The
are given m ohanoe to vote upon it.
answer will not necessarily be binding
upon the legislature, though of oourse a
decisive no or a decisive yes will be likely
to be very influential with that body.
excited great
not
The question has
general interesst, though in some quarters.it has made considerable stir. Tho
setts

$50,000
s

N

n
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1
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Washing
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Powder
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our

H family, we have not had to buy bit of toilet soap,
because we find in every package a splendid cake
for the
3 of pure Olive Oil Soap, which is delightful
bath.
^ toilet and

IjE

a

g
^

[IVORINE=ll
P
il
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made to pay.

lowing
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If the report be true that ex-President
Harrison’s friends are about to undertake
the deposal of Chairman Carter of the
National Republican committee and the
substitution of a Harrison man in his

union after their 'experience with Debs a
year ago would be slow to [follow his
leadership, for he showed himself .rather
more
incompetent to manage a strike
than

tho average labor leader.

city;

S. Because wo do not believe the political conditions of Utah, Wyoming and
Colorado are to "be referred in any respect to those of Massachusetts.
DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR.

The Harvard-Prineet on football game
unusually free from serious aeoidents

was

for a University contest; yet one man
will be laid up a week in consequence of
Injuries, another lias his shoulder badly
another a
wrenched,
badly sprained
ankle, while several others bear mark s of
The game lias apparently
been improved since last year, but there
is plenty of room for more improvement.
The danger of
serious, and even fatal,
casualties is still altogether too great.

rough usage

Utah votes today on the adoption of the
for state officers
new constitution and
who will occupy the positions to which
they are elected whenever the territory is
jiumiuieu

as a

x

stale.

nuuqi

ouugresa

passed an enabling act Utah is not yet a
state and will not b6 until the President
has certified that the people of the territory have complied with the condition of
that act, and has issued his proclamation
There
admitting it as a state.
to have grown up in the territory
to statehood
of late some opposition
consequent upon an attempt of the Mormon cburcn to dictate in political affairs,

formally
seems

and it may make some show in the vote
today. There is scarcely a doubt however
that the new constitution will be accepted.
TODAY’S ELECTIONS.

Elections take place in twelve states today. In Massachusetts governor, state
officers and legislature are to be chosen;
New York, state officers and legislature; in New Jersey, governor and legislature; in Pennsylvania, state treasurer
aud judges; in Illinois thero is an election to fill a vacancy causou by the [death
in

of a congressman." Ohio chooses governor
and state officers and a legislature that
States
will elect a United
Senator;

legislature; Maryland,
and
a
legislature

Virginia,
ernor

elect

U.

govthat

S

Senator;
Iowa, governor aud legislature; Kansas,
chief justice; Nebraska a justice of
a
the Supreme Court and regents; Mississippi, governor and legislature, Utah will
vote on the acceptance of a state constiwill

a

tution and choose stato officers. Outside of the states of Massachustts, New
New Jersey, Ohio,
York,
Kentucky,
Maryland and Iowa the elections are of

slight general

interest.

MR.ROBERTS

AND THE

LIQUOR

LAW.

Wnether it would be’wise to get rid of
is a
the prohibitory law
quostion on
wbioh opinions will differ. But there will
difference of opinion among those
who are familiar with the oons.itution of
the stats about Mr. William A. Roberts’s
be

no

iiis sugmethod of getting rid of it.
gestion is that tho legislature repeal all
attach to
the
the penalties that now

Genuine Cottolene has trade-marks—“CbKoKnc" and itcer’s head in
wreath—on every tin.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, CHICAGO, 224 State St., Boston,

D. O. Mills Will Put Improved Tenements
In New York.

(N. Y. Corr. Baltimore Sun.)
While the tenement commission was at
work some time ago the dwellings of the
poor attracted general attention. Now it
is said that Darius O. Mills, millionaire,
this city and San Francisco, will
of two model
soon begin the erection
lodging houses here, one on the lower
east side and another on the west side,
also down town. Mr. Mills consulted
none of the persons interested in
bettering the condition of the poor bofore embarking on his enterprises. He felt that
there was an opportunity for practical
charity in providing bettor accommodations for men in mean circumstances.and
with characteristic energy he immediately entered on the preliminaries necessary
tor a realization ot ms projects.
He
quietly purchased some time ago a plot
75x100 feet at ihe northeast corner of
Chrystie and Rivingtou streets, now occupied by old buildings, for $80,000, as a
site for his East Side house. His investment in this particular neighborhood excited some surprise among those who
have watched his real estate operations,
and there were many conjectures as to
what would be done with the property.
Attention was again directed to his operations yesterday, however, when it was
whispered that lie had purchased an entire block front in Bleecker street, west
of West Broadway.
This district also is
outside the line of tho millionaire’s usual
investments, and in connection with his
purchase on the East Side it excited considerable gossip.
Tho block front acquired by Air. Mills
is situated on the south side of Bleecker
street between Thompson and Sullivan
streets. It is the site selected for his
West Side lodging houso.
This plot, which measures 200 feet, in
Bleecker street or Depau Place, as it was
formerly designated, comprises the first
fine residence built by A. T. Stewart for
his own occupancy.
When Air. Stewart
built his house in the old fashion of a
stone front in Bleecker streetwith brown
fronts for the side streets, the district was
one of the most fashionable in the city.
In tho division of the Stowart estate
property this Bleecker street holding was
allotted to Rosalie Butler, and it was
from her 1 hat Air. Alills made the purchase. As soon as he gets possession' the
old Stewart mansion and the adjoining
house will come down and in their place
a lodging house from the most approved
plans will bo erected.
of

?

p. p.

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT

^

AND POTASSIUM

Makes

5

%

Marvelous Cures

5

in Blood Poison

TC

90

primary, secondary and tertiary
fvphilis. for blood poisoning, mercunal poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
For

X.

in ail blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,
eczema—wo may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases.

am

^
WP

jfM
WP
\

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
»nd whose blood is in an Impure oonuition. due to menstrual irregularities,
the wonare peculiarly benefited by
dcrml tonic and blood cleansing properties of P. P. P.-Prickly A?h, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

A
M7
X.

WP

Springfield, Mo. Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak in the highest terms or
your medicine from my own
knowledge. I was affected wirh heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
bt- .ft
35 years, was treated by the very
aolphysicians ana spent hundreds of
r/ithJars, tried every known remedy taken
out finding relief. I have only
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done me more
good than anything I have ever taken.
I can recommend your medicine to all
ol the above diseases.
anfferera
*
MRS. M. M. YEARY.

personal

X

IfiP
A

40
A

09

^
Ak
9

Springfield,

^

Green County, Mo.

Capt. J. 1). JoSuwton.
To all °J>hom it may concern: I here*
properties
by testify to the wonderful
of P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. I
suffered for several years with an unoa
sightly and disagreeable eruption

i
#

f

f
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CO.,

H. E.

Wafer Works Co.
FIRST JuOKTGAtiE

\

HORSES
BY PORTLAND B. R. CO.

ONE HONORED HORSES.
The Portland Railroad Com-

road
pany, having changed their
to electricity and having no further use for a large number of
to
tlicir horses, have decided
sell at public auction on Tuesday, Nov. 5tli, at IO a. in., at St.
John St. stable, near Union Sta-

Fund

Sinking

JV
mS)
lr

The sale of these horses will
be absolute and positive as they
have uo further use for them,
and the sale offers a splendid
opportunity to obtain horses at
reasonable prices.
No postponement on account

Tuner.

MOULTON,

KA.KTKEK.S.
Cor. middle
octll

and Exchange Sts.
dtl
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Best|

experience of over fifty years 1

Portable Cooking Range;
;
in'

the best in the market.
Made
for wood or coal or with our Famous Removable Dockasli'
Grate. If not for sale in your locality, do not pay a larger profit on in- j
ferior makes represented as “just as good,” but ask us where to get the

| every style

i

t

CITY HALL,
TI_

_I

f*

■

ft_*7 ft

II...

Fr

BAILEY &

O.

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
C. W. ALLEN

dtf

“/

BALlViSEFISi

dtf

ily!7

want

to

be

%%%%%%

Casco National Bank
There is

nothing

for any kind of
than a

PORTLAND, MAINE,

AND

CO., BANGOR, MAINE. J

nov 1

piece

SURPLUS

Cnrrent Accounts received

present

a

on

By order of the Board of Trustees.
A. A. MONTGOMERY. Sec’y.
oct31dtd
Portland. Me.. Oet. 30. 1895.

A fFDGid’S E»i!-Cftl.
B

of Cut Glass.

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Bruin Exhaustion, Sleeplessness
or general Neuralgia; also for Rheu
matisrn, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Ana?mia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and 60 cents

.special

Our line

Is bran

new

!

Effervescent.

That’s

a

C

good point.

on

Time

LI BBPF8

Deposits*

Willis A. Cates,

•

573

•

CONGRESS ST.

Maine

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Preslrleit.

Fire

SI Exchange

Street,

HORACE ANDERSON,
CHAS. C. ADAMS,
THOS. J. LITTLE.

_eodlyr
WOOD MANTELS AND TILING.

R. R.

w. A.

H

Jl•i

DUE 1912.

CEO. F. DUNCAN, I
a ExcIioig street.

tltf

octlO

RINGS!

ALLEN,
dt£

I
I
\
D
I

Low-

Foot of Preble Street,
octa

WORMS

CONSOL. 4 s,

obuo

Largest anti finest stock.
est Prices.

II,B1KS1X-

OK

remedy being applied
directly to the seat of the
disease requires no change
of diet. Cure guaranteed
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
package by mail #1.00.
Sold only by J. H. Hammond,
■-■“*
cor. Free and Center Sts., and
*0 TG® L. 0. Fowler, Cor. Congress
JEviJSaand Lafayette Sts Pori land

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.

& CO

Agency,

F
This

New York Direct Line.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIG III

__3t

Insurance

CHICAGO,

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Agent Stevens Silver Co.

tu,sat&w,6m

IfnrERSON, ADAMS

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
151 S. Western Avenue,

Sold by all druggists.

favorable

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business ol any description through this Bank.

Infirmary—Annual

meeting.

terms.
Interest allowed

d3t*

annual meeting of the Maine Eye and
Infirmary will be held on MONDAY,
7 o’clock p. m.. at the Infor
the election of officers for the enfirmary,
suing year and for the transaction of such
other business as may be done legally at said

England,

Children, 15cts.

Course Tickets nowon Sale.

Nov. 11. 1895, at

Chemists.

Adults, 25cts.

Nov. 8th,

Evening,

THEEar

daintier

Me.

Messiah Wednesday
evening, Nov. Gth.

Methodist

from 6.30 to 7.30. Music by an orchestra
will commence at 6 o’clock, and continue during the banquet.
Tickets of admission, limited to the capacit
of the room, may be obtained of T. F. Ilomstead, 451 Congress St.; F. B. Clark. 515 Congress St.; Gould & Bragdon, 659 Congress St. ;
Charles Dav, 544 Congress St., and Alpheus
GrUfin, 135 Congress St.; Price 75 cents each.
All who desire to ootain them are requested to

Maine Eye and Ear

195 Middle St P. 0. Ben 1108.

JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd., Homceopatiiic
Londuu,

Chestnut St.

Ladies of

Episcopal Church will proiride a Banquet at the Vestry of said church,

Meeting.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTiNG

octl

The

nov4

Typewriting.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

Centennial Banquet.

the

Gomes
Who
Into Your Mind First”

—

"Bv a thorough knowledge of tlio natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Hops has provided
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors
It is by the judicious use oi such articles of
bills
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to disHundreds of subtle maladies are floating
ease
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
noint. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
nronerlv
V
Sold
Made simply with boiling water or milk
labelled thus:
only in half-pound tins, by Grocers,

On sale at Comrade Williamson’s Drue Store.
Junction of Congress and Free streets, Wednesoct28dtd
day, Oct, 30th.

Jeweler

THE

rrftp

w

Send for free Illustrated Catalogue.
CRAY & SON, Portland,

EPPS’S

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
F. O. WALK*.
arl4t

CHANDLER WILL FURNISH MUSIC.

Friday

MISS McCOBB

{

Assisted by Bosworth and Thatcher Posts,
(i A. It., and Reiiel Corps and the
S.' of V. Ladies’ Aid Society,

Tickets,25c.; Reserved Seats 10c extra

Administrator’s Sale of Stock of Tobacconist.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
COCOA

and

Auctioneers.

On Thursday. Nov. 7. at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m„ we
shall sell the stock o{ the late John Hernandez
No. 126 Commercial St,, consisting In part of
about 100,000 cigars, boxes of smoking and
chewing tobacco, flue cut tobacco. Meerschaum
and briar-wood
pipes, 300 lbs.
chewing
gum, fancy articles for smokers’ use; fixtures
consisting of a lino soda fountain, cost $1660,
show-cases, one combination lock safe, marble
top tables, cooking range, kitchen utensils,
also one small soda fountain, etc., etc.
By order of ERNESTO PONCE, Administrator of the estate of John Hernandez,

H. HI. PAYSON ft CO,

Will exhibit Mrs. Jarlcy’s Wax
Work at the Church of th e

i

Sliepley Camp, S. of V.,

-FOR SALE BY-

CAPITAL
i

adhv’Q posiland pny

w*'

*

J best. Made and warranted by
WOOD & BISHOP
| Incorporated I894.

Drummer

4’s.

Incorporated 1824.

*

PROPRIETORS,

For 1895

“The

Boy.”

BY F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

l

WOODBURY

*

L. A.

All
That is

DON’T YOU REMEMBER

liou, Portland, Maine, positively
without reserve or limit, one
hundred desirable driving and
work horses; weight from 1,000
to
l,300.each; good horses, fine
workers, suitable for grocery, THAT THRILLING WAR
DRAMA
teaming, back and lumbering.
that the G. A. R. used to play
The Portland Railroad Company have long had the reputayears ago’
tion of owning the finest lot of
horses of any railroad in New
IT’S TO BE REVIVED BY

-OF-

EDUCATE

“

M EtjsT>
Attorney at Lav?*

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers
Sale
Auction
Important

■ If

MILLS,

Order Slate at Qiaudler’s Music Store 431
Congress Street.
eodtf
Sept7

Yom^rul^

SALKS

England.

AUBURN, HIE.,

LOSi”.

WE

0#

Titppmsn’i 91ock,SAVsnaiUl) Ga

State* Janies, Albany, N. Y.
eodtf

have been notified in writing, as required
by Revised Statutes, Chapter 47. Section
112, by Mrs. Mary S. Littlefield, of Durham,
Administratrix of the estate of Mrs.
Me.
Margaret E. Brewer, that her Deposit Book
No. 48(5 is lost and that she desires a duplicate
book issued.
GORHAM SAVINGS BANK.
By John A. Waterman, Treasurer.
Gorham, Me., Oct. 21st, 1895.
oct22
law3wTu*

Cored.

UFPM&M BROS.

STREET.

29 PINE

&

SAYINGS BANK HOOK

School

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

dtf

0Ctl4

LOWELL,

V

Book on M Diseases Men Free.

within its

the electors

Town of Dexter, Mains, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine, 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-Zs.
MRS. ABNEMV.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
Teacher of Elocution and City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Physical Culture.
Boiough of Braddock, Penna., 41-2’s and 5's.
Private Pupils Solicited. Classes begin Nov. 1.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's,
jgp-Send for circular.
Portland & Ogdsnsburg Railway Stock,
Address, 129 Free Street.
eodlm
ootl2
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Ratlroad.

#J. £***?£»&,

Ga.: Gentlemen—I have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: 10
all irpurifies the blood and removes
ritatlon from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of tho
I bt ve taken fivo or six bottles
sores.
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
and etomaoo
mo from indigestion

of

FOR SALE BY

Gold

PianO

GOLD CLARION i

\

<* per

eks'

W

Testimony from The Mayor of Sequin^TtX*
Sequin, Tex. January 14, 1893.
Messes. Lippman Bros. Savannad,

ALL

1st Mori.
cent Gold Bond 1913.

g,
©-■

I tried every known remevain,until P. P. P. was used*
and am now entirely cured.
D.
(Signed b,i
Skfln Cancer

dfilfcATVlTi

CTPTT1? !VT

■? A

TRUNliR’V.

EE-”.

my face.
dy boo in

trouble

NEW YORK, LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN R’Y. Terminal &
Improvement 4 per cent Bonds
1923.
Uiirr

vote

SWAN & BARRETT,
F3/LKTKEXI.S.

ST. LOUIS. ALTON & TERRE
HAUTE K. K. 1st Iflort. & Terminal 5 per cent. Gold Bonds

err

popular

1. J naibat-n

fed 28

E. DENNISON, late of Portland,
in tlie County of Cumberland deceased,and given
bonds as tbe law directs. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit tlie same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
ALEXANDER Ci DENNISON, Adm’r
oct22dlaw3wTu*
Portland. Sept, 23, 1805.

Aberdeen. Biown Cour.ty, O*

P. P. P. purifies the blood. buildJ up
and
the
weak
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

mm

effectually
prevented by

/•

Beapeettuujyosrs^

and Scrofula

i

In the stomach or feeling
of fulness after eating Is

food, move the bowels easily and thus
prevent and cure Biliousness, Torpid Liver,
and Constipation. They are tasteless and
prohibitory law. If Mr. Roberts will take do not gripe or cause pain. Sold by all
the trouble to glance over the prohibitory j druggists. 23 cents. Insist upon Boon’s.,

ForUand, M

Street

Exchange

1-3

a

limits, which include practically the entire
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the
adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons.

WM.

combined with modern invention1
and improvement makes the
]

of

Investment Securities,

51

of tlie estate of

Portland, Me.

Are entirely removed by
—Prickly Ash. Poke Soot and PotaBglum, the greatest blood purifier oa
earth.
Abebdb’h*. O.. July 21, 1891.
Messrs Ltpfman Bros. Savannah.
Ga-: Bear Sirs—I bought a bottle o.
yourP.P. P. at Hot Sprigs,Ark..and
it baa done me moro good than three
months’ treatmentat the Hot Springs,
Send three bottles C. O. D.

# Rheumatism

That Distress

assimilation

of

FOK SALE BY

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,

OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that tlie
Subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator

WWWvVW W

in an

Hood’s Pills.
They aid digestion and

DUE JAN. 1, 1943.
Due July 1, 1901.
Interest payable January and July.
Limited to $10,000 per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these Interest Payable Jauuary and
bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
Inly I.
investment for Maine saving's banks.
as
information
to
give
I am prepared
These bonds are issued by the Sanitary Disto earnings of the road for the past year trict of
Chicago, a municipal corporation regoutlook.
Correspon ularly organized
its
present
and of
under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance
dence and personal interview invited.,

Coiner
octlO

_—■-—-

Fp.

DRAINAGE,

Company.

NEW YORK.

cotton-plant

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
CATARRH. MAIABU,
KiDNET TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

ACUTION

First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds 5 Pet* Cent. Bonds,

37

Fry your food in Cottolene instead of lard and it will
be free from that greasiness and “richness” so distressing to dyspeptics ; the flavor will be delicious instead of
rancid, and your food will do you good. Put it in a cold
Cottolene reaches the
pan, heating it with the pan.
should therelard—care
than
much
quicker
cooking point
fore be taken not to overheat it. Follow these instructions—you will never use lard again.

_

compensating advantage.

road

SPENCER TRASK

in Cot totevie

|

novldtf

_

factory paper. Half fare from Vi cl!,, I llllld diiu ni,, nui. u i-o.
BURLINGTON, CEDAR RAPprincipal stations on Maine
ID$ & NOR. Consld. 1st A, ColCentral R. R. to those attending MR. A. F. NAIL of Ohio »s UNCLE JOE.
1905.
JULY
DIE
I,
lateral Trust 5 per cent Gold
sale.
of Ohio
Bond 1934.
For further particularss in- MASTER HARRY NAIL
as THE DRUMMER BOY,
about
KAILWAY.
NET
is
This Company
earning
IOWA CFNTKAL
quire of Edward A. Newman,
First mortgage 5 per cent Gold three times its interest charges.
General manager of Portland Supported by a strong local cast. Tableaux
The bond is virtually the promise of the Railroad Company, or of the
Bond 193S.
that shall excell all yet produced.
the
as
it
i3
APPLICATION.
Auburn
ON
of
by
signed
FULL PARTICULARS
auctioneers.
City
Portland’s leading contralto,MISS H ENRIWater Commissioners and the City of
oct30td
ETTA D. RICE, will sing “’The
Auburn owns the Water Works plant.
Vacant Chair.

reasons:

1 Because suffrage is not a natural or
moral right, but a duty, to be imposed for
the benefit of the community upon those
best fitted to peform it.
2. Because women suffer no injustice
in Massachusetts.
3 Because the vast majority of women
the
place it would seem as if they were in Massachusetts, knowiDg thatdo not
are
fully protected today,
making an extraordinary amount of rights
desire the suffrage. This is plainly shown
effort for a man who is not a candidate.
by the fact that more than 450,000 out of
the 500,000 women entitled to register to
Mayor Strong expreses himself in vote on this question have failed to dr
favor of allowing the New York liquor so.
4. Because the nervous and physical
shops to open on Sunday afternoon—not
strength of women in their present fields
because, we imagine, he is personally in of
activity is already overtaxed.
favor of it, hut because he believes; it
5. Because the power to make the laws
will be practically impossible in the long and the power to enforce the laws ought
to go together.
run to keep the shops closed, and there
6
Because, if women participated in
will be the double demoralization of town
meetings, a muster of the whole
adult community at the same hour would
open shops and openly violated law.
would look
be necessary. Who,
then,
Tho rumor that President Debs of the after the homes aud the children.
the
number of
T.
Because
is
doubling
American Railway Union
organizing
voters would oblige many of our towns to
another strike is not improbable, but it
abandon the system of town government
would seem that the members of the for that of a
in this case with no

Artists

EVERY EVENING AT 8 !
Wed. and Sat. Matinees at 2.30.
POPULAR
PRICES—IO, 15
anil 25cls. Matinees IO cts.
to all parts of the house.

I=OF-

Bangor and Aroostook Rail-

m

El

Exchange Street.
_cuw

CHICAGO

| ^INVESTMENTS.
|

are

hotel because it was not permitted to run
a bar, without which it could not be

93

novl

il

pil

OF

Specialty

BANKERS,

®
a

we

began using

if

FOR SALE BY

is.

c.
Since

3

_

MASON & MERRILL,

1 just m
couldn’t j|
keep house 3
without it.

L

EH

will deoide the question,
and as the great majority of the women
is not
sqem to be entirely indifferent, it
likely that the masculine part of the
community will insist on thrusting the

swered in the negative.
Just as the campaign is closing the
Manhood Suffrage Club has issued an address urging male voters to vote against
the extension of the suffrage for the fol-

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
dtf

OF

KENNEBUNK, MAINE,
And Other Investment Securities

novl

p

men

suffrago upon them. The chances
therefore that the Question will be

Cor. Congress and Pearl Sts.
C. F. STUBBS.Manager.
Week Commencing Monday
Evening, Nov. 4.
A BIG COMPANY

Electric R. R. Bonds MOUSAM WATER COMPANY,
Portland
i
P

the trouble to qualify themselves to vote
either way. Of those who have|qualified
the majority are probably in favor of the
suffrage, though by no means alL The
vote of the

LIMITED AMOUNT OF

a

THEATER,

PARK

First Mortgage Cold 5 Per
Cent Bonds of the

P

extent of the registration of women in
tho cities is very small, showing that the
great majority of them feel so little
interest in it that they have not takon

AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL,

___——-—__

j

no

or

barged

amendment he will gee that the legislature is commanded to enact laws “with
suitable penalties” f< r the suppression of
the manufacture, sale and keeping for

financial.

miscellaneous.

„„

PORTLAND DAILY

RINGS!

RINGS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
style or setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

Squar®

septetttf

7.
[|
II

(([
\y
[(]

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. Thesyinptoms are—indigestion, with a variable appetite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard \T
and full belly, with occasional gripings and 11
pains about tno navel; heat and itching sensation in the rectum and about the anus; eyes llfl
heavy and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry lit
cough; grinding of the teeth; starting during Ur.
sleep; slow fever; and often in children, convulsions. The best worm remedy made is

)JJ
jf

P,N WORM

TKUtSelixir

J valuable remedy in all the
Vi common complaints of chil)} dren. 35e. at all Druggists.
DIt. J. F.TRUEtk CO.,

jf

Tape worms we have
special treatment. Write
ior Pamphlet.
For

a

(A
\n

A

m

Steamers.
for 30

days.

yf

(j

X\
{/

|>

Ex-

cursions

Is y

Sul.

Co.

Return

many tltrougli
sep24

I 1 It has been in use 44 jts. is purely vegetable, HI
/ harmless and effectual. Where no worms are >|
acts as a Tonic and corrects the con- fl
\ presentofitthe
raucous membrane of the atom(JJ aition
[\ ach and bowels. A positive cure for Oonstipa- |JJ
/») tion and Biliousness, and ai-II

V

Autumn

If

fiTUHE1©

Jj
VI

Tile Steamships Manhattan and Cotta::-.
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at B p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, same da vs at 5 p. lit.
Fare to New York, one way, S4.00; Round
trip *7.00.
j B COYLE, Manager,
nv2-dtf
j. F. LISCOMB. General Ascut.

S.

S.

tickets goitil

Low rates

points.

to ike
d(t

PORTLAND BRIDGE
Is closed to travel
further notice.
Per order,

until

County Commissioners,
d3c

nov2

committee ou lights, in addition to the
number already enumerated,shall not ex
$00
coed $125 per aro light of 1200 o. p.,

series incandescent light of 65 o. p.,
33 o.
per series incandescent light of
Said amounts when expended to be
for
lights.
charged to the appropriation
order Alderman
In submitting the
Little made the following report:
Portland
The oontract of the city of
Consolidated Electrio Light
with the
of
having
Maine,
expired on the
companv
31st day of October, 1895, our committee
followon lights beg leave to submit tho
ing report for the year ending October 31,
1895.
The number of lights in use for lighting
the streets Nov 1st, 1894, was as follows:
243 arc lights of 12 o. p. eaoh.
60 series lights of 66 c. p. each.
126 series lights of 32 o. p. each.
The number of lights in use November
1st, 1895, is as follows:
250 arc lights of 1200 o. p.
60 series lights of 65 c. p.
133 series lights of 33 c. p. making an
increase during the year of 8 aro lights
and 7 33 o. p. series lights.
The amount whioh has been deducted
from the Electric Light company's bills
taken
during the year for lights out,
from police reports, has been surprisingly
small as compared with the two previous
t'or the year ending October
years, viz:
31st, 1893, $236.44; for the yearthe ending
year
October 81st, 1894, $454.04; for
ending October 31, 1895, $20.91.
confined
was
amount deducted this year
to the winter months, no report having
robruary.
been made of lights out since
disInquiry at the polioe headquarters
out so
are
closes the fact that the lights
and,
worth
reporting,
little,that it is not
the
when a light is reported as being out,
and are very prompt
company are notilied
marked
improvein attending to it. This
in view of
ment is particularly gratifying
rec3i\ed
the
which
city
service
tbe poor
Z
the year previous.
made
against
There has been no charge
the city for changes of poles and lights.
A considerable number of changes were
necessitated by the introduction of the
in the
trolley, where lights were hung
were
middle of the streets, all of which
made at the expense of the Portland Kauper

$30
р.

The Two Wings Fail to Flap To-

gether.
LIGHTING

ELECTRIC

CONTRACT

RENEWED.

A-Trojau Horse Appears—After the Milk
Men—Kelief for Quarantined i'ami lies
—Other Matters.

The city

government meeting

was

quite

of

the
of the

wing
busy, although ouly
Several
municipal bird flapped.
aldermen
attended the reception
one

Senator

Frye,

so

that board was

late

to

In

assembling. The common council, meanwhile, assembled and n6t finding the
other board, adjourned.
Very soon the aldermen and the Mayor

appeared,

and

transacted

considerable

business.

Of course such as requires concurrent action will go before the council
at the meeting next Monday evening.

ELECTRICS RUNNING TIME.

accompanied by
Manager Newman,
Judge Robinson, was present to ask the
aldermen to approve the running time of
the electric oars, which is to be considerhorse
ably taster than that of the oid
ears. From Fort Allen Park to the Union
Station the time is twenty-five minutes.
From Vaughan and Bramhall streets to
Trunk depot
twenty-five
the Grand
the
minutes. From Union Station to
twenty minutes.
Grand Trunk depot,
From Libby’s Coruer to tho Grand Trank

MUSIC AND DRAMA,

Katharine liober.
That bright and breezy little aotress,
Katharine Robdr, appeared last evening
at Portland theatre in the first of a series
of entertainments in whioh she will be
it was a handsome comseen this week,
to the young actress’s talent to
the crowded audience. Not only were
all the seats occupied up stairs and down,
but there were many standing in the
lobbif s. A warm greeting was extended
as the star appeared in the first act, a
token of the appreciation in whioh she is

pliment
see

held in the city, where she has made

so

terday morning’s papers,
in
portunity loft Mr, Stockbridge
to

intorm

evening

the

public

was

w

through

*•

Portland, Nov, 5tb, 1885.

Burke, sprightly

a

delightful

and

spirited,

Kitty
a

true

scenes she exIn the severer
Irish lass.
hibited much power and brought down
Ah Terry the
the houso.
blundering
servant—her other role—she was
vory

amusing. Her support was very good.
The play abounds in bright
lines, and
afford ed a good opportunity to see Mr.
Leonard Rowe

as

Allen

Traoey,

Mr.

Morris McHugh as Captain Deming, Mr.
J. Gordon Edwards as Felix, Mr. John
Weber

Paddy—whoso
songs
evening;
among the best things of the
Mr. Justin Paige as Martins Kavanagh,
Miss Grace Hamilton as
Judith, Miss
Nellie Hancock as Oma Kray and Little

wove

as

leave out

Just

ing

should wait

no

longor

but secure

seats today.
Salvini.

Owing to an attack of malarial fever
in Montreal, where Mr. Salvini has been
unable to appear for two nights, his
Wilkins, telegraphed Mr.
manager, Sir.
Stockbridge yesterday that he would be
unable to appear last night in Portland.
It was great

negligence

on

the

part

iff

entertaining

more

The

than usual.

stocks

them all,
ness that

new

in, and there’s
glitter about

are

bright

a

charm of

a

new.

find irri-

you’ll

sistable.
One

counter full of

big

glass,Dorflinger's

rich cut

mostly because that’s the
standard ot goodness in

Notes.

makers
few

repre-

there

a

are

choice

'imported

in the

collection.

pieces

is

Nothing
able

also

are

and

sented

for “A Midnight Frolic”
opens Wednesday morning

other

the

but

glass,

cut

“Steve”
It looks quite natural to see
back in the box office of Portland theatre.

is of great benefit in temporary
and habitual constipation, liver
and kidney diseases, chronic catarrh of the stomach and bowels,
and
etc.,
rheumatism, gout,
the
in
morning
used
be
should
Best taken
before breakfast.
can be
exercise
out-door
when
had. Obtain the genuine article,
which must bear the signature
of “Eisner & Mendelsqn Co.,
^
Agents, New York.”

present it is

at

rather

will be your only
may rest assured,
chance to seo this superior company, as
they will make no stpps going from San
Francisco to Now York City. We have
no doubt of their sueeoess here

hoped

his little son Harry are sure to take the
house by storm.
The advance sale of seats isjuuprecedentedly large. Those who intend go-

sections of the

whole store.

orable couriers as “A Midnight Frolic.
They have the unanimous endorsement
of the Now York press; and this, y°u

I,.

ot the most

one

interesting

except-

more

for

appropriate

or

a

wedding present than a
bit of good cut glass, and
little
the
prices are
enough.
On an adjoining table
is

oesi

pressed

the

of

show

great

a

fit for

giasswaie,

and

use

common

imitating the
glass.

cleverly

genuine

cut

There’s

wonderful

a

ex-

cheap glass

hibit of this

just received from the
Pittsburg factories. Crys48c

tal tumblers
water

crystal

with cut neck

and

of

bottom
Mischief.

was

flower

vases,

tery,

jugs,

holders,

expensive
costing half
much, Royal Worces-

Doulton and

called for. At about that time

as

Billeek. Dutch Delft
and other famous sorts
ter

together

arranged

all

a bolt through a yard
closely followed by Skillins, vaulted a fence with
:he officer after him, and was
caught
near the GraDd Trunk depot, and
given
Ho will be
v ride to the police station.

made

■■'h de

where the
ment

mischief
’’

snows

court

for

malicious

Sale of seats for “A Midnight Frolic”
Eor Uity Hall opens Wednesday morning
it Stockbridge’s ; music store. Reserved

and

In Pownal. Oot. 30, Joseph B. Clark of Alfred

DEATHS.

In this city, Nov. 4. Warren P., son of Bruce
2 months 14 days.
and Lizzie Kodick.
[Funeral this Tuesday forenoon at 10 o elk,
from parent’s residence. No. 22 Pleasant street.
In North Belgrade, Oct. 24, Mrs. William D,
Alexander, aged 62 years.
In Viualhaven, Oct. 26, B. F. Myrick, aged
60 years.
In Blaino, Oct. 19, Gideon F. Fletcher, aged
86 years.
In Wells, Oct. 28, Miss Clara Littlefield.
In lottery, Oct. 29, Mrs. Frank Osburn.
In Eastport, Oct. 23. Lucy Lawrence, aged
97 years.
Iu Rockland. Oct. 27, Mrs. Laura A. Newbert, aged 66 years.
In Oldtown, Oct. 29. Charles E. Rogers.
In Bangor. Oct. 29,
Mary Jane Hamilton,
aged 80 years.
In Locks Mills, Oct. 21, Mrs. Eila F. Wallace,
aged 43 years.
In Waldoboro. Oct. 17. Reuben Hoffses, aged
96 years.
In Rockland, Oct. 23, Hattie May Page, aged
12 years,
In Bangor, Oct. 28, Cornelius Griffin, aged
82 years.

aged

,,

[The funeral of tho late Joseph I). Decolle
win take place this Tuesday altenioon at 2
o’clock, from liis late reTdence. No. ill C m
gross street.
[The funeral of file late Cap!. George tv.
Orue will take pTteeflWcdiu’s lay uf.erumm ;
l.so ovik. from ms hit residence, No. 61 Fro: »
street, South Portland.

fairly

selves

this

etc.—
never

outdone
season

we are

just arrived,
patrons.

we

pleased

to state with the CAR LOAD which

in

Jap dishes

Cups and
saucers, fruit plates, teapots, chocolate jugs, salad
pitchers,
bowls, mugs,
ever

And

our-

collection of

the daintiest

Pnnmlis

Addie M. Crowell.
In Ellsworth, Howard F. Whitcomb and Miss
Mabel Church of Cherryfleld.
In Orlaud, Oct. 19, Fred J. Bowden and Miss
Annie M. Bowden.
In Camden, Oct. 22. George E. Kittredge and
Mise Geneva E. Durgin of Islesboro.

we’ve

gathering a

In Saco. Oct. 29, Fred Augustus Sawyer and
Miss Eva Crane.
In Calais, Oct. 24, Albert E. Vanstone and
Miss Maggie Rutin rford.
X»

creams,

bowls,

One entire side of the
basement is given over
to Japanese Crockery and

and Miss Nellie F. Snow.
In Freeport, Oct. 21. Ernest B. Orne and
Bertha M. Curtis.
In Biddeford. Oct SO, Elvington Palmer Spinney of North Berwick and Miss Grace E. burbank of Alfred.

Dobort

quaint

candlesticks,

in

seen.

MARRIAGES.

o A

uiuc

novelties you have

aged 5, of 19 Deer street.

rw.

odd

olive,

jardinieres,

Two eases of diphtheria were reported
Nettie Little, aged 17, of 491
yesterday:
Portland street, and Florenoe Harmon,

T

section

vases, sugar and

Contagious Diseases.

seen

weagwuuu

shapes

seats 25, 35, 50 cents.

assort-

easily

be

can

and examined.
another
Still

the

close

etc.,

the

of

copies

Officer Skillins came along.
Gallagher
sad been saying be didn’t care if the
patrol had been sent for, but when he
Officer
also saw
saw It ooming and
He
■Sklllin, he tried a sprinting act

put before

is filled

beautiful array of
with
English “Adderley” pota

by
He was “fired” [out and retaliated
In-owing hrioks through the window,
l'hon ono of Eagan’s men came out and
Ihumped Gallagher. In the meantime
the
reports of a row got around and
patrol

royal
dozen.

a

Another table

afternoon Charles Gallaghor
went into Eagan’s saloon on India street
ind assaultod Mr. Eagan, inflicting, so
him.
it is reported, several blows upon

Yesterday

at

with cut

$t.oo

at

plain

dozen

a

drinking glasses
For Malicious

dozen,

a

caraffes

$i.oc

mi. a

voxa

•

basement in your
visit ; ere is to

soubrette in Amerioa, and in this oomedy
she has a roie which gives full scope to
her wondefrul versatility.

Sale of seats
for City Hall

include the

to

NOT

their adaptability in portraying the charLi
acter they represent.
The star. Miss
lian Kennedy, is the brightest ingenu

plays

was

today
likely to be
fair.

the

of
presented by one
oleverest companies in existence, every
ior
one of them
being especially selected
This play is

CUIV.

Dumplings, puddings, Sally Luns;i
i Muffins, waffles, griddle cakes,
The very best it always makes./

is

papers yesterday.
“A Midnight Frolic.”

Reserved
at Stockbridge’s rntisio store.
rond company.
seats 35, 35, 50 oents.
of
the
offer
the
The report then reoites
electrio light company, which is the same
The Mackerel Season Not Over.
Carrie.
‘Allio Fisher as Little
Tonight
as the provisions of the order.
over,
The mackerel season is not yet
lights, 20 Miss Rober will be seen in “The Banker’s
There are now in use 20 aro
have not
lights 32
and the packers
suspended,
series lights 65 c. p., 18 series
deport twenty-five minutes.
oosting the Daughter.”
From the discussion it
appeared that с. p. more than the contract,
operation for the winter. Tne Gloucester
The Park Theatre.
$4660 for extra lights over and above
city
be
schooner Reporter is the last arrival from
without
wculd
table
time
stops,
this
oontract price.
the new Park Theatre opened its doors the mackerel
Aiaerman
nour.
about seven miles an
grounds, although there are
was
Tho order making the contraot
It is »
for the first time last evening.
vote to
a number of schooners to hear from,
still
Peters said lie should prefer to
vui«.
passed Dy an unanimous
by and it is
auditorium, lighted
large plain
hoped that a considerable
allow the rate to be seven miles an hour,
NEW BUILDINGS.
and with plain wooden*chairs addition will be made to the
electricity,
The
table.
a
time
pack of 1895.
instead of approving
to for seats. There is a good si zed stage and JLUU
The following petitions for leave
UDJJUlltU UXUUgUU JX-I IUU UUIIVIO,
alderman voted to approve the time table,
ereot new buildings were Tceeived and re- the scenery is quite neat and does credit stocked nearly $3700.
reached the
She
Mr. Peters alone voting nay.
to the artist, Mr. Fred Libby, the stage
first.
ferred :
about
September
fishing
ground
A TROJAN HORSE.
ask carpenter. The house was packed with
The Thomas Laughlin company
G.
The captain sold his oatoh to E.
a
held
30x20
the
of
city
The sage fathers
leave to erect a wooden building
about eight hundred people, and they apand it will be packed by D. L.
Willard,
Hancook
and
21
19
No.
at
in
Alderman feet
when
size,
learned
pow-wow,
plauded heartily the various turns. The Fernald & Co. While the Reporter did
to be used for storage purposes.
Thonmson presented an order authorizing street,
Gleen Sisters, Geno and Mabel, in their not
one
G. H. Starr asks leave to erect a
bring in a heavy catch when comthe commissioner of public works to exstory wooden stable at No. 32 Walnut buck and wing dancing particularly pared with former years, she did very
a
dollars
month, street.
pend not over eighteen
pleased. The Dalys, Gus and Frankie, well as trips average this season, and the
enlarge the
Of A. D. Sweetsir to
for board of an extra liorBe for the use of
in their versatile entertainment were en- men will make
Maokerel
rear No. 9 Portland
fairly well.
wooden
dwelling
Aiderthe department of public works.
Sanford
Kate
oored again and again.
*3tJT00t
sells well now, and in fact sold well all
the
house,
man Smith wanted to know' where
a
wooden
carriage
A. R. Wright,
and Win. Wylie, the comedy vocal sketch
through the season. The packers are not
Peters 20x20, at rear No. 17 Carleton street.
order originated; and Alderman
artists, received a warm reception, while yet able to figure up the pack of 1895, but
the
said it was a means of
equalizing
Frank
MISCELLANEOUS.
the
contortionist,
of
Fleming,
it will at 'the best fall 1 below that
Griffin
from Pierlot, the funny singer, and
salary oi Supeiintendent Staples, which
A communication was received
recent good mackerel years.
exIt
was
down.
cut
had
board
the
song and
the auditor calling attention to the fact and Gowper, the black fa so
plained that the horse was needed, and that the appropriations for publio build- dance comedians, and great buck and
Sale of seats for “A Midnight Frolic”
tbs
be by
that much of its use would
The for City Hall opens Wednesday morning
schools and school books were near- wing dancers, gave great pleasure.
ings,
All the
commissioner of public works.
performance closed with Gus Daly’s at Stockbridge’s music store. Reserved
ly if not quite exhausted.
aldermen voted to admit tho horse within
The committee on judicial proceedings laughable sketch “Oh ! What a Night!” seats 35, 35, 50 cents.
the appropriation
except and claim
the walls of
The Stockbridge Course.
following
gave leave to the
Belknap Motor Co,
Alderman Peters.
The fine'course that Mr. Stockbridge
claimants to withdraw:
The annual meeting of the stockholdABTER THE MILK MEN.
Mrs. David Purgerson and Mrs. E. J. has put before the public the coming
was
from Baker.
season is being appreciated by his patrons ers of the Belknap Motor Company
A communication was received
a
Moses Y. Knight asks leave to put
and there is a great demand for seats. held at the office of the company yesterMilk Inspector Biaker asking the help of
Two thousand, five
m.
Oxford Those who desire a choioe location should day at 4 p.
49
of grating in tbe sidewalk at
the city solioitor in the prosecution
shares ot stock
those soiling adulterated milk. An order street.
apply at once. Paderewski, the great hundred and thirteen
cne was enthusiwere
31st
Every
course
Nov.
solioitor
the
represented
will
th£
city
open
was presented directing
The following were appointed special pianist,
tho next after- astic over the results of the year’s busito prosecute in such cases, and passed.
policemen without pay: Edwin A. Gray, and appear at a matinee
Rohr noon.
The St. James .Gazette says: ness. The hardest year ever experienced
A.
In the course of a short debate the fact Phillip E. Higgins, William
but the
manufacturers generally,
audiences like by
of and Thomass H. Gorham.
attracts
“Paderewski
an analysis
was brought out that
for the Belknap Motor
successful
most
whatever
so
ha6
shown
withand
like
to
Patti
milk
that,
of
leave
Maurel,
several samples
lately
Mary Frazier was given
Their first equipments that of the
a
he plays, the hall is sure to bo full and Co.
draw her petition for leave to move
great impurities and adulterations.
Portland and St.
State,
its oooupants enthusiastic. No singer, steamer Bay
The sentiment of tho aldermen was that wooden building.
Croix are notable instances of their sucof
othor
the
aid
milkmen
Union
can
without
Western
the dishonest ones umoug tho
the
however,
that
It was ordered
At a subsequent meeting of the
should be brought up with a round turn. and PostalTelegraph compaines’ attention artists—vocalists or instrumentalists—or- cess.
St. ganize
whereas the great directors a dividend of six per cent was
a
concert;
bo called to the telegraph poles on
THE OOE LOT.
The
and Polish planst is able by himself to draw declared payable December 15th.
John street near West End hotel,
The oity has decided to come down in
same board of officers were re-elected,
will
once.
at
more persons than his concert-room
done
Pino have necessary repairs
the matter of tho lot of land on
and
an
ask for
hold: and when once he has them in his viz. : Georeg W. Brown, president
V. R. Foss and others
bargained
street, which Harrie B. Coe
Chapman,
of Noj-tn and presence he can keep his hearers enchant- general manager; Wm. H.
on the corner
electric
light
for. After the committee on unimproved
ed and enthralled for a couple of hours treasurer; Seth B. Barrabee, clerk; direcMelbourne streets. Referred.
real estate had voted 10 sell the land for
or any longer period.
Yesterday after- tors, George W. Brown, E. B.Winslow, E.
stepped
sixty cents a foot, other parties
M. Edwards, E. R
were granted,
licenses
noon, when the one recital took place R. Payson, Bryce
The
following
Mr.
in and tried to prevent the trade.
that Paderewski was ty give this season, Dyer, Seth B. Barrabee, W. H. Scott.
ect to the usual conditions:
subj
VVfC uiuugnu
George D. Reomts, victualler at Port- the pianist was in his happiest mood and
Sale of seats for “A Midnight Frolio”
Randall presented an order directing the land Pier.
played with a poetry, a fire—an individu- for City Hall opens Wednesday morning
to
Mr.
Coe,
Millie Coffin, victualler at No. 55 Comcity treasurer to give a deed
look
one
would
all—which
above
ality,
at Stockbridge’s music store. Reserved
mercial street.
in order to avoid the law suit.
No. 431 for vainly in the performances of most
H. M. Rich, as auctioneer at
seats 35, 35, 50 cents.
The following orders were passed:
Portland street or in any town in Cum- pianists—even pianists whose greatness
no
ona”
Evangelical Ministers’ Meeting.
Whereas, the assessors of the city of berland county.
contested
be
would
by
Henry H. Pellett to keep a flsli market
Deering have assessed for taxes, certain
The Evangelical Mininstors’ meeting
Given’s Violin Recital,
street.
to
Salem
71
cf
lands of.the city
at No.
Portland, belonging
the
held at 4 p. m. yesterday, at
Prank
and L.
John A. M. Varnum to keep a billiard
Evergreen Cemetery,
The seoond number on the jrogramme was
the
of
Deering, hall at No. 641 Congress street.
Jones, treasurer of the city of
violin recital is a solo by small rooms off of the vestry
Given’s
of
TO
QARANTINED
has advertised said lands tor sale for the ASSISTANCE
was vuieu uusecond ir'arisn cnurcn.
xaww
XJl.
VJACUUC*
xYAlftS
ij
OJguu
jt-t
and
the
FAMILIES.
purpose ot collecting said tax,
said or done
She commenced on the violin advisable to state what was
city solicitor, acting upon the request of
The quarantining of whole families on of age.
as nothing has
at
the
the trustees of Evcrgeen Cemetery in beyet been
meeting,
conODly last January and has taken about
diseases is
half of the city of Portland, has brought account of contagious
It may be said
the Old formulated for action.
will
She
lessons.
play
twenty
And
in
view
suit to restrain the sale of said
lands, tinually working hardships;
a note, stated that
SuBucket (with variations), by A. that Bishop Healy, in
which suit is now pending in the
of this fact the overseers of the poor sub- Oakon
he should be very happy to meet
while
the
that
Ordered:
court:
Judicial
this
This
little
preme
E. Harris.
girl played
mitted the following petition:
lie
of the gentlemen individually,
city, treasurer is hereby authorized and
at her home in Vermont this sum- any
Instructed to execute, in the name of the
We, the undersigned overseers of the solo
oommust decline to receive them as a
a professor from
New
of
so
and
mer
the
Portland,
of
respeotfully
sum
city
pleased
such
in
poor
cit, such bond or guaranty,
as tlio city
as may be ilxed by the court
represent that the method made necessary York that he gave her a valuable present mittee.
solicitor may deem necessary, to protect by the law of this state, of putting under and
pronounced her playing wonderful
in
Disorderly House Raided,
the interest of the city of Portland.
quarantine regulations, all persons
was in
one so
diseases
for
certain
young, and when he
contagious
whose
families
authorized
That the city treasurer be
morning Officer Hanson
Yesterday
to pav Thomas Brogan $75 in full for all exist, thereby preventing all persons who, formed about the number of lessons she
street,
raided the house No. 338 Federal
contribute Hodamages received by him while at work by their daily employment
had taken he was still more surprised.
of
their respective
wards the support
a Mrs. Munroe. where lie reports
in Deering park.
by
kept
hardships among This professor was a violinist of great he found a man and a woman in a comThat the claim of Charles E. Jose for families, works great
land taken at the corner of High and those dependent upon such labor and re- reputation and a teacher for over twenty
the
Ho arrested
situation.
many who would not years in New York city and vicinity. All promising
Spring streets, bo settled by the payment duces to pauperism
and
man 9>ud woman, another woman,
otherwise be brought to such conditions.
of $50.
not
fail
to
hear
this
little
soloist
should
legal condition when
That a cross walk be'built aoross Pearl This being their
Mrs. Munroe. Mrs. Munroe disclaimed
assisted by the overseers of the poor, we on this occasion. Reserved seats will be all
street from 112 to 114 Lincoln street.
knowledge of what hud been going
most respeotfully petition your honorable on sale at Chandler’s musio store on and
ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
house
She said she kept a lodging
on.
arrangement ; may be after Monday, Nov. 11th.
bodies that some
comMr. Little, as chairman ot the
made or some ordinance enacted whereby
and the man hired rooms of her.
The
Drummer
Boy.
follow- such families may be assisted from
an
mittee on lights, introduced the
Fire Underwriters.
The above play and in fact all local
appropriation specially made, for the
ing order:
as
of
families
be
assistance
sqch
may
Underwriters of Portland met
Fire
war
li~vo
of
The
always
and
dramas,
That the committee on lights be
with such contagious
diseases, productions
with afflicted
No business of pubare hereby authorized, to contract
for the beauty and ex- yesterday morning.
without bringing them to the legal con- been remarkable
the Consolidated Kloctric Light company
of paupers.
Inspeotor
cellence of the tableaux. This has been lio interest was transacted.
dition
and
to light the streets, lanes, squares
that the
various
This was referred to a special commit- made a prominent feature of this produc- Hanson announces
other localities of the city, for the
year
beginning November 1st, 1895 and end- tee composed of Aldermen Peters, tion and the list as arranged is as follows: buildings are in very much better conthan tlioy
ing October 81st, 1896, with not less than Thompson and Little.
dition as regards fire,
have
“The Defenders of Liberty.”
less
230 arc lights of 1200 c. p., aud not
“The Union of States.”
been. There are, however, a
number
for
65
of
seats
“A
c.
than 40 series incandescent lights of
^Sale
Midnight Frolic”
“Victory.”
that requiro much to be done yet. Cellars
incan- for City Hall opens Wednesday morning
series
p., and not less than 115
“Goddess Mourning the Loss of Her
descent lights of 32 c. p.
each, for the at Stockbridges musio store. Reserved Defenders.”
particularly should be lookod after.
sum of $33,000 aud all lights furnished
“Johnny’s Dream of Home.
50
cents.
seats
25, 35,
the
by said company at the request of
“Guardian Angels.”
_____
“Our Country.”
THE GENUINE IMPORTED CARLSBAD
last are said to be all that could
The
and Comrade A. F. Nail and
be
SPRUDEL SALT

Biscuit, cake, pot pies and buns,

The weather

1

tne

many friends.
Portland Choral Society.
of
drama
tho Irish
The play was
Prof. Sanglier reports that he has se“Little Kitty,” and where in the library
Union Hall for the meetings of the
appeals cured
of plays can be found any that
him.
new Choral Society being formed by
to tho
popular taste?
more forcibly
There
The hall will be ready next week.
have
and
others
Boucicault, Joe Murphy
will be a rehearsal next Friday evening
made fortunes in them. Generations have
at a place to.be announced. There are alColleen
“The
and
over,
laughed
wept
society.
and the ready over thirty membors of the
“The Shaughran,”
Bawn,”
“A
Frolic.”
nevor
Midnight
have
of
theatre-goers
present race
No company that we have ever heard of
failed to bo delighted with the Harrigau
and others of that ilk.
has ever come to our city with such favand Hart
Miss Rober

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

5Ir. Salvini’s manager not to inform
Stockbridge sooner so that the postpone
in y£S
inent could have been announced
as the °P*y “P

has

shall be able to supply our many anxious waiting

shown.

flower holders,— there’s
of
no end to the variety

This Handsome Set is made from selected oak, highly polished. has a bevel mirror 24x30, and the cabinet work is equal to
any $50 set in the market. With this set at $30, we furnish 4
solid Oak Chairs, 1 Rocker, and a handsome quartered top Table.
Our Chamber Set line is extensive, running from the $14.00 Ash
to the solid Mahogany at $250.
Call and see them before you place your order.
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and

dolls and all
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ALTER COREY CO.,
Reliable House Furnishiers and Manufacturers,
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every
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NO CONSUMPTIVE WILL DIE
SO LONG AS

HE

C4N

DIGEST

AND

ASSIMILATE FOOD.

An

*

mii*. ISHE LOST JEWELS.

...

Episode of River Steamboat Days Suggested by a Recent Engagement.

(Chicago Times-Herald.)

All physicians admit this. Vet here the
Speaking of the Marlborough-Vanderdifficulty begins. How can we build up the ; bilt
engagement, here is something that
consumptive’s body as fast as the disease is kin to it: One
night, away back yontears It down? Let us consider.
der in the latter sixties, I was a passenCough mixtures must be avoided because
Richmond—runthey frequently contain opiates which arrest j ger on a steamboat—the
from Louisville to New Orleans. It
on tht
ning
effect
Their
only
thoj digestion.
and the boat had
cough is by stupefying the nerves. Let them i was a down trip
reached the “Court Country,” that realone.
All foods that are hard to digest must be gion'lying along the Mississippi below
avoided, especially fats and oils. Only those Natchez to the Belize.
foods that are easily digested and assimilatThe vessel was sailing smoothly down
ed should be eaten.: Foods not thus accepted
the majestic stream, and it was long afNot
do
harm.
do
no
nature
they
good;
by
The great and superb
but what is diqestcd ter midnight.
w hat is merely eaten
cabins were as quiet as the upper floors
and assimilated gives flesh and strength.
an
hour, save
Consumption Is starvation, slow or rapid, of a grand hotel at such
The nrst symptom is, not nec- that a party of four gentlemen playing
as may ba.
essarily a cough, but a tendency to lose whist in the forward part of the main
fleab, to grow thin. Stop this tendency saloon
up the faint, low convesra-

and harmonious; not a ripple of disturbance having arisen throughout the entire
term.
Those of the teaohers who have
formerly taught here have maintained
their previous reputation of being excellent instructors as well as disciplinarians,
while those to whom this was their first
in town,acquitted themselves with honor
and are entitled to the highest commendation.
Miss Ames, the teacher at North
Pownal, was at the close of her school
presented with a beautiful silver cup and
saucer, a gift from her pupils, in token
of their appreciation of her labors.
Many of the Darents and scholars have
already expressed a desire that the same
teachers be reassigned to their respective
schools. The following is a list of teachers
who taught in town the past term:
Miss Edith M. Foss of Mount Vernon,
Hodsdon school; Miss Lillian L. Latham
f Pownal,
Tyler school; Miss Eva M.
Ains of Skowhegan North Pownalfscliool;
Mr. J. H. Cushman of Pownal, Payne
school; Mrs. Auta M. Libby of Pownal,
Libby school; Miss Blanche Megquier
of New Gloucester, West Pownal school;
Miss Linela M. Noyes of Pownal, Center
s chool.

kept

now.

touble.
Don’t wait for obvious lung
That's only a later developmeDt-only a
minor point.
Stop the wasting and you master the dissome
ease,—even though it may have made
slight inroads already. Increase the flesh

New

’Twas pertion necessary to the game.
haps one o'clock when the card players
in their
awake
and those who were
berths on that deck were startled by a
scream from the ladies’ cabin and there

Gloucester,

BURGLA R8 AGAIN.

Intervale, November 4.—The store and
postoifice in this place kept by J.S. True
was broken open Sunday night and quite
toward the cerk’s an amount of goods taken from there.
came rushing down
It is
supposed to be the work of tramps
office a handsome matron en deshabille. on tlie railroad.
Mr. True has not yet
and
skirts
the
to
crying
lady’s
ascertained the full amount of goods takClinging

and ilie danger is past.
What is needed is an especially prepared
entrance to the store was made
for.d,—a nutriment in itself and d digester in sympathy with her mother’s distresB en. An
of oiiiei foods.
by taking off the outside casing of the
or eight years,
Such an article, is the Shaker Digestive was a little girl of six
window.
Cordial, made by the shaker community, of perhaps ten.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas of BrisJit. Lebanon, N. V. It creates a natural
matron
the
of
what
are
the
diamonds
;digestion
gone”
tol, Conn., have moved into Mrs. Olive
“My
appetite and insures
for the winter.
i* eaten with it. It overcomes the wasting
said, in a husky voice, to the alarmed WoodmanVhouse
Charles Fickett have
which is fatal in the consumptive process.
and Mrs.
Mr.
A mac may lose money and not. die a night clerk.
moved to his father’s in South Auburn.
bankrupt. One may have consumption and
for
watched
had
A
who
thief,
probab'y
pot die of it. This is science and sense.
this opportunity for years, had reached
The success of this new remedy proves it.
over the transom of the lady’s state room
THE FIRST BICYCLE RIDER.
from the outside and had cut away and
..

WI. M.

MARKS,

Card

Book,

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

•7 1-3 Exchange SL, Portland.

pocket j of her dress containing $100,000 worth of great jewels.
Probably he went ashore at the next
landing after the theft had been accom-

carried off the

plished. At any rate he made good his
heard
escape, and the jewels were never
of again by their owner.
The company owning the boat in the
lawsuit that followed proved that a safe
the boat for the express purwas kept
or
pose of caring for valuable property
of the passengers, and
or money
on

jewels

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
a li

nrdars b, mail

or

telephone Dromotlv at
aoviieodtf

ItoM to

GOLDER WEATHER
Will be the programme for the approachforewarned is foreing months, and as
armed we warn you in time to fortify youryou for
selves and those dependent upon
severe
the
care and protection
against
weather, and as we have received our full
are
footwear we
line of Fall and Winter
offering some rare bargains in the same,
call and see our Motoriuan’s Balmorals; call
and see our Men’s three soled boots in lace
Women’s
mid congress. Call «nd see our
$2.00, $^.50 and 53 boots in needle, razor,
comhave
also
we
wide
and
and
toes,
opera
and
plete lines of boy’s and youth’s, misses’
children’s footwear in all styles and at all

prices.
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Consuelo. after ward Duchess of Manchester, then Duchess Dowager, now
Duchess of Devonshire, and for her was

Vanderbilt,
girlhood friend

Consuelo

named

mother was

a

whose
of Con-

suelo Yznaga, and who is to be the Duchess of Marlborough.
MAINE TOWNS.
of Interest

Items

Gathered

by Corres-

pondents of the Press.

Cornish.

octlBeodlf

WHITES,
St.

Opposrite. Prebh

House,

HER WEDDING GOWN,
Consuelo Vanderbilt’s Bridal Costume
Finished.

West vs
2—The case
Reuel
tried before
Small, as referee, at the office of W.' P.
Perkins. D. A. Meaher attorney for respondent and Perkins for defendant.
Rev. Matt S. Hughes, of Minneapolis,
formery of Portland, will deliver a lec-

Cornish, Nov.

Miles,|was|yesterday

ture

When

it

was

first

decided

Vanderbilt’s
Miss
wedding
that
should take place in St. Thomas’, the organist of the church, Dr. George William
Warren, proposed a choral marriage service, tho music to he furnished by the full
Mrs. Vanderbilt
choir of forty voices.
did not approve of the suggestion, and
Instead
music.
no
vocal
be
there will
the music will be furnished by the New
York Symphony orchestra of 60 pieces,
personally conducted by Mr. Walter
Damrosch.
The orchestra will be stationed in tho
north gallery. An hour before the ceremony the first number of the musical
programme Mr. Damrosch will have arranged will be rendered by the orchestra.
Following that Dr. Warren will play a
solo on the great double organ of the
church. From then on until the bridal
party'arrives, orchestra and organ will
alternate.
Tho floral decorations of the churoh will
all center from the top of the dome, ninety feet above the chancel. From the center of this dome ropes and streamers of
flowers will extend along each support of
The north
the dome from apex to base.
and south pillars of.the chancel itself will
be banked with palms and potted plants.
Spanning the steps leading to the altar a
Every one of
floral arch will be erected.
the pillars in the body of the church will
be entwined with flowers, and the choir
loft will be so decorated as to give tlio
color effect of white and,’gold. The walls
of the vestibule forming the rear of tho
audience room of the church will be solidEach pew will
ly banked with flowers.
have a floral entrance.
The rehearsal of the wedding will probably be held on Monday evening, Nov.
4th.
The houses of some of Miss Vanderbilt’s relatives are receiving the attention
of large corps of workmen preparatory
H.
to their being occupied. Mrs. W.
Vanderilt, and her bachelor sou, G. W.
have
not
their
Vanderbilt,
occupied
bouse at (540 Fifth avenue l'or many
jnonths, but it was said recently that
all possible haste was being made in getting the dwelling ready for them early
next week.
W. 14. Sloane’s residence, which join
the Vanderbilt house on the north, is also being made ready ior occupancy, and
a small army of men and maid servants
are at work in and about Cornelius Vanderbilt's mansion at Fifth avenue and
68th stteet. The residence of W. IS. Vanderbilt, familiarly called the Vanderbilt
Chateau, at Fifth avenue and 52d street,
Shows no signs of approaching tenancy.
Consuelo Vanderbilt’s wedding
Miss
gown is finished.
White satin is the material used, and it
is so rich and heavy that it lives up to
the good old expression of “being stiff
The) effect of
enough to stand alone.”
the toilet at the first glance is that it is
just a mass of lace—costly lace—for the
place of the until now fashionable un.
trimmed skirt this one has five flounces of
point angleterre lace, each ruffle being
From waist to
about eight inches deep.
is covered with
hem the entiro front
these ruffles, arranged most artistically,
m such a way as to show off the pattern
and still allow for clever catching up
here and there at the sides.

Cure for Headache*
As a remedy for all forms of Headache
Electric Bitters has proved to be the very
best. It effects a permanent cure and the
headaches
most dreaded habitual sick
yield to its influence. Wo urge all who
a bottle, and give
arc afflicted to procure
this remedy a fair trial. In cases of habitual constipation Electric Bitters cures
by giving the needed tone to the bowels,
and few oases long resist the use of this
medicine. Try it once.
Large hottles
only Fifty cents at Geo. M. Young's
I4rug Store, 489 Congress St, H. G.
Btam Westbrook.

plaoe Friday evening,

this

in

No-

vember 3th.
Preston Durgin is to sell his entire
stock of goods below cost and is to move
to Denver Col. Mr. Durgin has been in
business in this place about 15 years carrying a full line of dry and fancy goods
and groceries.
Bert South worth has moved into the
and Thomas Emery has
Pease house,

moved into the bouse formerly occupied
by Thomas Waterhouse.
Misses Hannah and Mamie Clifford are
at home

Gorham

vacation from the

on a

Normal school.
Sylvester Boynton of Hiram, formerly
of this village, died yesterday.
Cornish Grange are erecting a building
to be used as a hall and store.
The following are erecting buildings:
Mark Giles, J. L. Watson, Japies M.
Haley and Wilson Colcord.
Several streets have been 1- id out over
that part of what was formerly the King
property, lying upon the southwesterly
side of Main street.
The snow storm this evening calls our
is
attention to the fact that winter

drawing

near.

,

situation
Warren has a
Ross L.
offered him at Portsmouth, N. H. If he
accepts he will remain at the Palace drug
store only a week longer.
Bridgton.
North Bridgton, Nov. 1—A Very pleasing entertainment was given by the
teachers and students of Bridgton academy November 1st.
Ajniuiv.-i

v^uwiivtuw

Keziah

Reading—“Aunt

at

the Prize

Fight”

Miss Nettie

Club Swinging

Prof.

Berry.
Clark.

Vocal Solo
Miss Whitcher.

Reading—The Hippodrome Race,
Miss

Walker.

A Song,

Quintette.
Violin Solo,

Miss Reynolds.
Delsarte Drill and Statue Posing,
Nine Young Ladies of the School.
Scarboro,
Corners November 4.—The LaAidfhave another supper at the
dies’
residence of Mr. M. P.fHunnewollJThursday evening of this week.
Mr. Prince has sold his farm and moves
his family into Portland on Danforth
street very soon.
Rev. George L. Mason read a letter last
written to the Scarboro Free
Sunday
Baptist church by Rev. H. E. Wyman a
missionary in India and formerly pastor
of the church here.
Mr. L. Skillin is making progress on
his now|building.

Eight

Buxton.

West Buxton, November 4.—There will
be
religious services in Odd Fellows’
Hall conducted by Rev. W. W. Hooper
of Deering next Sunday morning.
One of the sad results of the trouble in
the Free Baptist chuich here last winter
to break up the Sunday meetings
was
and preachings. An effort is being mado
tojrestore the;Sunday services for temporary ends at least, with hope and desire
that co-operation among citizens gneral)y will organize a society to advocate religious fellowship, freedom of policy and
practical work.
Pownal.

(From

an

occasional

correspondent.)

Pownal November 4.—The schools of
closed on Friday last with the
Pownal
reception of the “Payne” school which
continues one week more on account of
the school being closed one'week during
the term by reason of death in the family
of the teacher, Mr. J. H. Cushman. The
have been unusually successful
c hools

Boldly Makea

“I rode the first bicycle in Amerioa. If
any other man claims to have done so, I
would like to hear from him, hut I don’t
believe there is speh a roan,”
So says Mr. John William Tyler of 31
The pioneer of the
East Monroe street.
millions who now flit on wheels all over
this broad continent is a middle aged man,
In
well built, with dark hair and eyes.
early life Mr. Tyler was a gymnast. Ho
i_i

_

ship

____________

IF*. C.
480 Congress

Miss

the plaintiffs lost the case.
The lady was Sen ora Yznaga, wife of

He Hails From Chicago and
This Claim.

as a

ta

jeweler he

azine, in which ho

i-:

was a

one

a;
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day

oame

a

THE BLUES.

Was Fascinated
bj
the First Consul.
8U,TI 111 er of 18«3 Fox
the
During
jourto Paris, where he was presented to

English

Tho

in September.
The English statesman was fascinated, and, although tho first consul said nothing definite or precise, his visitor departed convinced that his host desired nothing but
peace with a liberal policy both domestic
and foreign as far as was consistent with
safety. But the attacks of tho English
the Iofs virulent in conpress became nono
favorablo report or of
sequence of Fox's
bis brilliant defonse of France from his
place in parliament. Toward the close of
January Talleyrpnd remonstrated with
Whitworth, this timo giving point to hi3
remonstrance by a plump demand as to
what England intended to do about Malta.
Whitworth replied that he was without instructions and made an evasive answer,
hinting that the king’s opinion of the
changes which had taken place in Europe
since the treaty might bo 'of importance in
determining him as to the disposal of the
This was the first official intimaisland.
tion that England did not intend to keep

her promise.
A few days later Sebastiani returned
from the cast, and on Jan. 30, 1803, The
Moniteur published his thorough and careful report. It was a long document, fnHy
explaining every source of English weakness in the orient and setting forth the
possibilities of re-establishing French colonies in Egypt and tho Levant. Thore was
only one menacing phrase, but it expressed
an unpalatable truth that “6,000 French
troops could now conquer Kfrvnt.” Tho
publication in England of this paper raised
a tremendous popular storm, and it has
pleased many historians to regard Bonaparte’s course as a virtual declaration of
war.
In reality it was merely a French
Roland for the English Oliver. If England
Intended to keep Malta, lot her boware of
her prestige in the east. Had Bonaparte
intended to act on Sobastiani’s report ho
certainly would not have published it. Of
course the English populace utterly failed
to grasp so nice a point, and the incident
so strained the relations of France and
England that all Europe saw the impending crisis—one or tho other or both must
oonsent to a modification of tho treaty in
respect to Malta, or there would bo war.—
-r
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WIT AND WISDOM.

paragraph

Hiveley'* Conversion.
Daniel Hiveley is remembered as having
boen about as hard a specimen as the saving power of graoe ever overcame in the
He wos a man of great
Ozark country.
strength and of wicked temper. The way
in whioh be became a resident of the
Ozark country Illustrated his inclination to
It is told that in
be a law unto himself.
Dan

his young manhood Hiveley was engagod
in boating salt down the Ohio river and
The
up the Cumberland to Nashville.
man for whom he
working got behind
Daniel thought he was gowith the pay.
ing to break. Ho went back for anothor
load of salt, but instead of delivering it
kept on down the Ohio apd the Mississippi until he reached the White, which he
ascended to the Ozark country.
He never
went back, but turned his mechanical genius to acoount in building mills.
A powerful revival of religion overcame
Danloi
Hiveley, and lie “professed.”
Some time afterward the preacher who
helped convert Daniel was out in the
woods, when lie heard a great noise. He
listened and rliRonvnrad that Brother Hivaley was having trouble with a cow that
The preacher hid behind
wouldn’t drive.
a bush.
Hiveley came along and jumped
upon a log to look for the cow, but could
not see her.
“D—n you to-!” he shouted. Then,
iffcer a few moments of silence, he added:
“There, old devil, you havo got one more
Take it and go to-- 1”
aath out of me.
►-St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

“Ain’t you a Christian scientists?”
“Me? Yes.”
‘‘Weil, can you cany around the pawn
ticket for your overcoat aud convince yourself that It is the eoat?”-CincinnatI Enquirer.
It Costs Tittle anti

Does Much.

Remark when you attend a play or concert how many people disturb the performance by coughing. One man begins, and the
The inter
cough seems to be contagious.
ruption is a great nuisance, and there is no
need of it, for anyone may cure a cough
with tne Pineola Balsam which costs twenty-live cents. ltst.oihes the inflammation
in the throat and loosens the mucus which
A few doses of
clogs the air passages.
Ely’s-Pineola Balsam stop a cough and heal
a sore throat.
“Miss Barretts,” said the young man,
suddenly, “I must see your father concerning something very dear to me: something
that may affect my whole life”—
“Dear me: this is so sudden!” said the
young woman.
‘Why, not so very

nunounced
sudden, t
Councilman
my name as a candidate for
more IhiiD four weeks ago. Do you think he
will vote for me'?”—Chicago Dispatch.
Artesian Wells For

Irrigation.

One of the best artesian basins in the
world is in South Dakota, though there,
the irrigating
as elsewhere, some of
wells have been carelessly constructed.
But if the cap rock and the water bearing rock are firm and hard they are still
successful, though Professor J. H.
Shepard thinks that it will he difficult
to repair them when their common iron
pipes are rusted through. He suggests
that an outside casing should be firmly
seated in the rock, below all sand. That
no washing or caving of the sides may
occur, the casing should closely follow
the drill as soon as a flow is reached.
Galvanized pipes should be used aud
joined by very strong couplings. The
inner pipe, which penetrates the flow,
should have its lower eud perforated to
prevent a rnsn oi water at iiuy juumu, m
To prevent the water
the sand rook.
from working up around the outside of
the pipe and cutting the cap rock away,
the casing should fit snugly in a small
bore in the cap rock. All pipes placed
within the first or outside casing should
come to the top of the well.—American

Agriculturist.

--

Review.

_

Ancient

Animal Tracks.

Amherst college, at Amherst, Maes.,
has a collection of 20,000 tracks made agos
These impres»go by birtfs and
sions left on the red sandstone are of ail
sizes, from those that might have been
made by mice up to those of elephantine
The largest are by what
magnitude.
was significantly named the Brontozoum
jiganteum, literally the great thunder
least.

reptUjg.

On

a

a

Prairie Pasture.

failing prairie pasture, reported

upon from the Kansas station, the seeds
of several tame grasses were sown after

cultivating the surface with

a disk harThe tame grasses were crowded out
by the prairie grass, and it was concluded that the proper way to renovate
native pastures is to tako off the stock,
harrow the surface early in the spring
and leave the pasture to itself.

Women
nearly
monopolize the
blues, because their
peculiar ailments
promote them.
When the female
organs fail to perform their func-

tions

properly,

when the dreaded
female complaints
is
appear, there

shownnervousness,
sleeplessness, faintheadache, bearingdown pains, etc.,
causingthe dreaded

“let-me-alone” and
“all-gone” feel-

ings.

When the

does not understand
what the matter is, and her doctor can
not or will not tell her, she grows morose
and melancholy; that’s the blues.
Mrs. Newton Cobb, of Manchester, O.,
says: “Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound will correct all this trouble.
I cannot praise it enough. I am pleased
to tell every one that it cured me; and if
it will cure me, why not others ? I am
sure my case was severe enough.” It will.
Get it of your druggist at once.
woman

$1.50 cash. Send in your orders this week.
Other printinglproportionately low. CENTENNIAL PRINT, 93 Exchange street, opposite
Colesworthy Bookstore.3-1
To whom
I have been in the em&
cabinet
Co.
as
ploy of Messrs. F. O, Bailey
worker about thirteen years. Have had the
a
often
times
1
was
boy,
Drink Habit ever since
have not been in condition to work. Fortunatethat
Mr.
C.
E.
learned
ly through a friend 1
Bean. 23 Prospect street, in this city, was the
cure
for
drunkthe
sell
to
manufacturers’ agent
I purchased
enness, opium and tobacco habits.
of him two packages of Hill’s Double Chloride
of Gold Tablets, and before finishing the first
to drink
package was completely cured; tried
while taking the cure, but the liquor would not
swallow
not
could
stay down a moment, in fact
it, and spewed it from my mouth instantly. I
all
am now a happy man, attending to my work
right, and would advise every person having
testithe liquor habit to read the pamphlet
for the cure. ANDRRb
monials. then

“Horatio,” whispered tho heroine, “the
villiau still pursues us.”
“But fear
“Ha!” exclaimed the lover.
Sees thou the ravine that intervenes
not.
between us and him?”
“Yes, Horatio, but the bridge. He can
oross yon bridge at a bound.”
“Fear not, I say. He has got to stop in
the middle of the bridge and do a song and
dance.
Courage 1”—Detroit Tribune.

cough

Bull’s

Oct. 31.1895.

Me.,
PORTLAND,
it

may concern:

apply
LAURITSEN, 22 Oxford St.2-1
ELLENT—table board.

301 CUM BER-

EXCLAND ST.__^>1'1

PALMER, for many years a China decorator and teacher, is now prepared to
take pupils or orders for work at her Studio,
No. 148 Spring street. A full line of material

MRS.
and

fancy

china for

sale._31-1

loan on first class real estate,
of
interest.
mortgages at low rate
Apply to L. M. WEBB, 98 Exchange street.
to

MONEY

first
LOAN—Oh real estate
mortgagee, commercial
bonds, personal property, of
paper,
at
lowest
security
any good collateral
TO

second
MONEY
and
stocks,

For
market rates.
A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2

particulars inquire

or

22-3

Exchange street.

Where
Facts

the

Monster

Tubers

Are

Grown.

Concerning the Starch Industry.

The conditions where potatoes are
for the
grown to be ground into a pulp
making of starch must of necessity differ greatly from those that obtain in
localities where potatoes command a
goodly price the year around for food.
It is a question of distance from market,
cost of transportation and particularly a
question of whether potatoes can be
grown in great quantities per acre and

A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
In the latest styles of settings.
My prices are
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
310.00 to 3300. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
jnnlldtf

ITIHE BUTTERFIELD HOUSE—Has been
newly fitted up and is now opened; elegantly furnished rooms, steam heat, gas and use of
bath, central location, first class tabic board in
connection. For terms inquire at the house, No.
10-4
221 CUMBERLAND STREET.

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
all others, only 75c.' Warranted Mainspring and
cleaning, 31.50. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY. the
janisdtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
Address letters or postal
highest cash prices.
sep4-tf
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.

MR.

MORE CLOCKS
Olochs for
than all the other dealers combined.
Alarm docks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c ud. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Brices
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

l,i11

want

of

trunks

I). REYNOLDS,
and bags
593 Congress street, one door a^ove fihaw a
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore give bottom prices;
trunks repaired. Open evenings._12-4
**

from $1000 to $15,000
I pay the
cash
prices for ladies’ dresses,
highest
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent s
Call or address le4ter
winter overcoats.
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street.

buy
WANTED—To
worth of cast off clothing.

9-4

TURKEYS
few of

CHICKENS—Thrie area
prices in the meat and grocery

AND

our

line:

Round steak, 10c to 12c; pork steak and sautursage, 10c; pork to roast, 9c; fresh ki led
keys. 18c; fresh killed fowl. 14c; fresh killed
chickens, 15c; 10 lb tub pure lard, best, 75c;
best whole ham, 10c to lie; salt pork by the
strip, 7c; English breakfast bacon, 13c; nice
corned beef, 2c, 4c, 6c; 2 cans standard pears,
25c: 2 cans standard peaches, 25ct pea and
y. e. beaus, 30c pk; fine cooking molasses, 25c
and 35c gal; best rose potatoes. 15c pk, 50c
bush; fine tokav grapes, 10c lb: 12 lbs line
sweet potatoes. 25c; new malaga grapes. 14c;
5 lbs good cooking raisins, 2oc; choice formosa
tea. 26c and 85c; fore quar. lamb. 6 to Ye, legs
10 to 12c. JOHNSON & LAMBERT. 24 Wilraost street, cash grocers. Goods delivered.

A w/inv/ionnfofiTm

of American Gardening who visited one
of the New Hampshire starch factories
describes the tubers used as monsters in
size and of a coarseness that rendered
them unfit for table purposes.
These large potatoes are hauled to the
starch factory, weighed and then unloaded through a trapdoor in the floor.
They are then shoveled into a trough
through which water flows constantly
and are slowly carried from one end to
the other by a revolving shaft with paddles upon its sides. The potatoes are
thus thoroughly washed and ready for
the grinding, which takes place when
they have passed out of the farther end
of the trough. The potato starch industry is of no small importance in the
country, but must change in some of its
conditions as the more remote regions
where it is now most prominent are
brought by railroad communication and
competition into easier and cheaper
communication with the markets of the
world, where potatoes for table use appear to be increasingly in demand and
at

persons in
to call on E.

WANTED-All

comparatively small price. Heavy
rates for transportation on bulky material and good potato growing conditions of soil and climate are conducive
to the establishment of starch factories,
and so we find them in the British provinces, in the great potato growing region of Maine, Aroostook county, and in
northern New Hampshire and Vermont.
Now, the grower of potatoes for a
starch factory is not concerned over the
quality of his product, but he is deeply
concerned over the quanitity of it, and
as a result ho aims to produce bulk, and
for this purpose the largest and coarsest
il.n

head
cash in advance.

cents

mo LET—Furnished office, Monument square,
A
head ot Preble street. Rooliug top desk,
carpets, office chairs etc., fine location. Price
$8 per month. (J. B. DALTON, 478 1-2 Congress street.

_5-1

rilO LET—An upstairs rent at 71 Franklin
A street, Inquire of S. F. HUNT.5-1

l<rTo-T7!T,^^r^,,Orleenstreei7near
HO High;,
eight rooms, hath room, Sebago
if ^

water, gas, cemented cellar, very convenient
ALFRED WOODMAN, 18 Deering street, or
31 Vg Exchange street.5-1 J
LET—A very desirable
TO location
and bath, newly
painted,
street,
of

rent

jooins

five
in

near City
on Congress
good
Hall; furnace heat.
N. S. GARDINER, 185
4-1
Middle street.

mo LET—A nice rent of five rooms at No. 35
A
Pearl street; moulded finish throughout,
hay windows, modern improvements, sun all
day and a good location. Apply to J. DUNPHY,
No. 8 York street.2-1
tenements of five rooms each,
one house, and centrally located;
dollars
per month for each. Inquire
price eight
ol J. C. WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchange street.

LET—Two
TO both
in

__2-1
LET—A desirable

house No. 163

new'

TO Neal street. 7 rooms, all

modern improvements, sunny aud convenient; two nice rents
6 rooms each at No. 7 Chapel street, very con-

venient; two rents 8 rooms each (one with
stable) at No. 58 Oxford street; Pleasant rent
No. 1 High street, Woodfords, 5 rooms, only
$8.00: also two rents No. 212 High street and
No. 11 Cushman street, 8 rooms each and very
desirable. Applv to GEO. F. JL NKINS, successor to L. O. Bean & Co., under U. S. Hotel,
Monument

square._

class tenement in
located,
centrally
Apply at once to
1-1
LOCKE & LOCKE, 180 Middle street.
first

LET-Inquire

TO

HOUSE
street.

37 Casoo
I-1

at

LET—In western part of

the city, an
for a small

TO upstair rent of eight rooms,

Hot and culd water;
possession given immediately.
family.

steam

Apply

heat^;
at 4*
1-1

i’horaas street.

rpO LET—Rent 142 Cumberland street; six
A rooms.
Inquire of W. H. SARGENT,
of

corner

Cumberland and Washington streets.

T7URNISHED ROOMS TO LET—One large
A sunny front room and bed rooms; all furnished: price only two dollars per w7eek. C;»
at 199V2 Middle street, opposito the Falmout

Hotel._31-1
tenement of 7 rooms in
with all modern
sunny exposure, rent $25.00 per
month. For other particulars call on COE the
31-1
Hatter,No. 197 Middle street.

LET—Desirable
TO western
part of the city,

improvements,

at a

i?__Ain

week for 25

LET-A

MAINSPRINGS 75c.
POTATOES FOR STARCH.

Forty words inserted under this
one

order,
thorough
DIAMONDS. 110
modern improvements.

Telephone 228-5.oct26dlw

TO

LET—A nice desirable tenement

niriilni-11

city.

Apply

Imnua -in

Hot and cold water,
at 133 Middle street.

in

rtf

iiroufa.T,

furnace

a
t'ha

and convenient; nine rooms
and
bath; furnace heat. Immediate possession
given. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange
street.
30-1
sunny

black one siae. fawn and black figures on other.
Leave at WHITMAN SAWYER STABLE CO.,
and be

rewarded.__1-1
WANTED— JVIALfi HELP.

Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

RENT—A two story irame house, 8
situated on Free street,
near
the above has rarely
been
vacant: owing to its close proximity to Congress street.
Apply to BENJAMIN SB AW,
30-1
51 1-3 Exchange street.

FOR

rooms

TO inLET—Small
Deering at

No. 4 Mechanic street,

rent

Woodfords;

4 rooms, up
stairs, very pleasant, sunny; conveniences for
wood and coal on same floor; privileges in cellar; Sebago water included. Apply to J. S.
KNOWLES, East Deering, or to 9 Oxford

sereet, Portland.30-1
furnished

pleasant
set bowl with not and
TO heated, lighted,
Call
at 17
of bath
LET—A

oDld water,

man to take an office and
a
manufacturer;
$50 per

week;
capital required. Address, wi>h
stamp, MANUFACTURER, Box 213, Con4-2
cord Junction, Mass.

WA NTBD.
cf experience who is well
A Salesman
acquainted at the present time with the reGive referioil grocers throughout Maine.
Address “RETAIL” Press Office.
ences.
d3t
uov4

Dow street.

So.

right hand bell.

30-1

RENT—On Congress street, near City
Hall, three rooms with furnace heat;
office,
suitable for a doctor’s or dentist’s
dress making parlors or light housekeeping.
For further information, apply at No. 53
Brown street.2-13

FOR

LET—The

new

store

No. 559

Congress

TO
street, fitted to suit occupant
month. Inquire of CHARLES
Rent
19-2

LET—Very desirable rooms, single or
connected, with board at 74 Spring

TO
street.

30-4

RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW 51 Vj Ex1-tf
nauge street.

FOR

rooms

with

of bath
at
TOCumberland
furnace heat and
street.26-4
use

room

and good pay to those that can talk business;
must, be able to deposit $300 cash. Address
for interview. PORTLAND SANITARY CO.,
2-1
P. O. Box 1775, Portland._

Wintering Bees.

connectstore on
room fronts

rooms over

Congress street, up one flight; one
on street; set bowl; city water, large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,
246 Middle street.7-tf
LEY—Furnished

room

TO gas, at 96 High streeet.

with heat and
11-tf

FnrlV words intArlorl
nndnr Fhia
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

WAATE©r

A

HOI

WATER

baby growth
mission

i;
little bundle of love, half trick, hah
dream, every added ounce,
of flesh means added happiness and comfort! Fat is
the signal of perfect health

baby’s
growth. To that
The

good

nature,

baby

BOTTLES.

Scott’s Emulsion,

2

3

with

hypophosphites, is the easiest fat-food baby can have,

growth.
& Bownb, Chemists, New York,

IPSE

26M.W&S
50c. and

$1.00

Cumberland street,

corner

Elm

street,

31-1

WENTWORTH—Having been newly
fitted up is now opened
under new
management. Rooms single or in suite with
modern conveniences.
First class table
board in connection. For lurther informa118 Spring
tion enquire at the house. No.
15-4
street.

11HE

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

8

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*

CEO. C.

FRYE,
APOTHECARY,
320 CONGRESS ST.

road.
I Square'Blankets fat_fh'e Stable.
for
in the easiest form. It supSurcingle Blankets
All shapes, sizes and qnalitiee.
Ali
The Best 5/A is the_
_..
plies just what he cannot
BLA
BAKER
5/A
in
his
ordinary food',
get
,rTw« Worn 16 Years.
testimonials.
if
and helps him over the MaTSoS?nds
Sold by all dealers.
Write us f°r
®°f£*
to
weak
perfect WM. AYRES & SONS, Philadelphia.
places

Scott

—

WANTED—Horses

m—ii.in—i^—

The

turn
t

Right Prices On Ail Rubber Goods.

SALE—2% story house containing 12
with all modern improvements luted
famlies, Lot 70x100 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street, East Deering,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42Vs
Nov5-4
Exchange street.

FOR

rooms

for two

LET-Brick house, No.
rooms with
modern conveniences. Lot contains about 6500
Immediate
of
land.
feet
possession.
square
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block. 6-1
SALE OR ITO
FOR280
State street, containing 12

SALE—A new, large,
FORnouse,
with bath
22

2 1-2

rooms

story double

rooms

arranged

famlies, cellar cemented, corner lot 65
x86; a first class investment. This property
will be sold at a great bargain for cash. E. G.
5-1
S. RICKER, 472 Congress street.
for four

SALE—House and
FORLong
Island. Will be
W. F.

1-2 acre of land on
sold at a bargain.
5-1

DRESSER. 80 Exchange street.

SALE—The Stover Stable on Boynton
court, with large lot, will be sold at a
bargain if applied for soon. W. F. DRESSER*
5-1
80 Exchange street.

Ip

OR

SALE- Wire and
reasonable prices.
“The Climax.” a great novelty; sure to
please you. Do not forget your Bulbs. We
have a good assortment of Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Easter Lilies, etc.; also flower
pots and earth for potting. W. C. SAWYER &
2-1
CO., 7 and 9 Preble St.
STANDS FOR
PLANT
Wood Plant Stands at
See

FOR

SALE—Deering

sired.

W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle

Center,

new

2-story

House of 8 rooms, with bath, finished in
hard wood, heated by steam, cemented cellar,
5,000 feet of land, nice stable, within one minTerms $500
ute of electrics. Price $2,500.
down and balance in ten yearly payments if de2-1

street.

SALE—Brick house of ten rooms in perfeet repair, two families; rented now up
stairs for $15; will rent same below; now occupied bv owner; good central location, between
Pearl and Chestn *. Congress and Cumberland
Price $^,200. W. H. WALDRON &
streets.
2-1
CO., 180 Middle St.

IpOR

SALE—Fine brick house 199 Spring
street, containing 13 rooms and bath.
heat, modern improvements; large lot of
l. with stable. This is a very desirable
idace either for a residence or investment. Address H. H. DRESSER, 178 Devonshire St.,
>R

in

2-1

Boston.

SALE-Yellow birch wood, dry aud kept
under cover, for open fire places. A. D.
MORSE, 23 Plum street. Telephone 50-2.

FOR

2-1

SALE—Five tons of;English hayin loose
$11.00 per ton; can be seen at
Street Wharf.
Apply at the E-stern
2-71
Steamboat House.

FORbales at
State

FOR SALE—I will build you a
cottage home in Deering on a
good street for $690. Cun you
beet thief
C. B. DALTON, 478 1-3 Con1-1
gress street.
“™

lot £0x100

on

and

Provision store

SALE—Grocery
FORofsplendid
location, clean stock; good
customers with chance to increase;

run
run

lack of capital mason for
1-1
Address STOCK, Box 1557.

two teams;

selling.

new
CHEAP—9x13
style
with throw
condition,
marble
stone, 3x3;
off; type, borders, rules,
Huntress
quoins, etc. Can be seen at 53
1-1
street, Portland, Ale.

SALE
FORGordon
in

line

built 2-tenemeut
furnace, land
in
the rear. Very
stable,
driveway
enough
central location; good property for a party in
Also a 2-tenement;
the trucking business.
N. S. GARDINER.
lets for $20 per month.
31-1
186 Middle street.
SALE-A thoroughly
FORhouse
contains 14 rooms,
for

a

C.,)AA Buys 2 1-2 story double t“nement
s*LwUU
house within five minutes walk of
City Hall. Balance of purchase price on easy
12
Income $204 a year.
Pays
instalments,
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42Va Exper cent.
31-1
change street.
TtOR RENT—Cottage house No. 1 Monroe
a
place; 7 rooms; furnace heat; Sebago;
cellar;$21. BENJAMIN F.HARRIS,
Chambers, corner Exchange ana Middle streets.
31-1
cemented

SALE—Modern style house of 10 rooms
with bath in perfect repair; open fireplace
ip. back parlor; improved furnace; 4 bay windows; fine sunny location on Brackett street; 1
minute from Congress street electric; must be
W. H. WALDRON & CO.,
sold; price $4,000.
180 Middle street31-1

1'OR

MLLL DE JOUBERT-LALOGE.
Fi'CllvEi

old

SALE—One
years
1030 pounds; sound and kind:safe
FORweight
to drive; nice reader and driver;
for
women
one top buggy ami harness; will sell
or single.
Can be seen at 1G7 Newbury

altogether

J.

C. WARD.

street.
Sl-1

SALE—Second hand Parker gun and
Winchester rifle; but little used and in
Will fbe sold at very low
good [condition.
prices. BAILEY’S GUN STORE, 263 Middle

FOR

street.31-1

W ANTE 1>—SITD AT IONS.

Norwegian girl wants a situa“In this climate,” writes a New Engtion to do home work. Can be seen at
WANTED—Mau to talk^ to large consumers WANTED—A
rear 110 GROVE street.
5-1
land Homestead correspondent, “bees
2-1
A YOUNG man. aged 21, wants a situation as
winter better in a good cellar than on Press Office.
clerk in a hotel; has had experience; or in
their summer stands. They will also
a grocery store; is a fair meat cutter; can come
well recommended. Apply to B. F. DUNLAP’S
consume about ten pounds less stores in
2-1
Employment Agency, Gardiner, Me.
a cellar than they would need out of
doors. The cellar should be dark, and
A young man acquainted with the local
YOUNG MAN from
New Brunswick
wants a situation as
private coachthe temperature about 45 degrees F., al- wholesale grain business and merchants.
man or as teamster.
at 26 Arsenal
Inquire
it
38
degrees
1-1
though if it runs down to
Address, stating age and experience, with street.
will do no harm, especially the first
references, GRAIN, Press Office.
man twenty-two
YArANTED—Young
years of
JJaiI. il Ul. tUCJ YY .1.U liDi
dot
nov4
age would like to get permanent situation
“I have had the best success since I
in store or office: good habits and good references.
Address, BOX 34 Deering Center.
man to learn the busihave dispensed with the bottom hoards WANTED—Young
31-1
ness in a wholesale and manufacturing
__
in winter. I made some wooden horses, trade. Address, stating age, BOX 461. Portland.
Me.
20 inches high and long enough to reach
_31-1
WANTED.
Place two of them
across the cellar.
about 15 inches apart, and place a row
words
inserted
under this hesd
Forty
oue week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
of hives on them about ten inches apart,
then another row over the spaces, and
a year salary and expenses. Call and
so on, until tho upper row is nearly up
I &
see meat once and learn particuto the floor overhead, whioh they should
ars at 67 Free street. C. B. CHASE.
5-1
therethe
not touch, as
jarring resulting
ANTED—For man and wife in private
to
the
welfrom would be detrimental
▼ T
family, large sunny room and board In
western end of city, near promenade preferred.
fare of the bees. We put them in from
Address A. O. B. care of G. O. Co, 33 West
Nov. 15 to Deo. 10. We like to have
Commercial street.__5-1
them fly as late as possible as it in a
to board.
Terms $2
shorter
winter
the
per week, pnyable monthly. Address
certain sense makes
R.
Box
FRANK
MiLLiKEN,
115, fcsaco, JV1®.
for them. We take them out from April
4-1
15 to May 1, according to the season. I
the
month
a
once
through
them
look at
public to know that .T. G.
WANTED—The
CUUREIR, bell hanger, is at 137 Clark
winter, and brush up and remove what
street. Speaking tubes and bells
of all
dead bees may he on the cellar bottom.
kinds put into hotels, private houses and
short notice;
steamboats *t
alL
work
If each hive loses a pint, there will bo
warranted; orders by mail attended to. 1-1
about l'A bushels this winter, which if
would like plain and fancy sewing in
not removed would pollute the air.
IADY
her home; ladies’ wrappers ana children’s
After removing the dead bees it is a
dresses neatly and cheaply clone; would like to
of
good plan to scatter a few pounds
go out with dressmaker a few days eacli week.
Address or call, DRESSMAKER, No. 307
gypsum on,the cellar bottom.
■

rooms
repair. 7 acres

bav horse six

LET—Dress making rooms; ihree
TO ing
the X. John Little

a

gradually increasing prices.

suburban residence,
all in complete
choice fruit, b tons
ocliard,
land,
hav. full view of Portland. 5
electric cars. Price $3500, W. H. WALDRON
6-1
& Co., 180 Middle street.

FOR9 SALE—Beautiful
and fine stable

457

over

smart young men,
WANTED—Three
25 to do collecting;
permanent position

week for 25 cents, cash in

room;

room.

use

LET—Pleasant furnished

WANTED—A
represent
small

head
this
Forty words inserted underadvance.

one

South street,

at once.

evening, Oct. 31, between
LOST—Thursday
South Windham and this city, lap robe,

SALE.

heat.
30-1

RENT—The detached two story frame
FORhouse.
No. 96 Emery street (corner lot

$75 per
PERRY, 548 1-3 Congress street.

LOST AND FOUND.

beauty.

The Drama.

style, only

—The Price Sells Them

comfort,

Never defer a vital matter. A
shonldu’t be neglected when Dr.
Cough Syrup will cure it at once.

[uncut to otnt iadt Kturots.]
Are not women naturally as lighthearted, brave, and hopeful as men ?
Yes ; but woman’s organism is different from man’s.
Women in perfect or good health
are
rarely victims
of this symptom.

tbiclc white

---.

Renovating

row.

Indignant.
“He’s not what you would call strictly
handsomo,” said tho major, beaming
through bis glasses on a baby as he lay
howling in his mother’s arms; “but it’s
the kind of a face that grows on you.”
“It's not tho kind of a face that grew
on you,” was the indignant and unexpectYou’d be
ed reply of tire fond mother.
better looking if it had.”—Sacred Heart

more

than Men?

Bonaparte early

M. Sloano, in Century.

interested him very
whioh
much. It dealt with the improvements
made to the bioycle, or velocipede, as it
was then called, by the brothers Hanlon,
who were surprising Paris by their exploits
on the now machine.
At this time the riding of a bioycle was
considered rather as a gymnastic exercise,
to be undertaken only by the very skillful.
Thus it appeared to Mr. Tyler, and he at
once ordered a velocipede from the advertised manufacturer in New York, who had
purchased the patent from the Hanlons.
Said Mr. Tyler:
waited about throe
“After having
It
months the velocipede came at last.
oame c. o. d., with a bill for $60 and a letter from the manufacturers stating that I
had given them their first order, and the
cause of the long delay was their not being
ready to manufacture. Prom the illustration of the maohine I thought it would
oost only $10 or $16, and I was not ready
to pay $60. A friend, however, oame to
my relief and paid the bill, telling mo
that I could give exhibitions on the machine and in that way soon be able to pay
him back, which I did, there being plenty
of people then in America willing to pay
for the privilege of seeing a man rido a
velocipede. I hired an inclosed arena, and
people paid to come in and see me ride,
and that fall I established a velocipede
school in Wilkesburre. My wheel attracted
muoh interest—beoame so popular, in fact,
that articles in reference to it appeared in
a great many newspapers. ”—Chicago Inter Ooean.

hare the Bines
■^Tiy do Women

neyed

mag-

across

aouble

thousand
LOOK—One
envelopes, and printed in any

Statesman

FOR

TO LKT.

MISCELLANEOUS.

FOX AND NAPOLEON.

Teacher.

Thorough instruction given in the French
language and literature. Pupils taught to con
verse fluently and
accurately in the pure
Pavitiiau French. Reception hours between 2
and 4 p. m, daiiy, 457 Cumberland street.
u2w
oct25

SALE—Timber and wood lot situated
about
in the town of Baldwin, contains
thirty acres; belonging to the estate of the late
with
oak,
Geo. Fitcli of Hiram. Is well covered
birch, poplar, hemlock and pine. J. P. FITCH,

FOlt

v*-.

was. oeuanu.

SALE—Brick house with stone trim
minus, very centrally located; will sell
at a trade, 33000; can remain on mortgage.
30-1
Address G, Press Offioe.

FOR

SALE—The fine residence property No.
58 Deering St. All modern improvements;
Terms to suit purohaser.
sunny exposure.
A R. & E. A. DOTEN, Room 25, 9S Exchange
23-2
St.

Foil

SALE—Six tons ol line English hay In
bales
Apply at the EASTERN
STEAMBOAT HOUSE, State St. Whart.

FORloose

28-2

We are
SALE—Horse Blankets.
showing n line of horse blankets that will
See
our
in
quality and price.
please you
hest in
town.
stock of whips; it is Hie
Harness
G.
M’GLAUFLIN,
Maker,
JAMES
26-2
81 Preble street,

FOR

SALE—Piano3.
IVORUpright
Piano.

Hallett and Cumston
TVs octave,

full size,

Upright $90.00. One Square TVs
$146.00.
carved case, carved legs,
octave, elegant
One

$135.00. Everett Piano Ware Rooms. 5481k
SvHEELWRIGIll
Congress street, J. P.
24-2
Manager.

SALE—The Homestead ot the lato
near Stroudwater in DeerFour acres of land with good house. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
As
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water
iine a location as there is in Deerli'.g. Apply tt
1ly2/-t£
ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.

FORThomas Quiiihy.
ing.

wanteD-fbmale

help,

J orty words inserted under this head
cash in advance.
one week for 38 cents,

American woman;
WANTED—Middle aged two
in family. For
tt
general housework,
comfortable
home asthe right person good
sured. References required. Write or call at
G.
street.
W.
SMITH,
Pythian
4901/2 Congress
“-1

Hall.

_

hand friends or
neighbors my sample*. Send ALBERT WOOD,
Mich.,
Perfumer, 716 Woodward, Detroit,
ren cents for five trial bottles fcatin-Scent
nov4-lm
Perfume*, receive outfit offer.

LADY

or man to

WEDDING RINGS.
Gold
Tliousandl .Solid
A
Rings, Diamonds,
Fmeralds, Pear s, Opals, Rubies, Moon Slones and
Garnets In any Kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest J-'toek. Best
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McKENKY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
auglOdtf

Dissolution of Partnership,
is hereby given that the partnership
\TOTICE
1*
of Dyer & Neal, Attorneys at Law, firm
of
Loiiville II. Dyer and Albert E.
composed
Neal, was dissolved on the first day of November, 1895. Albert E. Neal can be found at
Room 3, first floor, JOSE BLOK, 98 Exchange
street.
li-1

FINANCIAL AM) COMMERCIAL

Olive.1 00® 2 50
Peppt.300&3 26
Wlutergreenl 75@2 00
Potass Dr'mde..46.&47
Chlorate.24®28
Iodide.2 88 a 3 u»
Quicksilver.
68®62
Uuiuine. .34y3&37y2
Rheubarb, rt.76cvftl 60
Kt snake.3o®40
Saltpetre.8 $§)12
Senna.26 ®30
4®5
Canary seed....
Cardamons 1 00@1 76
Soda. by-carb3%
sal.2y3<®3

Englisn.
Char. I. Co..4 75@5 00
Char. 1. X.. 6 00@6 25
6 00@8 60
Terne
Antimony..
i2@14
.6
Cok*
00® 650
....

Quotations of Staple Produets in the
Leading Markets.
New York Stock

Money Market.

and

{By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Nov. 4.
Money easy at 2§2Va per cent; last loan at
Prime imsr2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent.
laniilo paper was quoted atoa5Va percent,
sterling Exchange was strong, with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 87% 44 88 for
60-uay bills and 4 8S%^4 89 lor aemand;
posted rates 4 88%<£4 89V2. Commercial bills,
t'O-rlays at 4 86% ^4 87V*. Government Bonds
easier
Railroads weak.
t>ui silver 67%.
Mexican dollars541/2Silver at the Board was neglected.
bar silver was quoted
At London to-day
31 d 3? oz and steady._
Rai

Receipts.

roaii

PORTLAND. Nov. 4.
by Main* Centra! R. R.—For Borland, 174 \ tars miscellaneous merenanaise; for
iteceim*

connecting roads 176

t-—cut loaf at 7c ;confectlon ers

7c;pulverized. —c; powdered, 6c; granulated
5V& •; coffee crushed. BVac; vellow. —&5g.
imports.
Bark Nellie M

SYDNEY, CB.
of coal to K A McClutchy.

Suphur.2;
Sugar lead.20@22j

Slade-874 tons

quotations of Grain,
uraiu-

($76
$4-4

Wheat, 60-lbs.
Corn,

car....

($47
Corn. Dag lots..
(®45
Meat, bag lots..
lots
28@30
Oats, car
($35
Oats, bag lots
Cotton Seec
car lots.00 00$20 00
ban lots 0000®2100
Sacked Br’r
car ots.$16 00.® 17 uO
bag lots.. 518®20 00
Middlings., f 17® 19 00
Dag ots. .$19®2100
RIo,roasted22 ®24Va
do.28®81

Java

Molasses.
Porto Rico.... .27®33
BarDaaoes.
27®28
30® 36
Dancy...
Tea.

Light.263*27

Sugar.
Standard Gran
Ex-aual’tv fine

granulated..

45/8

Extra C....
Seeds.

4Vi

275@3 251
Fancy....
Fair to good
75@$2j
Baldwins, choice $2 50!
s®9c
Evap #lt>.

Ueices.pure 6%®7Vs
®68A
paiis.compd 6
pails, pure 77/8®8Vs
pure If
9V4 ($9*4.
flams ....10 &10Vi
Lemons.
aocov'rdll $11V2
Maori.
$6 SSS 50
Oil.
Malaga- *> 60«7 00
Kerosenel20fir ts 9Vi
Oraoeas.
3 75
Ligoma.10 V4
Eodi
Centennial.lOVi
000@0 00
Florida
Pratt’s Ast.ial ..12Vi
3 "6i93 60
Jamaica
brilliant 12Vi
20
Devoe’s
Held.
ill nan

uuw

JvcAim

Raising.
IS®
23@OU Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@5
'London
iay’rl $2@2 25
Western.
©22
Fiesh
Nearpy.
Easternext..

Coal.

Retail—delivered.
Creamers ,fncy ..24®25
Gilt Edge Vr>znt.l8@20 Cumberland.O u0@4 50
Chestnut....
@6 60
Choice.16@17
7 25
Franklin....
Cheese.
N. \.ttct'ry.l2 @12Va LehilL..**
<35 50
4
00.
Vermont.. 12 (#12*6 Pea.Sage.is @13 Vs Va tou lots $3 for stove

d’mg.26@27| Laundry.4¥*@5
Union packs. .40(®42! Gloss.6% @7%

Tobacco.
90@1.16
calf.
Best brands.... 6O@60
Lead.
Medium.30@40
Sheet.65 *4 @7
Common.,26@39
iPipe........ 5*4 ®6
Natural leaf... .60&70
Z ..7ys@8y3
A.m.

Grain Quotations.

CHIGCAO BOARD OF T RAO It.
Saturday’s quotations.
Dec.
opening. .... 59%
Closing. 58%

24@26
23@23
26&30
25@28
8 @9
Cordage.
A in er’ n ^ it> 10 v3 @11
Manilla...
7V2@8yz
Manilla bolt
00@9*/2
rope.
@183/2
Russia do. 18
7
@8
Sisai.
....

Nol&2,l-in$32@835
$26@$28
Sans.l-in.
Com’n. l-in $23(u>$26
1V4,
in, Nol&2$33@$35

lV4,lVa&2-in

Saps.
Squares,

$28®$30
$36^$38

Cypress—

1&2$86@$36
1V4,1V2&2l-in No

I

I

63%
63%

CORN.

Dec
Opening. 27%

May.

29%
29%

c.osing.27%

FORK.

Jan.
9.12
8.17

Opening.
Closing.
Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Dec.

May.
63

Opening.88%

63%

CORN

May.

Dec.

29%

Opening.....27%

29V4

Closing.27%

FORK.

Jan.
9.12
8.1T

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Nov. 4. 1895.—The following are
to-aav's quotations of Provisions. Produce,etc.;
flour.

*

Sept.

July.

Opening.

Closing.
Press rttock List.

Portland Daily
Corrected by Swan Sc Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers. 186 Middle street
blOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
118
( anal
120
National Bank.100
100
102
Casco National Bank.100
40
38
39
Bank..
umberland National
96
100
Chapman National Bank.100
100
102
First National Bank.109
114
113
Merchants'National Bank.. 75
100
102
National Traders’ Bank-100
102
104
Portland National Bank-100
110
112
Co...100
Portland Trust
85
90
Portland Gas Company. 60
118
120
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
loO
105
Portland Water Co.100
BONDS
Portland City 6s, 1897.103%
Portland 6s. 1907.120
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
Bangor 6s, 1899. R R. aid.106
riangor os, ivuo, crater...
Bath 6s, 1898. K. R. ala.104
Bath 5s. 1897, Muniotoal.100
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
Bath 4s, 1921, Bounding.100
Belfast 6s. 1898.K. K. aid.104
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922, Municipal.. 99

104
122
104
108

4s, 1901—1911 Hefunding.. 100
Lewiston 6s, 1901. Municipal.108
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102

101
110
104

Calais

Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central K. K. 7s.1898,1st. mtglOB
7s. 1912, cons. mtgi34
••

‘AVss.104
"g6s, 1900, extens’ni06
"4%s. 1905, SkgFdlOl
Leeds Si Farmington ft. 8. 8s. i896.101
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.104
Portland Water Co's 4s. 1927.100
••

Boston

Stock

106
102
103
102
106
100

101
108
136
106
108

102
102
108
106
102

Market.

The following were to-day s quotations of
stocks in Boston:
Mexican Central 43. 67 V*
Atchison. Topeka Si Stanta Fe B. 16%
Boston A Maine 8.176%

nfd...
Maine Central.136
New York and New England ft........
Union Pacific. 11%
no

American
American

Bell.200%

Sugar, common.101
Sugar, pfd... 99 Vs
Mas9., pfd. 66

uppers.$55@05
[Select.$45@55
[Fine common. .$42 @46

Mexican Central. 11

I Spruce...

$13

do

common.

12

@14

Hemlock.$11@12

New York

Quotations

on

Stocks and Bonds.

■

22
[polisnea copper.
35
iodine.4@S> 4 25 14x48 planished.
14
J pecac.160@1 7 0 Bolts.
12
sheath....
Y
M
Licorice, rt.... 15@20
12
Lac ex.34@40 IYM Bolts.
22@24
90
Bottoms
Morphine.. .1 70@1
11@12
Oil bergamorj 7 6®3 25 Ingot....

Indigo.85c@$ 1

..

lip—
Nor.Codliver2 25@250
Lemon.1 752 2 ©* Straits..

••

....

16@17

Discovery Saued His
Life.
G. Caillouette, Druggist, Beavers-

ville, 111., says: “To Dr. King’s New
Discovery I owe my life. Was taken with

La Grippe and tried all tho physicians for
miles about, but of no avail, and was
given up and told I could not live. Having Dr. King’s New Discovery in my
store I sent for a bottle and began its use,
and from the first dose began to get better, and after using three bottles was up
and about again. It is worth its weight
in gold. We won’t keep store or house
without it.” Get a free trial at Geo. M.
Young’s Drug store, 489 Congress street.
Regular size 60c. and $1.00. H. G. btarr,
Westbrook.

Bucklen’s Arnica Saive.

(By Telegraph.)
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
oJ Bonds:
Nov. 2.
INov. 4
New +’s r*g.@UlVa
glll%
New 4’s
coup.®lils/i
United States 2s reg. 96%
86%
Centra! Pacific lsts.104Vs
1C4%
Deuver Si K. G. 1st.il2%
116
Erie 2ds. 7«Va
76%
Kansas Pacific Consols. 79
80%
Oregon Nav. lsts.,110%
liis/8
Kansas Pacific

lsts.109%

Northern Pacific

cons

6s....

Closing Quotations oi

110
33

stocks:

Atchison.176/s

Aaams Express..
American Express.116%

Banon « Maine.176
C-ntrai Pacific. iy
ones. « onto. 10
Chicago & Alton.160

Chicago A Alton preierrea_172
Chicago. Burlington A Quincy 83%
llelawareA Hudson Cnnnl (‘n mni/,

15%
150

116%
176
iqi,.
79
160
172
83
soul/.

Delaware,Lackawana &|Westl06y2
Denver & Rio Grande. 14
Erie. 12
oo
preferred
24Vi
Illinois Central. 99
Lake Erie & West. 2iy2
Lake Shore.149
Louis ft Nash. 5‘i»/s
Maine Central R.
Mexican central. 11%
MichicanCentral pi. 96
Minn & St. L. 23VS
Minn. S sr. Louis, pf. 84%
Missouri racitic. 305s
New Jersey Central.10s
Nerthen Pacific common.
4VS
do
do
preferred.... le’/s

IBS
13%

Northwestern, nfa.147
New York Central.100
New York.Chicago & St. Louis 14
do 1st pfd. 70
Ohio & Mu s.
New York ft N E.
Old Coloiiy.
Ont, & Western. 16%
Pacific Mali. 28
Piiiman Paiace.167%
Reading. 14
Rock island
76ys
St.Paul ft nmaha. 41
ao prfd.122
a
si Paul. Minn, ft Mann.113

140
99%

Northwestern.104%

THE BEST SALVE in tho world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Sait. Rheum,
Tetter, Chapped Hands, Sugar, common.100%
Fever Sores,
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup- Texas Pacific. oy8
liy2
and
tions,
positively cures Piles, or no UnmnPaeific.new.
U. 9. Express. 42
pay required. It is guaranteed to give Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 7y2
satisfaction or money refunded.
For sale by Geo.
cents per box.
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. (£. Starr,
Westbrook.

PRODUCE.

°Ct 2"' sch Helen ° M03<)ley•
L Drake,
SO, seh Georgia
GW at
Augustus
sell
25th,
Louisburg, CB,
MatBoston; 26tll, barque

theuMi’-H,aske11.
thew
Baird, Norton, Plymouth.

Spoken.
off Castle Island, sell Maggie Abbott,
itom \\
lliDin^ton for Kingston. Ja.

The woncleful

cure

by Salvation Oil of

do nrfd. 20
Western Union.. 90%
Richmond ft West Point..
do prfd.

liy2
22%
99
21

147
53%
136

11%
96
23

fjny2
29%
107

4%
lfiys
104ys
13V2
70

HORSES.

30

Culp, a chronic rheumatic, 81(5
Oeorge St., Baltimore Md., is a miracle.

Mr, M. S.

...

MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOV. 0.
Sunrises. 6 23l m,rh waMr
water I ‘"‘lovn
Sun sets. 4 33 Hlt-“
|
■} 2
..

SlmL,J:‘w::1c i?|nw*{-JSIS

N'EVS

MARINE

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY. NOV 4.
Arrived.

Steamer Manhattan. Bragg. New York—with
passengers and mdse to J k Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston lor
Eastport and St John. NB.
Tug Nottingham, towing barge C R R No 9
from Port Johnson—coal to Randall Ss McA-

llister.
Barque Edmund Pliinney. Young, Boston,
in tow of tug L A Belknap.
To complete cargo
for

Paysandu.

Barque Nellie M Slade, Bartlett. Luisburg.CB,

with coal to B & M RR.

Sch S Sawyer, Stevens, Damariscofta for
Boston.
Sch Charlotte Beals, Beals, Jonesport.
Sch M A Achorn, Rogers, Clarks Island and
New York.
Sch Ira B Ellems, Marstou, Vinaihaven for
New York.
Sch R P Chase, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Maud Mai loch, Bangor for New York.
Sch Susie Prescott, Wood, Harvy. NB, for
Boston.
Sch Henry Whitney. Bangor for New York.
Sch Jennie G Pillsbury, Rockland for New

Bonbt.
There
Can
Be
A©

Boubt
About
The

Clothing
Sold

By

A. F. HILL & CO. EXTRA FINE ONES!
it

1200 TO 1600 POUNDS!

Pays
Consumers
To

Patronize

Butter, cream, choice, 22l/2@23V2C,
Butter, fair to good, 204922c.
Butter. North, choice, 19@20,
Butter, imit, crm. 14@16c.
Butter, Western ladles 11.
Cheese, Northern, new do 10Vfe(®ll;Wst, ch’ce
9@10c.
Eggs, hennery choice. 26@30: East 20@22.
Eggs. Mich. 21022c; other Western i6@i7c.
Beans, pea.l 5001 60;mediums, 1 45@1 55.
Nov2dlw
York.
Beans, yei. eyes, 1 60@l 70;red kid.l 60@1 60
Sea Medford. Bangor for Boston.
Beans foreign, 1 40@1 50.
Sell Mazurka, Bangor for Boston.
STATE OF MAINE.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 38@00c bush.
Cleared.
Potatoes. N Y Hebrons 35.
to
do
Rose 33035.
Sch John B Coyle, Leighton, Wiscasset,
Cumberland, as.
i
load for Port au Prince—J S Winslow & Co.
Apples, new cUoiec ^ bbl, $2 50@3 00.
Supreme Judicial Court.
Sch J E DuBignon, Parker, Norfolk—W S In Equity.
Apples, No 2 at $i 7602 50.
Steplieu W, Carr, Insurunce Commissioner
Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00@19 00. Jordan & Co.
Fair to good $$1C 00@$17c;lower grades $11
Sch Grace Webster, Crcssman, New Yorkvs. Proviuent Aid Society.
To the Supreme Judicial Court:
Standard Oil Co.
@$15,
Rt.ro.w fva
not. RR'SlSRUt.
Sch David Torrey, Williams, Boston—PortStephen W. Cair of Bowdoinham in the
ComCountv
of
Sacadahoc. Insurance
-iland Stoneware Co.
Sch Emma, Littlejohn. Somes Sound, to load mlssoner of the >tute of Maine, complains
Chicago uvs Stock Market.
for New York—Chase. Leavitt & Co.
against the Provident Aid Society, a corpo(By Telegraph!
ration duly established by law and having
oaiuui/—x ui, iiieiuci,
the
Portland in
CHICAGO. Nov. 4.1895.—The Cattle mark- wood for Philadelphia: schs Viator, FC Pen- its principal office at
lower:
County of Cumberland, and says.
et—receipts 31.000; weak and I0@15c
dleton. and the fleet which put in for a harbor.
is the duly ap1.
—That
complainant
your
common extra steers 3 10;§5 25; stockers and
Also sailed, barque John J Marsh, Rockport,
pointed and qualified insurance commisfeeders at 2 30®3 80; cows and hulls at 1 25# to load for
Philadelphia.
sioner of the &iate of Maine.
4 10; calves at 2 60@« 00; Texans 1 76®3 30;
2. —Thut said Provident Aid Society is a
Western angeis at 2 20®4 10.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
lowlife insurance company, oiganlzod
domestic
and5ig)10c
65,000;weak
Hogs—Receipts
schs
.3
Nov
BOOTHBAY
HARBOR.
—Sid,
at
3
and
40®
existing by virtue of its act of incorpoer: beaw packing and shipping lots
Nevada. Rockland for Boston; Brunette, Bos- ration, Chapter 5U5 of
and
the Private
3 70; common to choice mixed at 3 5(>@S 70;
ton for Winte'-port: M M Chase, Eastportfor Special Laws of 1885.
choice assorted at 3 65®8 65; light 3 30®3 65;
New York; Ella May. Quaco, NB, for Salem;
aa your complainant is informed
3.
—That,
50.
2
at
00®3
pigs
Aunie Gale, River Herbert for do.
and believes, on the 20ib day ol
August,
Sheep—receipts 17,000; steady; inferior to
1895, a meeling of the members of said
choice at 1 E0#3 45 .lambs 3 00,®4 26.
said
Memoranda.
Provident, Aid Society was held in
Domestic MarKtes.
During 'the easterly gale at New Haven 1st Portland for the purpose of determining
would
Aid
Society
said
Provident
whether
inst, the brig Jennie Hulbert broke loose from
(By Telesrranh.1
Beneher moorings and drove into Tomlinson's bridge reinsure its risks in the hay State
a
corporation duly
NOVEMBER 4, 1895.
carrping away her jumper stay and sustained ficiary Association,
its principal
and
law
having
established
hack
to
towed
by
was
She
other
receiors
light damage.
NEW YORK—The Flour marnet
The bridge did not sustain place of business in Boston in the County
her moorings.
36,407 packages ;exports 1.221 bbis and 11,130
of Suffolk und Commonwealth of Massachusacks: sales 8,400 packages: dull and barely much damage.
specified in a
Philadelphia. Nov 1—Brig H C Sibley from setts, under the conditions
steady: quotations unchanged.
certain
suscask
and
water
proposition made by said Bay State
lost
boat
and
Port
2
60,
Bevis,
251(2
riour quotations—low extras at
dated
and
July
Association
tained minor damage about the deck, in a gale Beneficiary
city mills extra at 3 85®4 00: city mills patents
10th, 1895.
Oct 20.
4 20®4 45: winter wheat low grades at 2 25 s;
memof
the
two-thirds
than
more
That
Boston,INov 4—Ship Granite State struck on
2 60 : fair to fancy at 2 8048 45; patents at 3 60
Rocks to-day and filled with water. bers present at said meeting voted in favor
fiS 76; Minnesota clear 2 7683 25; straights Buudlestone
Proviof said reinsurance, and that said
was afterward; beached and may be a total
Shs
rv
20:
do
3
do
60:
85®4
do at 3 20®3
patents
to
dent Aid Society thereafter took steps
mixtures 2 '80®3 20; superfine at 2 10®2 6o: wreck.
effect.
vote
into
New Bedford. Nov 4—The four-masted sclir carry said
fine at 2 0b®2 26. Southern flour is dull and
as your complainant is informed
4.
—That
without
was
floated
2d, supposed
Marjorie
Society
easv; common to fair extra at 2 10@2 80: good
and believes, said Provident Aid
to discharge.
Rye Hour dull and damage, and towed up
to choice at 2 *0®3 30.
possible
has reinsured its risks so far as
65®
Buckwheat flour at
Association
easy at 2 55®3 06.
State
Beneficiary
with
said
Bay
Domestic Ports.
1 60. Buckwheat at 40®42Vi. Cornmeal easy
and discontinued business.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, steamer Coleridge, from
and dull. Rye nominal. Wheat—receipts 235,5—That there are accrued indemnity claims
Roberts
sales
bush:
Francis
schs
48,000
Goodnow,
Rio Janeiro;
876 bush: exports 199,597
upon certificates and policies of said corpobush; dull and weak: No 2 Red store and elev Harbor; Oliver Scholfield, Tenants Iforbor; ration, which are indefinite and unadjusted
69c; afloat 7oyac; f o b at 70c: No l Northern Harry D Whiten, Bay View. Me; Carrie L Hix, in amount to your complainant unknown,
63Vic. Corn—receipts 231,076 bush: exports Rockland.
unpaid,
all of which are outstanding and
said
Ar 2d. schs William Slater, Lord. Amboy for and that there are debts clue from
162.102 bush; sales 41,000 bush; Quiet and
in
steady; No 2 at 3 6 Vic elev, 37V4c afloat. Oats Bangor; Break of Day. do for Wiscasset; Oli- corporation to its officers and others
Harbor.
6725
bush;
Tenants
ver Skolfleld.
—receipts 126,000 bush; exports
amount to vour complainant unknown.
Rio Janeiro;
Smith,
Geneva.
is
informed
Cld4th.
barques
as
23
>
at
vour
complainant
and
Vb
;
ti.—That,
sales 83.00 bush;quiet
easy;No-'
Port au Prince.
and believes, said corporationihas an unexWhitedo at 24»4c:No 2 Chicago 24Mi: No 8 at Rebecea Crowell, Dow,
Ar 4tn, sell Sarah & Ellen, Portland; Witch hausted portion of its reserve and mortuary
23B23V4C; do Whits 23Vsc; Mixed Western
Providence.
funds in the hanus of the Treasurer of the
at 24®26Vac; do White and White State at 2Di« Hazel,
ten
schs Geo E Walcott, Portland; Katha- Stale of Maine, amounting to about
Sid
28Vac. Beef quiet and steady; beef hams dull; rine D2d,
Perry, Philadelphia.
thousand dollars ($10,000). and that it is for
ticrced heel dull; cut meats are quiet—pickled
2d. schs Seventp-SIx, New the interest of all parlies concerned that a
Hell
Gate
Passed
at
bellies 12tbs at 6Vac, do shoulders
eglSVic; York for Thomaston; John Cadwallader. do for
receiver be appointed to collect and hold
Lard
do hams at 8% @9c; middles nominal.
Gardiner; Abm Richarnsou. Rondout for Bos- the assets of said corporation for ratable
is quiet and easy—Western steam closed 6 96;
Port
for
do
or
J
do;
Nellie
Crocker,
Lugno,
distribution among all parties legally
citv at 6 60: reflned auiet; Continent 6 36; S A ton;
Jolinsou for Bath.
equiiuuly entitled thereto.
at 6 70: compound 4i/a@4’/*e. Proviaons—Pork
Kenschs
that
McMahon,
avers
BOSTON—Ar 3d.
Mail,
7. —Your complainant further
quietand steady.Butter quiet. stdy;State dalrv
Hannah Grant.Fickett. Milibndge.
inasmuch as said corporation has disconat 12®21Vac; do cream 20a23c; Western dairy nebeu;
Sid 3d, schs Sami Dilloway,for Norfolk; Clara tinued business, it is for the best interest
at 10® 16c: do crm 14ffi23c; do factory atog
A Donnell, do.
wound
of all concerned that the same he
Oc; Elglns at 23c. Cheese quiet and firm ;State
Ar 4th. sch Canary. Robinson, Salem.
up tin cl its existence ended.
large at 7V<@10Vic; do fancy at lOVii^lOMiC;
schs Sarah C Ropes,
1st.
BALTIMORE—Sid
complainant
prays:
WHEKEFOttE,
your
do small.7%®llc. Petroleam is steady; unitfor Portland; Sarah D J Rawson,-.
1.—'That a temporary injunction may issue
ed 1 29. Coffee, Rio dull,and steady. SugarBRIDGEPORT—Ar 2d, sch Mary A Hall. restraining said Provident Aid Society, its
raw dull, steady; refined is quiet and steady;
part,
servants and agents, in whole or in
No 6 at 4cc; 7 at3 16-16c; No 8 at 3%c;
Ar 3d, barque Nineveb, from proceeding further with its business.
CHARLESTON
No 9 at 3 13-16c; No 10 at 3>*c; No 11, 3 11Norfolk.
Leighton,
2. —That process of subpoena may be
16- No 12 at 8“/iC: No 13 at 3 9-16c: oil A at
Ar 4th. sch T W Dunn, Rose, Boston.
issued directing said defendant to appear
41-16#4Vi : Mould A 5: standard A 4V2C; Conall and
FALL RIVER—Sid 1st, sch Addie M Ander- on a day ceitain
and
answer
feetloners’A 4V8c; out loaf and crushed SVic: son.
Philadelphia.
singular the premises.
powdered. 4y»c;granulatedat 4yag4S/s; Cubes
sch
Douglass
HAVEN—Ar
a
NEW
Haynes,
3d.
perma8. —That after due hearing find,
4%C.
New York for Augusta; Nightingale, do for nent injunction may issue restraining said
Freights to Liverpool quiet—room scarce: Boston; Herald, Lowell, Norfolk.
and
servants, in
ii9
agents
defendant,
grain by steam—.
HYANNIS-Ar 1st, sch Francis Goodnow,
whole or in part, irom proceeding further
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day—sales Roberts Harbor for New York.
with its business.
of round lots Winter for export made;otherwise
Ar 2d, schs T If Lawrence, Port Reading for
4.—That after due hearing had, a Retrade was dull, prices steady and unchanged: Milton; E Wnterman, Calais for Nantucket; ceiver may be appointed to take possession
Wheat—No 2 Spring at 57s/4#685/ic: No 2 Red Julia* Martha. Calais for New York.
of the property and assets of said corporaNEWPORT— Ar 2d, sob Annie Pendleton, tion and also Musters if necessary, so that
at SSVitgjei%e. Corn—No 2 at 28y8@29i<'»c.
Oats—No 2 at l8M>fffll8%c: No 2 Rye 37c. No 2 Thomas, New Bedford.
said property and assets may ue converted
1
No
Flaxseed
at
91Va®92c;
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, sch Howard B into (ibk'i nrid a ratable distribution thereof
Barley at S7#4lc.
Lard at b 67Va@ Peck, Hamilton, stonington.
mess pork at $8 : 0@8 25.
made
the
parties legally ana
among
Dry salted
Cld 2d, sells Abbie S Walker, Dobbin, Vinal- equitably entitled thereto.
5 60: short rib sides at 4 40®4 66.
meats—snouiaers ar. * ioi v2 ; snort cieai
5.—That said defendant corporation may
liaven; J R Teel, Johnson. Allyns Point.
Ar 3d, schs chas L Mitchell. Hurr cane Isl- be wound up and its existence ended.
sides at 4 76®4 87%.
0.—That such further equitable relief may
Receipts—Flour, 11,800 bbls: wheat»|211.000 and ; Mary E Morse, Bath; J H Leeds, Batebusb
mats.
336.oou
busli:
the
Court may deem
man, Saco.
be granted
as
bush: corn. 235.000
PENSACOLA—Ar 2d, sell Elwood H Smith, necessny, to the end that the best, interests
rye 7800 bush barley. 131,000 bush.
bbls;
wheat
27,000 Drisko. Galveston.
of all parties concerted may be conserved
Shipments—Flour 12,100
PORT READING—Ar 2d, sch Laura Robin- and their rights protected.
bush: corn. 460,000 bush: oats 266.000 bush:
&
Morris
Cliff,
Nash,
7.—That such orders, notices and decrees
son, Burgess, New York;
rye.l 2,0001bush: bai ley 172,000 bush.
be
as may
Court
may be made by the
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was E
Hubbard
SAVANNAH—Ar 2d, brig Waubun,
necessary lo carry into effect the prayers of
patents; at 3 2603 35; extra
unchanged;
set
forth.
the
nereinoefore
Pliiladelpliia.
complainant
fancy at 3 OS®3 15; fancy at 2 8b@2 90: choice
PROVIDENCE—Sld 2d, sch Eleazer W Clark,
Dated this 18th day of October, A. D.
Wheat is lower; Nov at 58c.
at 2 60@2 70.
1895.
Oats a shad" Goodwin. Philadelphia,
Corn shade higher; Nov 24%c.
F
Lamsch
Rebecca
STEPHEN W. CARR,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d,
lower; Nov 1714 c. Provisions—Pork at 8 6»@ den,
Insurance Commissioner.
Ray, Brunswick.
8 62y2 Lard—prime steam at 6 45@5 62Yi.Ba2d, sell Clias I' Notman,
C. CORNISH,
LESLIE
PORTSMOUTH-Sid
at
clear
ribs
Cy8;
6%
;
6;
longs
con—shoulders
for
Norfolk.
Portland
Complainant’s Solicitor.
I)rv salt meats—shoulders
short clear at 5%.
Sid to 3d, schs Josie Hook, Bangor for Win4
clear
95.
4
80;
6y2 :ribs
STATE OF MAINE.
Cora Belle, So-West Harbor for GloucesReceipts—Flour 3,900 bbls; wheat 118,000 throp;
EG
ter; CWaterman, Calais for Nautucket;
Kennebec, es.
busn; corn 38.600 bush; oat3 42.000 busn; rye
October 18, A. D. 1895.
Rockland for New York; Marcus EdWillard,
bush.
Sullivan for do; D D Haskell.Bangor for
Personally appeared Stephen W. Carr,
Shipments—Flour 7.600 bbls: wheal 14.000 wards.
RichRival,
for
do;
of
Sullivan
ot the State
Insurance
Whciden.
Commissioner
R
C
Bilbush; corn 8,000 bush; oats 29,000 busn; rye do;
mond for Boston; Malt, Jonesportfordo:
Maine, and made oath that bo has read the
bush.
Isle lordo; foregoing bill in equity and knows the conDeer
S
A
Paine,
for
Calais
do;
low,
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 64% : No 1 Hannah Grant, do for do; Mary B Rogers, Ken- tents thereof; that the same is true of his
Corn—No 2 —c. Oats—No 2 nebec for do; Mary F Cushing, Sullivan tor do; knowledge, except the matters stated to be
White at 65% e.
and on
White 21% c.
P H Gay, Damarlscottafor do; Pemoquid.
information and belief, and as to those
L Berry matters ho believes tnem to be true.
Belmogene, Boston for Rockland; Harold
( otiun
Market*
Provmcetown
fore mo,
do for Bath; Eliza Lavenseler,
LESLIE C. CORNISH,
(By Teleorrann.'
2d, sch Chas II Trickey,
Justice of the Peace.
NOVEMBER 4. 1895.
Flckett, Baltimore.
tor
market
was
Cotton
to-day
NEW YORK—The
STATE OF MAINE.
2d, sell Telwnah, Bangor
SALiJm—Ar
quiet, and 1-16 up;sales 321 bales, middling up- New York; T A Stuart. Falkingliam. Jonesport
Cumberland ss.:
lands 9; middling gulf 9%c.
for New York; Sardinian, Halverson, Rockland
In Equity.
Boston for Supreme Judicial Court.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day for Ne,w York; Harvester, Roberts,
October 24, 1895.
V
was steady; middling 8%c.
Stephen W. Carr. Insurance CommisNov 2-Ar. schs Abby
VINEYARD-HAVEN.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day K Bentley fin Roudout for Boston; Sheepscot, sioner, vs. Provident Aid Soeiey.
in the above entitled cause it is ordered
steady; middling 8%a.
Elizabeth for Haverhill; Annie & Reuben, front
that notice of tiie
pendency thereof be
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day Weehawkeu for Bar Barbor; W M Snow, and
an attested copy of the
Sardinian. Rockland for New Yrork; T A Stuart given by publishing thereon, once a
was steady; Middling 8%c.
bill
Lunet
with
order
this
Maeliias
fordo;
Alma.
vyeek
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was Jonesportfordo;
for three successive weeks in the Portland
Bangor tor do; B Hopkins, Gardiner for do;
Eastern Argus, the
quiet; middling 8%c.
Abbie Bowker, Hallowell for do; Nat Meader, Daily PRESS and Duily
was
fourteen
days
least
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day
State Point lor do; Lawrence Haines, Long last publication to be at
of December. A.
dull; middlings 8%c.
Cove for do ; Miranda, Somes Sound for do; prior to the first Tuesday
D. 1895: That all persons interested therein
Regina. Machias for Newport; Loduskia. Bansaid first
Geo A may appear before this court on
European Markets,
gor for Barrington, RI; Cora Green, and
and
1895,
Pierce, Bangor tor New Haven; Carrie E Pick- Tuesday of December, A. D..
r v Teieexapn.i
with the
file
Onwithin
thereafter
for
thirty
days
Greens Landing
Philadelphia;
ering.
for
106%d
1895.—Consols
Clerk of said Court their demurrer, plea, or
LONDON, Nov. 4,
ward, Bangor for Cottage City.
account.
money and 6 1£»-I6d for the
Sid 3d. sells Estelle, Slieenscot, Woodbury M answer to said bill.
S. C. STROIJT,
Snow. Annie & Reuben, Sardinian. T A Stuart,
Justice of S. J. Court.
Lunet. Geo A Pierce, Abbie Bowker, Nat Mea^ IS
OC EAN' >T E A VI E K MOV E M i-J
LESLIE C. COUN1SH,
der, Lawrence Haines, Miranda. Regina, Cora
FOR
Solicitor.
IlortenFROM
E
Complainant’a
Carrie
Pickering.
Green. Loduskia,
court
.Hav&Mex .Nov 6 sia. Wm T Campbell, Herald of the Morning.
A true copy of bill and
order of
Vieilaneia_New York.
.Nov
G
York.
Bertha
E
.So’ampton
Wm
thereon.
Rice.
S
Butler.
.New
Jennie
Berlin
Palestine,
.Nov G Glover. Paul
New York. Antwerp
Attest:
Seavey. Wm Wilson, Ahnie M
Noordiand
6
B. C. STONE, Clerk.
Preble. Kennebec. Mollie Rhodes.
Aug Victoria...New York. .Genoa.N.iv
dlawJwTu
oct29
.New York. .Liverpool...Nov 6
Rr Panic
Ar 4th. sells It G Wheldon. Sullivan for New
Rotterdam..Nov
7
Atldie
E
York..
lordo;
Rockland
"_New
ohd-irn
York; Mabel Hall,
.New York. .Cienfuegos..Nov 7 Snow, Black Island for do; Ada J Campbell,
Niagara
n
Livernool.. Nov 9 Sullivan for do; Annie R Lewis, and S Morgan,
Montreal
Parisian
New York..Lemerara ..Nov 9
Terrier
\
Bangor for do: Henry. Millbrldge for do.
Allen,
Sullivan,
Hnveiiiis .New York..PernambucoNov 9
NC—Ar
brig
WILMINGTON,
9
AUaa ....New Yforlc.. Port Limon Nov
Richmond.

This

Store.
.500

Congress
Street.

—

...

I have received 30 head of
horses weighing from 1200
to 1610. In this lot are ten
teams
matched
nicely
to
3170
2500
from
weighing

_

l0SU°LLJVAN—Sld

16=/*
26%
166
12%
73%

39Vj
120
113

10o%
9

jO%
42

7V*
19

90%

..

..

....
..

.Havana
Nov
YVasliingtnNew York.
Yrork. Havre ....Nov

9
9
New
York. .Rotterdam .Nov 0
...New
Spaarndam.
ilieania
_New' xork. .Liverpool. ..Nov 9
.New York. .Hamburg. ..Nov 9
I lama
Nov 13
Soree ’.New York. Bremen
.New Y'ork. S'thampton. Nov 13
New York.
.New Yrork.. Livernool ..Nov 13
Maiestte
Nov 13
Kensington.... New York.. Antwerp....
York. .Laguayra. .Nov 14

Citv
Touraine

*(.

..

....

....

■

...

Venozula.New

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Barbados Oct 18. brig Eugene Hale,
Harding. Boston, (and sld 20tli for Port Spam):
22d, sch Alice J Crabtree. Goodwin. Surinam,
M Atwood,
(and sld 23d forjCubai; 23d. Helen
Watts, New York.
Wm
Oct
Hales,
27, barque
Sld tin Havana
Coombs, Philadelphia.

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work
Typewriting.
ENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
© edit
iaul

and

Street.

81 Franklin

Wiscassett.
On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the
and fast

TRUNK

GRAND

Easlport, Lubec. Calais, StJoh.i, N.3., Halifax.N.S.

Tall Arrangement.
and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave KailPortland.
road
Monday aud
Wharf,
On

j_...

MONDAY’. Sept. 9th,
trains will run as follows:

1895

LEAVE.

7.10, 8.40 a. m.
For Auburn and Lewiston
1 10, 1.30, 6.15 p. m.
For Gorbamand Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m
1.80 p. m. 5.15 p. in.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m„ and 1.30
m.
p.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25

and 11.45
m„ 3.10. 5.15 and 6.25 p. in.
From Island Pond. Berlin Falls and Gorham.
8.25. 11.45 a. in., and 6.25 p. m.
F'rom Chicago anc. Montreal. 11.45 a. in., 5.26
p. m.
From Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
MIDDLE
NO.
177
OFFICE
TICKET
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
a.

STREET.

L .1. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1895.
septlO

An >EOLIAN
to have music in your home at
without tho aid of a musi-

'times,

used by every
as the operation of
that it can be learned

of
the
is so
anyone with a

member

few days’ practice.
It is not a mechanical instrument, but is
capable of the most delicate shaaings of tempoaud expression.
Any piece of music can be obtained for the
.Eolian, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
operatic music. All the Wagner Overtures
and Beethoven
Symphonies, together with
works from all the masters, are arranged for
the Aioiian, and are played by it with wonderful orchestral effect.
The toue of the d!olian is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with the different parts.

daily from

On exhibition

9 to

5.

Call and

near n.

T uhjtr

GO.,

Sole New England Representatives for tho
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and
other First Class Pianos.

Montreal to

j

Liverpool

via

annual

mooting

of

tho

Maine

treasurer’s
o'clock in the afternoon of tho first Tuesday, the fifth day of November, 1893, for the
following purposes:
'J o elect officers for tho ensuing year.
To see if the corporators will change the
hour of the annual meeting and if so to fix
another hour.
may
To transact such other business as
legally bo presented.
Directors.
of
the
order
By
F. R. BARRETT, Secretary.
octlSrltd
Portland, October 15, 1895.

PORTLAND.

A i-nnArnMlr

PAiinhr

liar

Uorhnp

and

Riintrni*

Rangeley, Farmington. Rumford
Falls, Skowliegau. Lewiston 6.45 p. m; Chicago

Mountain
White
Montreal and all
points. 8.10 p.m.; all points on B. & A. R. R.,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m.:
express Halifax, St. John, Bangor Watervllle
ami Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. £. BOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
dtf
oct4
and

and Glasgow Service.
From New York.
From Montreal. 1
Laurentian Nov. 2.
passage, Montreal servlce; $50 and upReturn, $100 and upwards. Second
cabin. $30. Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and Newr York service, $45 to $65.
Return, $85 to $120.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry: Prepaid steerage, $15; intermediate
$25. Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., 53
Broadway, N. Y., or to R. G. STARR, or
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.may9dtf
Cabin
wards.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

DAY

TIME

TABLE,

Commencing Sunday, Sept, 15, 1895.
For Forest. City and Trefethen’s La ndfng
Peak’s Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, 6,40. 8 00, *10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Ponce Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
2.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

a. m..

Peak’s Island. Little and Great Diamond
Islands. 9.00, 10.30 a. m„ 2.15, 4.1J0 p. ITV
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m„ 2.15, 4.20 p. ill.
C. IV. T. GODING, General Manager.
*
Not run in stormy or foggy weatner.

sepU2__dtf
V.

•

R’y.

Mechanic Falls.

Nov. 9.
16.

WEEK

7, 1895.
DEPARTURES.
Oct.

8.80 A. M.ft 1.15 P. M. From Union .Station
for Poland. Mechanic Falls, Buckfieid, CanDijffield and Rumford Falls.
ton.
8.30 a. m„ 1.05 and 5.10 p. m. From Union
and
Polanl
for
Station

Rain.
New York

.11

Train leaving Union Station 1.15 p. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Bvron and Houghton.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets ob sale for all points
on P. * R. F. R’y.
R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. & T. Agt.

Portland, Maine.
L. LINCOLN, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine
FeblOdtf

L.

Boston & Maine
In Effect October

R.

R.

20, 1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.
for
Tralus leave Portland. Union Station,
8rarb.ro Croinng, 10.00a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
7.00,10.00
m.; Scarbore Beach, Pine Point,
а. m.,
3.30. 5.15,6.20, d. m.; Olil Orchard,
Saco. Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. oi.,
12 40, 3.30, 5.15.
6.20, p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.40. a. m„ 12.40. 3.30, 5.16,
б. 20 p.m.; Welle Beach. 7.0O.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
r-

__

>■_n fin

»•

H

aim.,

12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. in.; Kennebunkport, Somerswortta, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a.m.,
12.40.3.30.5.15 D.m.; Rochester. Farmingtos, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.80 p. m. 1
(via
Worcester
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m,;
Somers worth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. in.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a- m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Law*
rout e, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30 p.
Exeter. Boston, 13.45. t7.00, tS.40a. m.,
m.
Arrive in Boston, J7.25,
$12.40. 3.30 p. m.
10.15 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, 1.00, 4.15 p. m. Arrive ill
Boston. 7.2D a. m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

Pailv Line. Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
PORTLAND,
BAY
STATE AND
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Whare, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
,f, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1, 1896.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
TALL ARRANGEMENTS.

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol,
m. lor Portland, touening at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel

a.

Island.

a.

For Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 13.56
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.68 a. m.. 4.16 p.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
in.
7.00 p. n>,
{Does not run Mondays.
tConncets with Kail Linos for Hew York,
South and West
SConneets with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.

/(Connects

Scarboro
at
Crossing with
tor Boston via Eastern Division.
Througn tickets to all points in Florida,
tlie Soutn anil West tor sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and X. A„ Boston.
_

Enterprise

Tuesday, leave Portland at G.4o

Elizabeth,
From Union Station for Cape
Conway Junctlou,
8.45 a. m.: Saco.
PortsWolfboro. t) 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Salem.
mouth, Amesbury. Newburyport,
Lynn, Boston, t2.00. tS.OO a. m.: $12.55,
16.00 p. in. Arrive m Boston. 5.58 a, in.. 12.49,
4 15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland.
7.30, 9.00 a. in.. 12.30. 7.00, 7.46 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

train

After Monday, Sept. 2,

Steamer

THEGeneraloffice
Hospital will ho held in the
four
Portland at
in

IN

5.36 p.m.;

Quebec.

iYllan State Iiixxe.

dtf

MEETING.

ARRIVALS

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
and Mechanics Falls
a. ni.; Lewiston
a. m.; Waterviile,
Augusta and Bath.
8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
12.25; Kingfield, Phillips, Farmington, Rumford Falls, Skowhegan. Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; N*i. (Jenway and Fryeburg 4.40
Rockm.;
Waterviile,
p.
Skowhegan,
land 5 25 p. m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
8.25
8.30

In Effeot

517 Congress Street,

ANNUAL

7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswick, An
gusta, Waterviile and Bangor.
Lisbon Falls,
1.00 p. m.
For Brunswick
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterviile, and
Bangor.
11.00 p. m., Nicht Express with sleeping
cars for all points.

Portland & Rumford Falls

Royal Mail Steamers.

C.McCOULDRJC.WIgr.

ootie

November 3, 1895.
In
Effect
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below aud intermediate points as follows:

"

bevond.

The M.STEINERT& SONS

T.

Co■ frtnrl

»>

Allan Line

playing it

by

»

p. m,
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COY LB Gen. Mail.
ap29dtf

*10.30

von

et

St. John, with the ahovc connections
ReturninR—Leave St John, Lubec and Bastport same days.
Through rickets issued and bapgage checked
to destination. jar-Freiglu received up to 4.00
and

Mongolian Nov.

and after

simple

Co.

FOR

Parisian

RAILWAY.

family,

J. P. BAXERT.

international Steamship

dlw

Beginning November 5lh, Pteamer Merrywill leave Portland Pier, Portland,
daily, Sundays excepted:
and
For Long,
Cbebeague
Islands,
Harpsweli, Bailey’s .and Orr’s Islands, 2.30
31
For
Cliff
in.
Island,
onday,
Wednesday
p.
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
6.45 a. m. calling at Harpsweli and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
ISAIAH DANIELS.
a. in.
Gen’l 31anager.
oot5dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

SALACIA.

sepddtf

coneag

Will enable

new

for Portland.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

—

—

For Bath. Popiiam

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nora Scotia, I’rince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
on,
St. Andrews. N. B.

oct31

any and all
cian.
It can be

NAVIGATION CO.
Beach, Boothbay Harbor and

7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Augusta. Waterviile, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
Bangor,
Bucksport. Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
will leave Franklin Wliarr, Portland, on TaesBrunswick.
days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a in.
a.
8.30
in. For Danville Jc, (Poland Springs)
Popiiam Ueaeh at 10 a. in., Bath at. 12 m., Mechanic Falls, ltumiord Falls. Lewiston,
Boothbay Harbor at 2.30 p. m. Arriving at, LiVermore Falls.
Farmington, Phillips, RangeWiscassett about. 3.30 p. ni., connecting with
Oakland and Waterviile.
I tlie 3.66 p. m. train on the Wi3cassetU& Quebec ley,
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burling^
St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays, ton, Lancaster,
Chicago, St. l'aul and Minneapolis
Wednesdays and Fridays at (>.45 a. in., Montreal,
and all points west.
Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. in., Bath at Hi a. in..
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon
Popiiam Beacliatlla.ni. Arriving at Port- Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Auland about 1.30 p. in.
and Waterviile.
gnsta
Fare. *1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Wiscassett.
Falls.
Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
O. 0. OLIVER.
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & A.
Treasurer.
President.
1.15 p. m.. For Danville Jc.. Poland Springs
oct2!lRtf
Ruinford Falls,
station. Mechanics
Falls,
Kingfield.
Phillips
Lewiston. Farmington.
Waterviile,
Skowhegar-,
Oakland, Bingham.
STEAMER “SOKOKIS.”
aud Vanceboro.
Bangor
Time Table.
1.20 j>, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, AuOn and after May 30, 1895, Steamer Sokokis gusta, Bath, Rockland and ail stations on
lvnox & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skowwill run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, ni., hegan. Belfast. Dover and Foxcroit. Green2.00 and 3.30 p. ni.
ville, Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown. Vanceboro,
Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11a.m., St. .John, Halifax, Houlton and„AVooastock.
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryni.
3.30 p. m
and
4.30
2.45
p.
North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with burg.
for
Portland
Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Jolinselectric
cars
5.30
Beecher
Falls.
3.30
and
the 12.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a. m., 1.10 or 2.40 burv, Montreal and Chicago.
of
Preble
St.
head
m.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
from
cars
Portland,
5.05
electric
p
J. II. IIEZKLTON, Prop.
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
For New Gloucester, Dauvnlo
5.10
m..
juueiStf
p.
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
11.00 p. in. Night Express, sleeping cars, ,or
Bath, Rockland. Lewiston, Augusta, Waterviile
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
County.
/TOMMENCINH Sept. 23d will leave Port- Stephens, St John and all Aroostook
not run to
07
land Pier tor Falmouth, Consens' Little- Halifax and the Provinces, but does
or beyond
and
Foxoroft
Dover
Dexter,
Belfast,
Great Cheheague and Bustin’9 Islands,
john’s,
Bangor, Saturday nights.
Wolfs Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. in.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

JOHN D. MURRAY.

On

MAINE COAST

STEAMER

pounds.

in.

for

Island,
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
oiwl K-jflt Rnnfhhuv.

Wednesday, leave Pemaquld at b a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at (1.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.

Islahd.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 0 a. m.
Jor Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at t>.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Hootlibay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.

aug.'tldtf

dtf

je21
Wiscasset &

Quebec Railroad

Co

On ami auer sepi., a«n leso, irams
leave YViscassett for China and way stations at
<1.25 a. m. and 3. 55 p. m., arriving in China at
11.56 a.nr and 6.38 p. m.
Returning trains leave China at 6.15 a. m.
and 12,16 p.m., arriving in Wisoassett at 8.57
a. m. and 2.49 p. in.
J. P. TUCKER, Supt.

RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Gen’l Mgr.
d6mos
maylS

Portland &

Worcester Line

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

R.

STATION FOOTOFPKEBLE STREET.
and after Sunday. October 6, 1895,
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
N wanna, Windham and £pping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Water-,
boro aiul Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12,30 and
On

-STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK Bp JOB PRINTER,
ffio.

37

PLUM S-TRBE®;

JAMES L. RICE, Grocer,
Jci. Congress & Portland Sts.,
SAYS

....

178

__

MURRAY.|

JOHN 0.

JRAIUROADS.

STEAMERS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Holt,^Norf£n-a

—

LARD.

in.Nol&2 $34@S36
2V2, 3&4-in$40@$4o
S’tli pine-$26@$35
! Clear pine—

Clayboards—
Drugs and Dyes.
j Spruce. X.$30@32
Acid Oxalic-12@14 [Clear.S2G@28
Acid tart.33@38 2d clear.$23@25
Ammonia.i6@20 No 1.S 15(3<20
$25@50
A sues, pot.... 6% (ft 8 I nne..
Bals coDabia.. .45@55 l Shingles—
Beeswax.37@42 X cedar.... 3 00@3 60
7@9 [Clear cedar.2 76@3 00
Blch powders...
Borax. 9@10 IX No 1.1 85@2 25
2
@2*4 No 1 cedar.. 1 25611 75
Brimstone.
Cochiueai.40 @43 Spruce.1 25@1 50
Copperas.lVa® 2 Laths.spce..l 90@2 00
Li me—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 29 @32
12®15 Lime.©1 csk. 1 00®
Ex logwood.
Gumarabic.. .70@1 22 Cement.140@
22
Matches.
@87
Glycerine
55
Aloes cape.15(@26 Star,gross
@65
Camphor.70® 7 2 Dingo.
Metal*.
52@55
Mytrh....
Copper—
ODium.. ,»2.26@3 25
Shellac.4o@60 14@48 com.... 00@14

ferfect
’rice 23

May.

Lumber.

hbdsnooics
hhd hdgml
82 n.
Sug hd36m
B oops 14 ft.
12 It.
,,
8 I.

Mr.

WHEAT.

@7Ya White wood—

Crac kers—4Va @5 Va
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & lids—
Mol. city. 1 60@1 75
Sug.count’y 85c@l 00
Country MoL

*

pfd.10

do
Mexican.

14(2)16

weight-27@28j Ginger. i8@19
Starch.
Heavy.27@28j

4 11-16

66
Provisions.
SO Pork75
clear. 13 25®
25 backs... 13 25®
®12 25
No 2.
Virg. ovveets2 50(92 75
8fiortcuil3 25@
do Jersey2 75®3 00
50*eio
oo
9
Beet,lam.
onions—
elate.. .10 005510 50
Native,bbl 1 5o@l 65!
11
l
00®1160
ex-plate
(g
Bermuda-.
Sp Chickens.
14&16| Bniesls VfcbS 5 75®
Turkova.i5®16ci Lara.bg.com
Fowls....
12®13ci tubs, pure 65/8@s5A
I tcs.comp’nd 6V3®
Applet.

The

Cloves.

Mid

...14® 50

Foreign do 1 60® I
leilow ifives.i 75®1
Cal. Pea.... 1 rt 0® 1
Irish Potat’8. bbi l

is re act

**

...

Opening..
Amoys.17@2o Closing..

Congous

Japan.18®36
Formoso.20®b0

Red Top—recleaued.... 16Vi@17
$12V*
goon.
Timotny.. .$5%®5 50
New York
$13Vac
Pea Beans 1 66iS>l 65 Clover....10

Pot Sud_7
do sq.6

Quicksilver.

j*

....

....

isuttez.

Hoinestake.
Ontario.

...

Closing... 58%

Coffee.

..

Col. Coai.
Hocking CoaL.

■

...

000.

...

(Rv Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Nov. 4. 1895.—The following
oi minine stocks:
are to-day’s closing quotations

White wax... .60®65
90.
Sspring patents. Minn.. 3 65t®$3
Vitrol. blue.... 6
Spring pat, Wis., 3 5003 7o.
Vauilla.bean.. $10® 13 Llnseea..44@49
3
00@3 40.
Miring, clear an t straight,
Puck.
Boilea..47® -2
Winter patents, choice 3 50@3j7o.
No 1.32 Sperm.
65@7o
3
1.003 6o.
Winter, clear and straight,
No 3.28 Whale.6o@G0
Add 25c to the above for the jobbing rates.
No 10.20 Bang...33@3£
MEATS.
8 oz.13
Shore.28®33
10 oz.16
Porgie........ 30@36 Pork long and short cut, H barrel. 13 00.
G unpowder—Shot. I Lara. 46 @65 Pork! light and hvy Packs $12 00@13 00.
3 60®4 00 Castor.i 00®3 10 Pork lean lends 14 00.
Blasting
bbL
4 60®6 60 Neatsfoot
56o@7o Tongues pork, $16 50: do beef $19
Sporting.
ins. .1 30 Elaine.
snot.25
Beef, corned, $8 60011 50.
Drop
fresh
and
iVzQ.
Buck. b. BB.
Paints.
Shoulders, corned
Lead—
T.TT. r.1 56
Shoulders, smoked, 8^2.
Pure ground.5 50®6 00 Hams, large and small, 9Vsifil0c.
.HayPressed.$14®15 Red.6 50@6 (JO Bacon, 9(010c.
Loose Hay
@3Vi pork, salt 6VaC.
$14®$15 Eng Veil Red3
Briskets, s;»lt 7.
Straw, car lots .$9®10 Am Zinc.... 6 00@7 00
*21/fe Sausages, 8xfac._
Iron.
Rochelle...
Rice
Common.... 134 (®9
Sausage meat, 7x/2C.
4
@7 Lard, tcs, 6V2C; palls, at 7@7Vac; If, in pails,
Refined._l34®2yt Domestic
Salt.
«9V4.
Norway.3y3®4
00 Beef steers,
Is.tb
hd2o:s)18
Cast steel.
8® 10 Tks
7%@8Vi.
German steel.
Liverpool ..160@1 60 Beef, fresh, hinds, 9@12c; fores, S.SS^/ac,
Shoesteel.@2% Dia’md Crys, bbl 2 80 Lambs, spring, 5@6c ^ lb.
Saleratus,
She'* Iron—
Hogs, dressed,city, 5Vfcc P ib: country, 4*4c.
.6@5% Turkeys, Northern, choice, I6@17c.
Saleratus
H.C.4ya@&
Spices.
Western iced 10@13.
Gen.Russial3y2®l4
Turkeys,
Ameri’cnRussial 1@12 Cassia, pure.... 17® 19 Chickens, Northern, choice, 15@16c.
1 00
Mace.
Galv.5Va@7
Fowls, Northern, 12® 14c.
Nutmegs.o5@65 Fowls. Western, iced pecked, 8@9c.
Leather
Pepper.14@16 Chickens, Western iced packed 8@11,
New York-

Flour was steady and unchanged to-day, with
Fork products
Wheat lower and Oats easy.
quiet and unchanged. The receipts of hogs at
Chicago to-day were heavy, aggregating 65,-

Flour*
Superfine &
low grades.2 90g3 10
Spring Wneat bakers.cl and st340(&350
Patent Bvrn*
wneat... 4= 10®4= 25
Mich, str’eln
roiier.... 3 76®3 85
clear do... 3 60®3 06
ttLouisst’gi
rooier... 3 75®3 85
clear do. .3 60®3 65
Wnt'i wheai
3 90®4 10
patents.
Fish.
Cod—La r go
.4:75®5 25
Shore
omall do.. 2 50®3 25
.2 25®3 25
Pollock
Haddock.. .1 50@2 Oo
Hake.l 60@2 00
Herring, box
Scaled....
9@12c
Mackerel, bi
Extra Is 00 00@$00
Shore 1&IS25 00®#28
Shore 2S $19 00® $21
Med.a s.$0 000@$00,
largeas 00 00(2i$0 000,
I
Bananas.
1 25@1 60
No Is.
76c®l 00i
No 2s.
Mediums. 1 00@1 20,
Produce.
Cape Cran’os$3@$3 25
Maine
o 00®7 00

Nails.
Cask.ct.base 2 40®260
wire. .2 6i>w2 75
Naval Stores.
Tar-p bbl. ..2 76@3 00
Coal tar... .4 76@6 00
Pitch.2 75@3 00
Wil. Pitch. 2 75&3 00
Rosin.3 00@4 00
Tupentme, gai. 34®44
OaKum....
7
@8
Oil.

Good

Fortlaud Wiioiesaie Market.
PORTLAND. NOV. 4 1895.

The following are to-fliy’s
Biovisions. Produce, etc.;

14^ @15

boidoi^v

Nov 10
Sorrento
New York.. Rio Janeiro
VVerra.New York. .Genoa.5 v
Fulda.New York. .Bremen.16
Manitoba.New York.. London..
y
Gascogne .New York.. Havre.
-JJ iy
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool.
.y
Anchoria.New York.. Glasgow..•■•no
N
Veendam.New Yrork..Rotterdam.•
a
Patria.New York. .Hamburg.--Nov
Havel.New York. .Bremen
..Nov
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool Nov t
St Paul .New York.. So’amptou.
Nov f
Friesland .New York. .Antwerp.
no
F. Bismarck... New York.. Genoa
,,.
-a
Santiago.New York.. Cienfuegos.. Nov
Philadelphia. .NewlYoHc.. j.aguayra,.
Nov
Amsterdam
New York. .Rotterdam
Nov »
Prussia .New York. Hamburg
"
Campania.... New York. .Liverpool
St. Louis.New York. .S'thampton. Nov a
....

...

cars.

Retail Grocers' sugar Rates.
Portland mar

4 60®456

Spelter....

..

New York Minins Stock*.

1

think

my

Register bought
for
ii,
claim

pleased

=

National
Cash
of you, ail you
ami
well
am

with the system.

R. H. JORDAN,
104

Exchange St.,

ST-A.T33
sep7

ACrEiJIT.
dtf

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailiug vessel.
Freights for tne West by the Penn. R; R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Kound Trip S18.00.
Passage S (0.00.
Meals aiift room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
General
E. B. SAMPS' IN. Treasurer and
Manager, SO Stale St., Fiske Building, Boston.
00t22dtf
Mass.

OPERA CLASSES.
I have just imported tlio largest and best line of
Opera Glasses ever shown In this city. They include a number of new patterns that are entirely
unique and will surely please you. *3.0f> to !?-•» "0.
Opera Glasses to let. McKENNEY, the .Jeweler,
octlUtt
Monument Square.

4.25 P. ns.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.3Q,
3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and "Woodford’s at 7.30,
and
4.25,
9.45 a.
12.30.
3.00,
m..
6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
“Hoosae
Tunael
at Ayor Junction with
Rout©” for the West and at Union Station*
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Rost©*
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “SurinaHeld.”
Trains arrive at Portland Horn Worcester
at 1.30 o. in.; front Rochester at 8.30 a. iil,
from Gorham
m.;
and
5.45 p.
1.30
10.50 a.
8.30 aid
at
m.. 1.30,
6.40,
m.
and
5.45
4.15.®
p.
Kor through Tickets to all points West aud
to F. H. C.OLLINS. Ticket
South, apply
Agent, Portland, Me.

5. W. Ar&TFlia, Supt.
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Mr.
NEW

EXPOSITION.

COLUMBIAN

Swett’s New Lecture at Bosworth Post

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

FEMALE PR0V1EENT

Annual*Meeting’and

Post

hall

Last evening at Bosworth
Swett
very
C.
Commander
Edwart
pleasantly entertained the members of

Portland Theatre.
Park. Tlieatre.

The

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

J.

meeting of tho Female
Association was held in the

annual

The True and Real Secret o!
His Downfall.

^COMPANY,

MONROE

Provident
society’s room in the cityjiuilding yesAUCTION SALES'
Decorated Ware.
the Post and the ladies of theRelief Corp9 terday afternoon at 2.30.
Portland Horse F.ailroad Co.
Tho
the
to
as
follows:
secretary reported
with his new lecture “A Visit
I.arrabee’s White Store.—2
ANNUAL
World’s Columbian Exposition.’
REPORT
FEMALE Lack of Reinforcement Changed
OF
Walter Corey Co.
His description of those
magnificent
.:. It. Libby.
PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION.
Destinies of Nations.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
pieces of architecture, which were.” born
With unvarying
this season
Owen. Moore & Co.
in a night,
their
The attention of the Ladies’ of Portland (especially those interested
adornments, exhibi- of tho year finds us regularity
in council assembled,
Hooper, son & Leighton.
latest
the to view previous
M. C. M. A. Free Drawing School.
tions all beautifully illustrated ou
work and make plans
in China Decoration) is invited to the elegant display of the
Schlotterbeck & Foss Co.
for continued eSort.
{{allies Lost in Our Own War in
screen, must have recalled vividly to the
Novelties in AUSTRIAN BISQUEKINE WARE which will
We gladly give thanks'to the groat benthe “White
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found mind of those who visited
efactor of us all, that the Jseal of His dibe on exhibition at our store during Tuesday and Wednesday of tnis
Same
and Similar advertisements will be lound under City” their first views of the stupendous vine
the
has
approval
been
set
This ware is all exquisitely decorated, hand painted and mountupon
week.
heir aspropriate heads on Page 6.
You will notice by the destructures and the wonders of the Mid- year’s labors.
in gold and silver trimmings.
ed
of
that
pository’s
tho same lines
To those who missed that
oppor- work have report
The Portland Railroad Co. will sell at public way.
been followed out as in previMr. W. L. Davids representing the importers will be in attendance
of Both Power
The financial depression lias Reinforcement
auction today, at their stable, St. John street, tunity of a life time, there was much in ous years.
to give all information concerning these goods and will take orders for
lOOlhorses; full particulars in auction column. the speaker’s remarks of interest and in- brought an added number of applicants,
and Strength.
future delivery.
formation. Mr. Swett is to be congratu- especially among the better classes, who
have not been compelled to ask
Dr. Kusselle, Magnetic Healer,
hitherto,
We cordially invite you to call and examine during these two
lated upon having added such a charming assistance.
The report will tell you of
Glvoa Magnetic treatments for all diseases lecture to his list.
days .exhibit.
The Columbian Ex- cotton cloth, flannel, dress goods.'and othwith wonderful success. Consultation free,
a
is
successor
to er materials that have been distributed. The Great and Vital Need
worthy
position
It
129 1-2 Middle nlieet, 9 to 8.
These things may sound common place
“Picturesque Maine.
to
the uninitiated, but to those of us
Present.
who are
allowed glimpses of the inner
THE BANK CALL.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
iicme life of our people,
the plain unbliac led cloth, tho dull gray ilannol beWliy the Police Did Not Investigate the
comes transformed into cloth of gold.
St.
for his general
Yesterday was a bright, beautiful
501
Failure of Mr. Decelle to King,
The
Napoleon looked in vain
regular monthly meetings of tho
tide of Waterloo was fflnC.nov5dtf8p
Novomber day.
society have been seriously interfered to appear when thedid
not
Ho
come, and that
because of the stormsjwhich come so at its height.
There was somo criticism about town a This morning the annual commemora- with,
As a conse- great Conqueror lost the field; franco
in- tive requiem mass for the late Bishop often on the meeting days.
of Europe was
fate
the
yesterday, because the police did not
was
chocked;
but few meetings
there were
Bacon will be oelebrated at the Cathedral quence,
of human history
vestigate the situation at the Maine
through the year and these were well changed and the tide
found a new direction.
did not at 8 o’olook and on Wednesday morning attended and most interesting. A delight
Decelle
Mr.
when
bank
Savings
war of the Rebelfierce
So in tho long,
of purpose lias always
a
similar commemoration for the late full unanimity
was lost or won as
ring at 11 o’clock. Alderman Dam, chairto our gathering, together, which lion. many a field
belonged
Winifred Kavanagh,
eleotrical ap- Miss
who gave is a oanse of
or failed to
man of the committee on
gratitude. We have deplored needed reinforceinennts came,
the absenoo of our president because of come.
pliances, and Marshal Triokev were seen Kavanagh hall to the diocese.
natural
world:—the
the
in
So it is
The Lincoln Club will receive eleotion continued ill health Our loving sympaby a representative of the PRESS yesterto the parched earth, the
thy has gone out to our vice president, shower grateful
day. It seems that only two banks, the returns at the club tonight. All Repub- who has sat alone in the homo where sunshine wooing tho green shoot, the
Casco National and the Maine Savings licans are cordially invited to be present the great shadow has fallen, the shadow wind that cools or warms at the right
fresh and
that has come to us all. For our faithful time, all help keop nature
bank, havo the connection withjthe police and hear the news.
whose prolonged absence from beautiful. In the realm of health tho
secrotary
in
The
trees
Lincoln
Park
banks
are
these
from
The
calls
goes
being
station.
are
parohiug
the
meeting has made impossible hor same law prevails. There
onto the same tape that the duty calls of divested of all the lowest branches, whioh meeting with us, we have had most ten- drouths and destructive Hoods to be proand
when
them more symmetrical and der thought.
vided and guarded against;
the police officers go onto, but no records will make
You will
note with great interest the they come, they have to be rojibed, as far
One institu- graoeful next year.
are made of the hank calls.
treasurer’s report. As we become the as possible, of their effects.
sent to
The
announcement in several! papers
tion wanted a record made and
Prevention in all those cases is hotter
recipients from year to year of generous
is
is
an
Every sale made in this department has
that
The police department replied
Vaughan’s bridge
closed,
the bank.
gifts from our large lioarted friends we than cure.
been a valuable advertisement. The
Save tho battlo in advance.
that it would be done if the bank would error. The bridge is open to public trav- are assured of the most important factors
Provide the relief before it is needed.
of the oity’s philanthropic work.
we
reason is plain enough,
give
The el. It is Portland bridge which is dosed.
extra
of
the
cost
thy
copying.
pay
It is less expensive and far more bexeThis has been
brought to our minds
can possibly
that
values
of
the
bank
of
the
Court
If
one
The
term
October
you
here.
view.
Superior
matter dropped
greater
anew
by the bequest of two thousand flciai from every
The- No- dollars from our iameuted friend, Mr.
Reinforce nature. Help her to keep
find elsewhere. We believe this the
watchman should ring an alarm call, it adjourned finally yesterday.
Farrington, which added to our already normal ana healthy.
best way to advertise, and honest
would bo answered, but the failure to vember term will'begin today.
and
Take care of the blood and nerves,
invested capital, places this society in a
The Maine Historical Society Library
and a new idea for corsets.
ring in the oall would not necessarily be
advertising pays. Our styles are
position of dignity and gives it a sound we shall have no fear of disease.and nervo
(Baxter Hall) will be open each Tuesday financial basis fin whiph its aura arid nrpsDr. Greene’s Nervura blood
nuiauuu. xuc oun
is
this.
The
idea
superior, our make is better
And if its existing con- remedy lias stood the test of many years
tige entitles it.
bank was like any other of the duty calls evening until further notice.
and our prices lower, because
no rival
as a
A re-inforcement at
policy continues to be carried fi-M. fGia niirnnsA. Tf. has
The
police for the past three months servative
which are clicked off very rapidly, at
we purchase them from the largest
be absolutely self W/ondorful restorative. It has no equal in
the society will
out,
The Casco have
seized 189 gallons of whiskey, 11
the strengthand top of each
bottom
certain periods of the night.
sustaining and the dependence upon the the purification of the blood,
and best manufacturers in the land.
and for preventing
bank^watchman rings in a different call gallons of rum, 2,062 gallons of beer, house to house collection, which for many ening of the nerves
which
prevents the
Here are a few samples:
strip,
threaten at this season
ills
which
the
of
all
the
did
constitute
is
larger
he
part
of
years
2,260 gallons of ale. four quarts
—a telephone call so called—and
port,
our income, will become a thing of the of the vear.
lot
1
from
bones
Boys’ Ulsters, ages 8 to 14, dark
protuding.
14 quarts of gin, one pint of brandy, 46
Try it and he assured. It is the great
past. It is a matter worthy of note that
^snally answered.__
large collar, cut long, a very
gray,
of wine and five gallons of alco- notwithstanding the years financial de- reinforcement for strength, power and
but
quarts
Simple
good.
Sale of seats for “A Midnight;Frolio” hol.
warm coat, cheap at $6.50, but we
brain and body. It will
of
neen
no
there
has
nerve,
made
31
have
and
vigor
appreciable
pression,
They
arrests,
Most good things are
for City Hall opens Wednesday morning out of
In any property owned by the make you well and strong.
sell them for only $5.00.
these 23 have been convioted. shrinkage
which fact is a matter of self
Why waste time in trying uncertain
society,
at Stockbridge’s music store. Reserved
simple.
Another lot, grey and all wool ulster,
The amount of fines and costs imposed
is a phyhere
when
untried
for
the
and
well
remedies,
and
speaks
congratulation
seats 25, 35, 50 cents.
sician’s prescription,a discovery made by
for the past three months is $2,013.37.
It makes the corset wear
wise discrimination of the legators.
large, storm collar and long cut, very
As we have said in the beginning of the greatest living specialist in curing
The hour of leaving for the Harpswell
personal!
cheap at only $6.00.
Greene
Dr.
much
chronic
and
has
nervous
diseases,
longer.
this report, the financial situation
steamer has been changed from 2.30 p. m.
at eqally good valves at
$S.00,
If
Others
Mass.
31
you
of
Boston,
Place,
Temple
given usconstantly increasing opportuniNemo is the name of
ties for work. From data at hand, it is tako this medicine you can consider your8.50 and 10.00.
Lemuel T. Davis, formerly of this city to 2.00 p. m.
coming season’s de- self under Dr. Greene’s direct professionThe
Little Samaritans’ Aid Society expected that the
this corset. We carry three
is a candidate for city marshal in PortsBoys’ Black and Blue Kersey Overcoats
mands will exceed those of any previous al caro, and you can consult him or write
mouth. Mr. Davis is a member of the will meet at Miss McGregor’s, 295 Spring
without
and
from 31 to 36 size, black silk velvet
case
about
most
wise
treathim
freely
will
to
your
require
grades.
year. They
A full atten- ment from managers and officers. Let charge.
This is a guarantee that this
Portland Veterans Firemen’s Associa- street today at 4.30 p. m.
collar, elegantly made and trimmed
no
other
dance is requested.
us all, so far as possible, make our pres- medicine will cure, possessed by
tion.
at $12.00 and 15.00.
in the world.
Boned bust$1.00.
The bark Nellie M. Slade arrived from ence known and felt in all the monthly medicine
Mr. L. J.Smith of Lowell, Mass., is the
delibrations of this body for the season
Foresters
the
of
embroidered—extra
Cape Breton yesterday after a rough pas- of ’95 and 96, remembering the oft repeat- Animal meeting Stockholders
long
Supreme Chief Ranger
in Lowell’s “Vision of Sir
ed aphorism
of Amerioa. Mr. Smith will come to sage, but no damage was done.
Fofand Base Bail and
waist. A very good dollar
During the trip of the steamer Bay Lawful,
Portland on Thursday, November 14th,
Athletic Association.
BOYS’ REEFERS.
corset aside from the imshare,
State last
Thursday, Mr. Hardy of the “Not what we give, but what we
as the guest of Court Falmouth.
annual meeting of tho stockholders of
For the gift without the giver is bare.”
held
will
be
THE
Association
Fernald
B.
&
A.
Works
tho
T.
B.
Public
firm
of
&
Co. of CamCommissioner of
Henry Thayer
provement,
Mrs. A. B. COLE,
at Swett's Hotel, Monday evening. Nov. 11,
All wool indigo Chinchilla at $5.00, 6.00,
bridge, Mass., was found stricken wtih
was in Boston yesterday.
1805, at 7.30 to choose board of directors for
Secretary pro tem.
7.00 and 8.50.
ensuing veal’ and for the transaction of any
Senator M. C. Morrill of Gray, paralysis^in his berth, on the arrival of
State
Portland, November 4, 1895.
Fine
$1.35.
English'
other business thatmav come before the meetin
on
the
Friday
in
the.boat
Portland,
Mrs.
city yestorday.
morning.
The treasurer.
was
Henry Littlefield, ing, Per order, M. J. WALSH, See’y.
back—
Sateen—Venus
Marshal Trickey took a wagon load of He was returned on the boat to Boston. reported as follows:
liovSdlw_
rooms
Fort
Allen Park is being graded and
yesfront steel—silk edgdouble
subjects to Gay’s photograph
RECEIPTS.
M. O. M.
MEN’S FURNISHINGS.
Contractor Flanuagan is doterday atternoon to have photographs returned.
*230.00 rpm: regular monthly meeting of the Maine
From Savings Banks,
ing—flossed top and bottom
the
work.
ing
taken.
Charitable Mechanic Association will he
48.00
From district collections,
Mechanics’ Hall,
—White, Drab and Black,
old PRESS eman
Architect
Fassett of this city is at From interest on bonds,
270.00 held at Library Koom.Nov.
Charlie Lindall,
This department is one we pay special
7d, at 7.30.
THURSDAY EVENING,
Mr. Lindall is work on the plans for a new hotel to be
GEO. A. HARMON. Sec’y.
novodSt
attention to and see that it is always
ploye, is in the city.
$548.00
known as one of the finest cornet play- erected by.F. H. Harris at Boothbay*HarFine French Sattilled with the best values possible to
$1.75.
WEST INDIAN SENTIMENT.
in bor The hotel is to oontain 660
EXPENSES.
ers in the oountry, and used to play
sleeping
obtain. A glance at our stock and
side steels—
teen—three
In Boston he had a rooms and will be provided with all the Paid for cotton, print and flannel, $337.93
Chandler’s! Band.
True Says that tho Engprices will convince you.
Attorney
County
finand
139.36
embroidered
to
and
Paid for boots
which was attached
shoes,
richly
modern improvements.
band of his own,
last week 2 lots of Men’s
We
Favors
40.73
bought
are
lish
Against
Loudly
Talking
The tug Belknap, Captain McDuffie, Money donations,
the Naval Battalion. He now directs the
ished—all colors,
24.00
Hose at about 50c on a dollar less
Deposited in savings banks,
to Cuba by the United States.
Bar Harbor Band, which is employed at returned Sunday night with the bark Ed- Wm. Nash & Co,
5.00
Here they
than they cost to make.
.40
the gieat functions of that summer mond Phinney from Boston which took O M. Rice Paper Co.,
all
has
Nemo.
A.
True
Nemo.
are
Charles
:
Nemo.
Attorney
County
resort. All his old Portland friends were in case oil at that port. She will com$548.00 returned from a month’s trip to Jamaica
Lot 1. 75 dozen all wool Camel’s Hair.
g lad to see him.
plete her oargo with lumber for PaysB.
ELLEN
LITTLEFIELD,
and the Bahama Islands. He spent a
of the
E.
R.
and
They won’t last only a day or two.
Lieut.
name
Peary
the
Remember
Explorer
andu, S. A. In spite of the alarming
Treasurer.
week touring in Jamaica. The steamer
Why? Because we are going to sell
United States Navy, was expected to re- rumors that were circulated Captain
for
it.
The depository, Miss O. M. Beckett,
ask
For
near Cuba but did not land.
Yard
them for 9o or 3 pair for 25c.
passed
a
port for duty at the Brooklyn Navy
McDuffie'reports pleasant trip.
reported distributions as follows:
half a day they sailed along the northeast
Lot 2. 125 dozen Men’s all wool fast
Saturday. He has been assigned for duty
The Belle Franklin brought in 20,000
Four hundred and seventy-nine yards
coast of Cuba, A Spanish gunboat, on
of
in
the
civil
a
black Hose, made to sell for 25c, our
department
16
1-3
as
engineer
mixed fish yesterday.
of cotton, 227 yards of print,
yards
of gingham, the lookout for insurgents, came out and
There is
Better get
There were eight lobster arrivals yester- of dress goods, 89 1-3 yards
yards and docks.
price until sold 12 l-2c.
37 yards of flannel, 51 yards of cotton looked the steamer over.
Jugge Strout left for Pittsfield yesterday day. The Blanche, 2,150; Kingfisher, flannel,
your winter supply, they won’t last
20 yards of flannetelle, 29 yards
which
is
”in
one
Jamaica,
sentiment
“The
only
noon, where he is to hear some reference 2,800;
cambric
of
Electric Light, 3,000; Kate and of silesia, 57
yards
long.
Mr. True, “is
Fifty
of an English colony,” says
15
pairs
pairs of boots,
cases, seven in number.
Men’s 25c Braces at 9c.
Mabel, 5,800 ;JMinnie;Davis, 4,000; Chap- 73
The reasCuban
of
30
the
insurgents.
1
drawers,
pair
shoes,
pairs
rubbers,
of
St.
against
John, N.B., el
Miss Alice Laechles
T. Back Gloves, 25c is the right price,
Bros., 3,000; Elizabeth Beal, 5,300; 42 undervests, 39 pairs of hose, 4 yards of on of this seems to ho that they fear the
Cmt
leaves today for her home, after a plea- steamer
skirting, 4 yards of outing flannel, 2 United States will get Cuba. There is
Mary Jane, 4,500.
but;ours|is.only ISc.
visit with friends in Boston and
of
sant
1
suit
8
2
clothes,
wrappers,
The Record Publishing Company has blankets,
loud talk against tho United States
much
4
of
3
of
silk,
twist,
pieces
spools
spools
Portland.
Corset
1_1.
1!
filed articles of incorporation with the r\f Vvrn.iri 1 cnif. nf r>lnt.h«a rnnnov $40 7£
glttliUllg IU
a
f.f a
ft;
_V. *- W„«ll„»l
Respectfully submitted,
register ot deeds. Capital stock, *>9,000
kJUlt/
-D"'
“If there are any congressmen who
O. M. BECKETT.
should take
UNDERWEAR.
for City Hall opens Wednesday morning nothing paid in. The par value of shares
oppose an efficient navy, they
The following officers were elected:
is
Charles
The
are
$100.
Reserved
store.
music
in the West Inincorporators
at Stockbridge’s
a trip and hear the talk
Waldron
of Yassalboro and William S. 2 President—Mrs. Charles Hutchinson.
seats 25, 35, 50 cents.
About 25 lines to select from, all grades
President—Mrs. Ira P. iarring- dies. England’s’ stock is way up and
Vice
It's the shape.
Denny and C. Thornton Libby of Port- ton.
ours is
way down, so far as national
from 15c to $2.00.
Valorous.
of
Schooner
Awards on Account
land.
Secretary—Mrs. J. H. Coffin.
is concerned.
prestige
The last piece of special iron work for " Treasurer—Mrs. Henry Littlefield.
On Saturday Edward Woodman, Esq.,
“But nevertheless Yankee enterprise
Depository—Miss Ootavia M. Beckett.
States the Cape Elizabeth electric railroad,—the
as assessor, Hied in the United
Advisory Board—Mrs. Sewall Wator- is doing much to develop the island.
District Court his awards for damages frog at the crossing of the city electric house,
Mrs. Charles Hall, Mrs. A. B. Capitalists from'the United States are
Phelan, Miss Jennie building a railroad from Port Antonio to
caused by the sinking of schooner Valorous line ou Middle
street, is expected to ar- Cole, Mrs. W. T.
Anthoine, Miss S-2E. Currier, Miss C. M.
by steamer Louisburg. He awards to the rive today or tomorrow.
Annoto Bay. The Americans also handle
Patten.
Portland Packing Company the sum of
and arc boCogawosco Tribe No. 5, X. O. R. M.,
Mrs. A. B. Cole was chosen secretary the fruit trade very largely,
----—-1
Jamaica
to the
to
$7,362.73, including interest; to William will confer the Warriors degrees this eveoranges
ship
ginning
pro tem in the absence of Mrs. Coffin.
owner
and master
of the ning.
E. Morris,
United States. 2
and All Game in Abundance Now.
schooner Valorous, the sum of $1,399.75,
Portland Lodge of B. P. O. E., held a
“A large part of the work on the rail- Deer
to
the
of
and
entertained
members
the
last
who carry
social session
including interest;
evening
done by fiwomen,
road is
A pleasing
nrew of the Valorous, for clothing
and a large number of visitors.
crushed stone on their heads.
Address
personal effects lost, he awards small entertainment was provided and an ex“Every American I saw travelling on
Are like Fire.
516
ST.
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Election of Officers

Yesterday.

Hall,

AMUSEMENTS.

HOW NAPOLEON LOST.

ASSOCIATION-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

libbyT

R.

quickly a really good
thing comes to be the talk

How

of the town.

Way.

BREAKFAST TABLES this mornof thi9
and maid were talking
GREAT SILK PLUSH purchase,—200 pieces.
Bydinner time many had seen the window
show of them, and so the interest deepened.
THE

ing

AROUND

matron

ERE IN THE STORE it was more than interest,
it was excitement.
Snip, snip, went the scissors Saturday before the goods were fairly on sale.
And Monday the sale of the Plushes went
far beyond our most sansuine expectations*

Always

SCHLOTTERBECK & FOSS 00.,
Congress

has
swell
Dining Room. Table is all
Every
in position, nothing lackDishes
is
set,
lustre
The
and seasonable.
glossy,
and waiters.
food
eleis
The
finish
ing
put
the pile heavy.

TWENTY-FIVE

beautiful tints

appear in these Plushes.
color is correct

WEST

THE

WINDOW

been transformed into

a

...

White Store,

Children’s

Clothing

ANEW

Dept,

CORSET

uwiu

vuw

BEST

gant.

FOR THE PURPOSE

ALLadvertising

WAISTS

can

be made

prettier material.
sleeves of this Plush

fy

a

last

year’s

our

new

of

and
Table

matchless stock of
of no
New Linens that you saw advertised
glori- the morning papers.

in

dress.

ARE exquisite German
Damask Sets, Table Cover
and Doz. Napkins, fagoting
GOWNS, House Dresses,
knotted fringe, beautiful patborders,
Men’s Smoking Jackets, Sash

HERE

TEA
Table

Curtains, Lambrequins, fancy
Covers, these and a thousand

for Christmas can
made of these charming Plushes.

fancy things

(We have all the Embroidery Silk3
Flosses for working on Plush.)

terns.

Others Hemstitched in Double
Damask Covers, extra size.
Satin
be
Also the Napkins $10.00,
$9.50,

and

IG BOSTON retailers are selling the same line of Plushes
over their counters at §1.00

$5.00, $3.25, $2.98.

GERMAN
yard.

DAMASK

72 inch Satin

“

3.75

“

“

“

All tlie

75 cts.

THE RAINBOW show of
these splendid Plushes in our

SEE

3.50
3.00
2.50

“

“

the

Damask, $2.25

Napkins to match,
$2.00 a yard Napkins, match,
1.50
Napkins, match,
49 cts.
1.00
Napkins, match,
69 cts.
89c.
Napkins, match.

and $1.25.
Our prices, 19 inch,
21

1.50

above Damasks are two yards wide.
a

yard Napkins, match,

$1.39.

IVE CHOICE styles Bleached
Linen Damask.
Three of
them fine. Two extra heavy.

east window.
Don’t stop at the window, howinches wide,
ever, come in and handle them at the 60

50 cts.

All the above have the dazzlingly white
German bleach that call not be gotten outside
of Germany,

counters.

P. s.
The Silk Manager desires us to
say that the sale of these Plushes
was more than
satisfactory yester-

day

by

COURTEOUS and enterHOOPER, SON & LEIGHTON,

OURprising neighbors,
kindly

loaned

elaborate

afternoon.

us

Dining

the furniture of our
Room Window.

J. R. LIBBY.

We Will Give
1000 Lbs. of Coal

v

vuuwuo

n
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TO EYERY PURCHASER OF THE

a.,

DOUUO

4UI

—

■»—

THE DEFENDER

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Nerves

sums:

also small

sums

to

of cellent lunch served.
joyable occasion.

owners

freight.

Will

NY REPUTABLE
JEWELER OR

SILVERSMITH
will tell you that there is

no

doubt of the Sterling
quality of GORHAM Silver,
than there is that Gorham
Silver is made at all—and
^Gorham Silver has been
made and sold for more than
more

fifty

years.
Too good for
Dry Goods Stores—

Jewelers only.

Inspect

the

It

was

a

Schoolliouses.

At the time the schools opened in September, the sohoolhouses were all infprime
condition, having been well cleanod under the direction of Mr. Bowen, Superinfirst
tendent of School Buildings. On
day of the term diphtheria became preschool and afterwards
in one
valent

tljp

spread

to

otherjschools. Itjis

now

charged

the schoolliouses themsolves are at
This cannot be so, but in order
to allay the natural fears of parents, Mayor Baxter has asked the plumbing inspecof health
tor, Mr. Cram, and the board
officials to thoroughly inspect the Butler
schoolhouse, Casco street schoolliouso and
others where thero is any complaint.
that

fault.

an exhaustive examination and a formal report of their conclusions will be made to the Mayor.

They will make

Sale of seats for “A Midnight Frolic”
for City Hall opens Wednesday morning
Reserved
at Stockbridge’s musio store.
seats

25, 85,

50 cents.

the steamers and in the West Indies was
for Thomas B. Hoed for President. Tho
New England men and the New Yorkers

are

Good Servants

were

But make

especially enthusiastic.”

Sale of seats tor “A Midnight E’rolic”
Wednesday morning
for City Hall
Reserved
at Stockbridge’s musio store.
seats 25, 35, 50 cents.

opeiis

Poor Masters
To keep your Nerves steady,
Your Head clear,
Build up your Strength,
Sharpen your Appetite,
You must have

Pure Rich Blood
The Best Medicine to Vitalize
and Enrich the Blood, is

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
curs all liver ills,
ness, headache.

Liliou.325a.

Bridgton, Me.
F.l', FABB1JI. Prop.
nov5d3t

MRS. EVELYN DAY WHITE,
Teacher of Singing,
120 Winter St.

2 Major C. J. House who has been assisting Labor Commissioner Matthews in
compiling figures to show the population
of the State ot Maine has just completed
his work and estimates that there is for
1895 a population of 736,000 as compared
for 1894. This is a gain of
with 722,000
than 14,000 over 1894 and 75,000
more
1890. These figures are Jestimated
over
from polls as reported by the town asA poll is not merely a voter as
sessors.
male resident 21
some think but any
years old

or

at

Stockbridge’s

nov5d2w#

jVErO-

Free Drawing School for Mechanics. Twentieth Year.
evening of
This school will he opened on the
at Mechanic’s
Nov 1” 1885 at 7.10 o’clock
months
four
free of
continue
ll-ill and will
charge to mechanics, journeymen, apprentices
mechancal
follow
to
pnrsuits
or those intending
classes will he
from anypart of the state. Three
formed one for architecture, one for mechauone for advanced pupils in fourth
ic-il
hranehes A part ot the lessons in each class
will be devoted to Free nand Drawing. Pupils
w 11 bo
reouired to furnish themselves witli all

music store.

seats 25, 35, 50 cents.

Reserved

necessary

implements and staUonary. None

admitted. Application.;
under 14 years
ABN ER
will bo received untl day of opening by
IV LOWELL, 513 Congress street. Novodtd
of

age

I

DOLLARS
I

to make a purchase
at our new sales-

nr

—L
NEEDED

room.

.

.

•

The most wonderful heating stove in the entire
its
Will give, on account of
world.
very
remarkable construction.

SO

Per
at

More

Cent
the

same

cost

for

many attractive
odd pieces at less than a
dollar. Ware that it would
take an expert to distinguish
from the Sterling, many patterns are so nearly followed.

SILVER

CO.,

“Home Silversmiths,”

0J3

WILLIS A.

other

stoves.

Buy one this week and get 1000 pounds of Coal
FREE with which to test it.
We will pay back your money if it does not
perfectly please in every respect, and if you have
not used the lOOO pounds of coal you may keep
the balance for your trouble.

Outfitters,”

are

STEVENS
The

as

WE HAVE THEM IN OPERATION IN OUR STORE.

“The IfouseSiold
There

fuel

Heat,

•

-A.

utid

over.

CONGRESS

WESSERUNSET HOUSE,-

The Census of Maine.

The One True Blood Purifier
;Salo of soats for “A Midnight’Erolio”
Prominently in the Public Eye. for City Hall opens Wednesday morning

Hrwl’a
PilE«
S fills
rlUOU

WHITE STORE,

hunters.

most en-

They

Larrabee’s

‘Marvel Circulator.’

CONGRESS ST.

CATES,

Local Manager.

Hooper,
Our store surrounds the corner of

LEIGHTO
Congress

& Centre Sts.
uovjdlt

